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PART ONE
GENERAL
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1. Purpose
The purpose of this manual is toa. Provide a general guide for tank gunnery training.
b. Treat in detail those elements of tank materiel and gunnery not
covered in publications pertaining to specific models of tanks.
c. Outline principles, methods, and techniques which will insure full
and effective use of tank weapons, both in training and in combat, under
all foreseeable conditions.
d. Promote uniformity and high standards of training.
e. Provide ia practical reference book for all echelons of command in
learning, teaching, and supervising tank gunnery.

2. Scope
a. This manual contains five parts as follows:
(1) Part one outlines the pulrpose and scope of this manual.
(2) Part two presents general characteristics of tank armament,
turrets, and controls applicable to all tanks. It also discusses
tank gun ammunition and ballistics.
(3) Part three explains the fundamentals of tank gunnery, to inelude fire-control equipment, range determination, and tank
gunnery principles applicable to all tanks.
(4) Part four covers conduct of fire. It presents in detail the principles, methods, and techniques of direct fire. It also discusses
indirect fire.
(5) Part five covers tank gunnery training and testing of individual
tank crewnmen, sections, and platoons.
TAGO 10129-B, May
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b. This manual is general in scope and covers only those principles,
methodsr-techniqucs, training exercises, and proficiency tests applicable
to all types and models of tanks. For details pertaining to any particular
item of mlatcriel, refercnce mllust be made to the specific public:ations for
that tank.
c. The material presented Ihclcrin is apl)licalle without modifications

to both atomic and nonatomnic warfare.

4
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PART TWO
MATERIEL
CHAPTER 2
CHARACTERISTICS OF TANK ARMAMENT,
TURRETS, AND CONTROLS

Section I. INTRODUCTION
3. Background
The family of tanks includes three types-a light-gun tank, a mediumgun tank, and a heavy-gun tank. As the gun designation implies, these
tanks are produced to fulfill certain roles according to their firepower
capabilities. However, all tanks, regardless of type, have many common
characteristics. The tank, being basically an offensive weapon, depends
upon its mobility, armor-protected firepower, and shock action to
accomplish its mission. Mlobility refers to the ability of the tank to
negotiate various types of terrain and to move rapidly from place to
place on the battlefield. How well a tank moves over the ground depends
largely upon its power plant, its suspension system, and its crew. Armorprotected firepower refers to the tank's ability to shoot rapidly and
accurately in any direction with a multiplicity of weapons, at the same
time furnishing adequate armor protection for the crewmen. The speed
and accuracy of fire depend upon the turret and gun controls, the sights
and fire-control instruments, anrd the skill of the tank crew. Shock action
is obtained by properly employing mobility and armor-protected
firepower.

4. Characteristics of Tanks
Regardless of the gun's size or the tank's mission, tanks have the conlmon characteristics indicated in a through Ic below.
a. The crewmen stationed in the turret include the tank commander,
who commands the tank, fires the turret- (or cupola-) mounted machine
gun, and directs the actions of all the other crewmen; the gunner, who
aims, fires, and adjusts the fire of the main gun and the coaxial machine
gun(s); and one or more loaders, who load(s) the main gun and coaxial
machine gun(s).
TAGO 10129-B, May
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b. The turret, mounted on the turret ring, can be rotated by the gunner
continuously and with variable speed in either direction by both manual
and power controls. This permits firing in any direction without moving
the tank. Slow or rapid traverse and immediate reversal of direction are
possible. In addition, on some tanks, the tank commander is provided
with a means for overriding the gunner's power control for rapid laying
on targets.
c. The main gun is mounted on trunnions in the forward part of the
turret. As the turret traverses, the gun traverses; but for elevation the
gun must move independently of the turret. This is accomplished by use
of a gunner's manual and/or power elevation system. As in traverse, the
tank commander has, on some tanks, a means of overriding the gunner's
power elevation controls.
d. At least one machine gun is mounted coaxially with the main gun
and is aimed with the same direct-fire sights.
e. A turret- or cupola-mounted machine gun is provided for use by the
tank commander against aerial and ground targets.
f. The main gun is fired either manually or electrically by the gunner,
and electrically by the tank commander. It is provided with a manual
safety to prevent accidental firing.
g. The main gun is normally mounted in a recoil mechanism. Some
recoil mechanisms have one cylinder concentric with the gun tube; others
are multiple-cylinder types which space the cylinders around the gun
tube. This recoil mechanism limits the movement of the gun in recoil
and returns the gun to the battery position.
h. The gun is aimed primarily by direct-fire sights but may also be
laid by use of auxiliary fire-control instruments. Direct-fire sights are
mounted for use by the gunner and tank commander.
i. The rear of the turret overhangs the turret support in order to balance the weight of the gun tube in the front of the turret. This assists
traverse, particularly when the turret is not level. The space provided by
the turret overhang is utilized for mounting the radios, ventilator, ammunition stowage racks, and miscellaneous equipment.
j. The turret can be locked in traverse by use of the turret lock. The
gun can be locked in traverse and elevation by use of a gun traveling
lock. These locks are designed to prevent damage to the traverse and
elevation mechanism.
k1. Ammunition for the main gun and machine guns is stowed so that
some rounds are immediately available for loading. Other main gun
ammunition maybe stowed under the turret floor, in the turret overhang,
in the sides of the hull, or in the forward part of the hull.
6
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Section II. TANK GUNS AND GUN MOUNTS
5. General
Tank main guns vary in caliber but are fundamllentally of the same
design. They have the following comlmon characteristics:
a. Mounted on a combination moulnt.
b. Consist of four miain parts or assemblies-mnlzzle attachment, bore
evacuator, tulbe, and breech mccihanlism.
c. Incorporate a breech which may be opened manually. The breech
will close autolnatically at any time the extractors are tripped. During
firing the breech will open automatically on counterrecoil and eject the
emlpty case.

6. Combination Gun Mount
The combination gun mount consists of a gun shield and a cradle. The
gun mount supports the main gun on trunnion bearings and provides
attachments for the breech operating and firing mcechanisms, the coaxial
machine gun mount(s), the recoil guards, and in some cases a direct-fire
telescope lounlt.

7. Recoil Mechanisms
Recoil mechanisms are of the hydrospring constant recoil distance
type, designed to bring thile gun to rest at the clll of a predetermlined
recoil distance ald to return the gunll to battery positioll with a minilaunlll
of shock. This is accomplished by the controllcd flow of hydraulic fluidl
and by the compression and expansion of spring(s)-hence, the designation hydrospring.

8. Main Gun
The main gun on a tank is a high-velocity, flat-trajectory weapon. It
consists of four major parts--muzzle attachment, bore evacuator, gun
tube, and breech inechanism. lMuzzle attachments are provided to reduce
obscuration. Bole evacuators are mounted on the gun tube to withdraw
the smoke and gases from the tube at the muzzle. Thce tube is maclined
for attachmuncnt of the breech mccllhanism, bore evacuator, muzzle attachment, and in sonIe cases the recoil piston.

9. Maintenance of Tank Guns
Mlaintenance of tank guns includes preventive maintenance services,
inspections, and repair when necessary. Appropriate publications prescribe the scrvices to be performel and by whoml they will be performced.
Generally the key to long tube life and proper functioning of the breech
mechanislll is propcr cleaning after firing and prloper inspection and
lubrication during nonfiring periods. Abrasive compounds must not be
TAGO 10129-B, May
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used on the interior of the tube. However, crocus cloth may be used to
remove burrs from the breech mechanism and machined outer surfaces
of the tube. Inspection, cleaning, and lubrication are prescribed to insure
that no damage is done to the gun by rust or corrosion. Rifle bore cleaner
is the authorized cleaning agent for use on tank guns. All unpainted
surfaces are cleaned with rifle bore cleaner after firing and for three
consecutive days thereafter. Rifle bore cleaner has a preservative agent
which will prevent rust for periods up to 48 hours. This preservative will
evaporate whcn applied to a hot tube; therefore, the gun tube should be
cool enough to touch with the bare hand before cleaning. During periods
when the gun is not being fired, the recoil system must be exercised. The
frequency of exercise will be dependent upon climatic conditions. This
exercise, accomplished by manually forcing the gun out of battery several
times, inhibits the formation of rust on the unpainted surfaces of the gun
tube, thereby preventing damage to the recoil cylinder when the gun is
fired.

8
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CHAPTER 3
TANK GUN AMMUNITION AND BALLISTICS

Section I. INTRODUCTION
10. General
Since the doctrine for employment of tank weapons is based on the
theory of a fast first-round kill, it is essential to know and understand
the ballistic performance of the different types of ammunition, which
allow effective engagement of any enemy target which may be encountered.

11. Complete Round of Ammunition
Tank gun alnmunition is classified as artillery ammunition. A coimplete round of ammunition is defined as one containing all the components necessary to load and fire the weapon one time. For tank gun
ammunition these components are the projectile (which may include a
fuze), the propellant, the primer, and the cartridge case (fig. 1).
Caution: Explosive ammunition, or components containing explosives
MUST be handled with care at all times. The explosive elements in
primers and fuzes are particularly sensitive to shock and high temperatures. Prescribed precautions for handling ammunition are stated in
TMI 9-1901 and TM 9-1900.

12. Fixed or Separated Complete Rounds
Either fixed or separated complete rounds are issued. In fixed rounds,
all components are firmlly contained by the cartridge case. In separated
rounds, the projectile is separated from the cartridge case and the primer
and propellant are sealed in the cartridge case. Tank gul ammunition is
also classified according to the purpose for which the round is designedarmor-defeating, antipersonnel or antimateriel, and chemical.
TAGO 10129-B, May
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Figure 1. A complete round of tank gun ammunition.
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Section II. PROJECTILES AND FUZES
13. General
Projectiles are classified as inert and filled. Inert projectiles contain
no explosive filler and consist of metal slugs which obtain their effect
by mass and velocity (kinetic energy). Filled projectiles contain either
an explosive or a chemical filler, Filled projectiles are fused to detonate
the explosive or to disseminate the chemical. Most standard tank gun
projectiles contain a tracer element in the base.

14. Projectile Nomenclature
The forward portion of the projectile from the point to the area of
largest projectile diameter is called the ogive. It includes the point
detonating fuze or windshield. The ogive serves to streamline the projectile and provide better ballistic performance. To the rear of the ogive
is the bourrelet, the area of largest projectile diameter. It is machined to
fit snugly within the gun bore. The bourrelet forms the front bearing
surface and centers the projectile while it moves forward in the gun tube.
The body may contain a filler. The diameter of the body is slightly less
than that of the bourrelet and rotating band(s). Rotating bands are
fixed at the rear of the projectile. They form the rear bearing surface,
sealing the propelling gases behind the projectile and imparting spin to
the projectile as it begins its forward motion. Rotating bands are usually
made of relatively soft metal. They are of sufficient diameter to squeeze
into the grooves of the gun bore when the projectile first moves forward
during firing. Because of the twist of the rifling, the rotating band causes
the projectile to rotate. This rotation or spin continues during the time
of flight of the projectile and provides stability. The base is that part of
the projectile upon which the expanding propelling gases act to force the
projectile forward. The base may also contain the tracer and base
detonating fuze.

15. Armor-Defeating Projectiles
Armor-defeating projectiles achieve their effect by means of kinetic
energy or chemical energy.
a. Kinetic energy projectiles (A, fig. 2) depend upon their velocity and
mass to defeat armor. Kinetic energy projectiles are basically inert, but
some types may contain a small explosive charge and a base detonating
fuze to cause the projectile to break up after penetration of the armor.
Kinetic energy projectiles include armor-piercing (shot), armor-piercing
capped (APC), hyper-velocity armor-piercing (hyper-shot), and hypervelocity armor-piercing discarding sabot (Sabot). Hyper-shot and Sabot
projectiles are of lighter weight than solid shot and incorporate a core of
tungsten carbide, a metal of extremely high density and hardness. Spaced
armor arrangements and highly sloped armor reduce the effectiveness of
hyper-shot type projectiles.
TAGO 10129-B, May
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ARMOR-PIERCING
BASE

TRACER

BODY

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE CORE
INDSHWIELD

/NOSE

HYPER-VELOCITY

ARMOR-PIERCING

A. KINETIC ENERGY PROJECTILES

H.E. FILLER
ASE
fUZE
-SEU ZE#EnLLiR

CONE
.

,

IOGIVE AND
UNION ASSEMBLY

OGIVE
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE-ANTITANK

B. CHEMICAL ENERGY PROJECTILE
Fiyurc 2. Armor-deleating projectiles.

b. Chemical energy projectiles (B, fig. 2) include high explosive antitank (HEAT) and high explosive plastic (HEP). Chemical energy projectiles have a given armor-defeating potential which is constant regardless of the range.
(1) Penetration by the HEAT projectile depends on utilization of
the shaped charge principle. Detonation of the change causes
formation of a supervelocity jet of flame and cone particles that
can penetrate a considerable thickness of armor.
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(2) Upon impact the plastic explosive of 1HEP mushrooms on the
armor and detonates. This force transmits shock waves through
the armor, causing large jagged spall fragments to be displaced
from the back of the plate.
16. Antipersonnel and Antimateriel Projectiles
There are two types of projectiles in this category-high explosive
(HE) and canister (fig. 3).

2

ZI t-

if

HE FILLER

=

_

v----i

iFUZE AND

HIGH-EXPLOSIVE PROJECTILE

STEEL CONTAINER
/

/

iTACKED STEEL.
CYLINDRICAL PELLETS

CANISTER
Figure 3. Antipersonnel and antimaleriel projectiles.
a. High explosive projectiles are filled and fuzed. They consists of a
steel body with a large cavity filled with a high explosive such as TNT or
Composition B. The fuze is of the point detonating type and detonates
either upon impact or as a result of time action. The fuze detonates the
explosive filler, which causes fragmentation at the area of impact or
detonation. High explosive projectiles are used against troops, thinskinned vehicles, crew-served weapons, and light materiel.
b. Canister projectiles are cylindrical in shape and contain a large
number of small steel pellets. As the projectile leaves the muzsle of the
gun, centrifugal force rupturecs the canister and discharges the pellets.
Canister ammunition is used against concentrated troop formations at
close range.
TAGO 10129-B, May
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17. Chemical Projectiles
Although there are many types of chemical projectiles, the white
phosphorus projectile (fig. 4) (\P or smoke) is thile only type commlonly
fired from tanllks. It is similar in construction to the high explosive pl'Ojectile but contains a filler of xwhiite phosphorus wilhichl ignites on contact
withl air. it has a poillt detonaltinlg fuze whlich, ulpoln impact, initia:tes a
burster charge causing the projectile body to rul)ture. The white phlosphorus, when scattercd and cxposed to the ailr, burns and produces a
dense white smoke. This round is used to screen, to mark targets, and
to produce casualty and incendiary effect.

BURSTER CASING\

BURSTER CHARGE

SLEEVE

BURSTER TYPE CHEMICAL PROJECTILE
Figure 4. Chemical projectile.

18. Fuzes
Fuzes are attaclcd to fillcd projectiles to initiate detonation or action
of the filler. Fuzes are classifiedl, according to their location on the projectile, as point detonating or base detonating. They are also classified,
according to their method of functioning, as tine or impact. Impact
fuzes are most common to tank gun anmmunition, although time fuzes
are available.
a. Point Detonating Fuzes--Impact Type. These fuzes (fig. 5) are
fitted to the standard HE and \VP projectiles. When the projectile is
fired, the fuze renmains uniarmed until it has clcared the muzzle of thile
gun. For this reason they are callcd boresafe fuzes. On impact, the fuze
initiates the detonation or action of the filler. Mlost point detonating
fuzes of the impact type will provide superquick or delay action after
impact. Thile complete round is issued with the fuze set at superquick
(SQ); when the slot in the setting sleeve is rotated one quarter turn, the
fuze will be set at delay afnd will initiate detonation a predetermined
fraction of a second after impact. This delay permits ricochet action or
penetration of light materiel prior to detonation. The high explosive projectile may be fitted with a concrete-piercing fuze when needed. This is
at special point detonating fuze made of hardened steel. It provides added
strength for the HE projectilc, thus giving better penetration when used
14
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against concrete fortifications. It includes a predetermined delay action.
b. Base Detonating Fuzes--Impact Type. Some filled armor-defeating
projectiles (APC filled, HEAT, and HEP) are fitted with a base detonating fuze. Extreme care must be exercised in handling rounds so
fuzed, inasmulch as some fuzes are not boresafe (noninterrupted firing
train) uand function by inertia alone. A sharp blow applied to the point
of the ogive may cause detonation whether the round has been fired
or not.

STANDARD SUPERQUICK-DELAY FUZE
RA PD 104831

3.48

1,60
CONCRETE--PIERCING

FUZE

RA PD 104830

Figure 5. Point detonatinyg uzes-impact type.
TAGO 10129-B, May
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19. Ammunition Lot Numbers
A lot number is stamped on the base of cvery complete round of tank
gun ammunition and on all packing boxes and containers (fig. 6). It is
required for all purposes of recordl, incl(linlg reports on condition, functioning, anl accidents in which ammunition is involve(l. lTo obtain the
greatest accuracy in firing, successive rounds should be from the samc
ammunition lot wVilenever practicable.

20. Painting and Marking of Ammunition
Ammunition is painted prinmarily to prevent rust. .A secondary purpose
is to provide color for ease of identification.
T'upe of ammuitiol
High explosive (any round containing high explosive).
Arlmor-piercing (inert)
Canister
Chemical:
WP (smoke)
Illuminating
NonpersisternL casualty gas
Persistent, casualty gas
Nonpcersislent :harassing gas
Practice
Dummy or Drill (inert)

Section III.

Colorof projectile
Olive dranl; marking in yellow
Black; marking in white
Black; mnukinig in white
Grey;
Grey;
CGcy;
Grey;
Grey;
Blue;
Black;

one yellow band, marking in yellow
one white band, marking in white
one green band, mlarking in green
two green bands, marking in green
onr: ir:ed band. marking in red
m:arking in white
ml:rking in white

MACHINE-GUN AMMUNITION

21. Cartridge Types, Caliber .30
a. Armor-Piercing Incendiary (API). Used against light anrnor and
light materiel. At normal implact at 200 yards it will penetrate approximately /. inch of homogeneous armor plate.
b. Armor-Piercing (AP). Samne characteristics as API except without
incendiary action.
c. Ball. Used against personnel and light inateriel. At normal impact
at 200 yards it will penetrate approximatcly 1/; inch of homogeneous
armor plate.
d. Tracer. Normal visible trace is 900 yards.
e. Frangible. Training amnnunition. Bullet shatters on impact.
f. Blank. Used in training.
g. Test, High Pressure. Used for proof firing of rifles and imachine
guns. To be fired by authorized personnel only.
TAGO 10129-1l,
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22. Cartridge Types, Caliber .50
a. Armor-Piercing Incendiary (API). tsed against aircraft, light
armor, concrete shelters, and similar bullet-resisting targets. At normal
impact at 100 yards it will pcnctrate 7/s inch of homlogeneous armor plate.
b. Armor-Piercingincendiary Tracer (API-I). Same as API but with
the addition of a tracer element. Normal visible trace is 1,800 yards.
c. Ball. Used against personnel and light materiel.
d. Tracer. Range of visible trace varies from 1,800 to 2,450 yards.
23. Identification of Machine-Gun Ammunition Types
a. Color Identification.
Color of tip o/ bIllet

T7ypeo¢1/
cartridge

Not painted
Black
Aluminum
Orange
Maroon
Red and anllnminim
Green and white

Ball
Armor-piercing
Armor-piercing incendiary
Tracer (Cal .30)
Tracer (Cal .50)
Annor-licercing incendiary tracer
Frangible

b. Tinned Cartridge Case. A tinned cartridge case indicates highpressure test cartridges only.
c. Drilled Holes in Case. Drilled holes in cartridge case indicate
dummy cartridges.
Section IV.

BALLISTICS

24. General
a. Ballistics is the science of the motion of projectiles. From the time
a projectile lcaves its starting place until it comes to rest, it passes
through three phases-interior ballistics, 'exterior ballistics, and terminal ballistics.
b. For the most part, the crew cannot control the inherent ballistic
characteristics of the gun-amniunition combination. However, the crew,
by diligent application of correct tank gunnery techniques and approved
cleaning, inspection, and maintenance procedures, can exploit the capabilities of the gun and ammunition.

25. Interior Ballistics
a. Interior ballistics conccrns everything that takes place inside the
gun tube. It deals with the temperature, volume, and pressure of the gases
into which the propellant in the chamber of the gun is changed by coinbustion, and with the effect of the expansion of these gases upon the gun,
18
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mount, and projectile. When the firing mechanism is actuated, the firing
pin strikes the primer, initiating the burning of the propellant. The propellant burns gradually, producing a large volume of gas while the
projectile is still in the tube. This gas expands, producing pressure in
all directions in the chamber. The projectile moves forward, accelerating
rapidly ill the tube while the gun moves rearward in recoil. As the projectile moves forward, the rotating band is cngravecd by the rifling
in the bore, sealing the propellant gases behind the projectile. Since the
gun bore is rifled, the projectile spins as it travels forward. The gas
pressure in the tube is still high when the projectile leaves the muzzle;
this accounts for the large muzzle blast of tank guns. A study of interior
ballistics permits the determination of all the factors which give a projectile its orientation, velocity, and rate of spin. Some of these factors
are weight of charge, type and density of propellant, length of bore, and
chamber volume. These factors determine the design of the gun and
recoil system.
b. Interior ballistic performance is greatly affected by such factors as
variations of powder temperature, tube wear, imperfect rotating bands,
and extraneous matter in the gun bore. The crew can obtain the best
and most consistent results by insuring that ammunition is not exposed
to direct rays of the sun or other excessive heat, that gun tubes are
cleaned before and after firing, and that ammunition is stowed in such
a manner as to prevent damage.

26. Exterior Ballistics
a. Exterior ballistics is concerned with the path of a projectile from
the time it leaves the gun until it strikes the target or bursts in the air at
a dcesired point. The path of flight of the projectile is called the trajectory. This trajectory is the resultant of six major factors(1) Direction in which the gun is pointed.
(2) Projectile velocity.
(3) Drag on the projectile caused by the resistance of the air
through which it passes.
(4) Drift of the projectile caused by its rotation in the air.
(5) Effect of wind.
(6) Force of gravity.
b. In order to overcome the force of gravity, the gun must be pointed
above the line of sight to the target. The angle above the line of sight
to which the gun must be elevated to cause a given projectile to strike
a target at a given range is termed the superelevationangle (fig. 7). Generally, the lower the projectile velocity, the greater the supereclevation
angle required. High-velocity guns used in tanks need very little
superelevation and are commonly referred to as flat trajectory. TechTAGO 10129-B, May
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nically, there is no flat trajectory; but tank gun projectiles fired at
combat ranges describe a nearly flat trajectory.
c. The tank crew can compensate for many of the factors affecting
the trajectory by selecting firing positions which are as level as possible, by careful sight adjustment, by accurate determination of range,
and by correctly indexing ammunition.
LINE OF BORE

DIRECT FIRE SIGHT

LINE OF
TRAJECTORY

SUPERELEVATION ANGLE

Figure 7. Superelevation angle.

27. Terminal Ballistics
Terminal ballistics is concerned with the effect of the projectile on the
target. This effect is determined by the characteristics of the projectile,
fuze, and target. Different projectiles produce varying target effects,
such asa.
b.
c.
d.

Fragmentation.
Penetration (kinetic energy or chemical energy).
Incendiary.
Smoke.
The tank commander selects the type of ammunition which will produce
the greatest "killing" effect on the target.

20
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PART THREE
FUNDAMENTALS OF TANK GUNNERY
CHAPTER 4
TANK FIRE-CONTROL EQUIPMENT

Section I. INTRODUCTION
28. General
This chapter discusses the capabilities and Ilimitations of fire-control
equipment and how this equipment is adjusted and used in accurate and
rapid target engagement. Since use of fire-control equipment must also
include an understanding of angular mcasuremcnts, the mil and mil
relations as they apply to tank gunnery also are discussed.

29. Essentials of Good Gunnery
A thorough knowledge of fire-control equipment, its use, and its adjustment is essential to good gunnery. Fire-control equipment includes
ranging and sighting equipment, which enables the gunner to see and aim
at targets; auxiliary fire-control equipment, which permits the gunner
to engage targets lihe cannot see; observation and vision devices, N~hich
allow tank crewmen to observe targets and adjust fire; and various other
types of cquipment which aidl in laying tank guns.

Section II. THE MIL AND MIL RELATION
30. General
a. The rail is the basic unit of angular measurement used in tank gunnery, because of the precise calculations and adjustments required. Tank
weapons may be laid for deflection and elevation by moving the gun
right (or left) and up (or down) a specified number of mils. Tank firecontrol equipment is graduated in mils to conform to the mail method of
measurement. There are aplproximately 18 mils in one degree (10 equals
17.777778 mils).
TAGO 10129-B,
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b. The mil is a unit of angular menasurement equal to 1/6,400th part of
a circle (fig. 8). One mil, for tank gunnery purposes, subtends a width
(or height) of 1 yard at a range of 1,000 yards (fig. 9). When the sides
of a l-mil angle are extended until they are 2,000 yards long, the width
at the ends of the lines is 2 yards.
c. The relationship between the angle, the length of the sides of the
angle, and the width between thce sides remains constant. Figure 10
demonstrates this constant relation as the angle increases from 1 mil to 2
mils and the range increases from 1,000 yards to 2,000 yards.

0-6400

5000

100

it

4800 ;1600

i

,

3200
Figure S.

There are 6,400 mils in a circle.

1000. yd
Figure 9.
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lil relation at 1,000 ylards.
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liyure 10. The mil relation is constant1 rail at 1,000 yards equals I yard.
I mril at 2,000 yards equals 2 yards.
2 mils at 1,000 yards equals 2 yards.
2 mils at 2,000 yards equals 4 yards.

31. Mil Relation
a. The relationship between the size of the angle, the length of the
sides, and the width between the ends of the sides is expressed as the
IV
(fig. 11).

anil relation, or:

117 lVidth (or height) in yards.

I
1is

Range in thousands of yards.
angle in mnils.

R

W = WIDTH (OR HEIGHT) IN YARDS
R = RANGE IN THOUSANDS OF YARDS
rfI = ANGLE IN MILS
Figure 11.

The mil relation.

b. Since the mil relation is constant, other linear units of measurement
such as meters, feet, or inches may be substituted for yards in expressing
TAGO 10129-B,
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width (TV) or range (R); however, the relation holds true only if both
11' and R are expressed in that same unit. For example, if the sides of a
I-mil angle are cxtendedl to 1,000 meters, the width between the ends of
the sides is 1 meter.
c. The nil relation imay be converted into a formula by removing the
factor that is to be determined.
Thus,

T

becomes

'V=

R x lt

or R =
or Il =-

1V

As a memory aid, the word WORM may be used, meaning TV over R x oi
IV
or R in

32. Use of Mil Relation
a. The mil rcilation is used in tank gunnery to compute one of three
clements-range, mail angle, or width,. Wh\\'en two of the elemcnts are
known, the third inay be determined. It should also be kept in mind
that the mil relation holds true in either a horizontal or vertical plane
(fig. 12). For angles less than 400 inils, the nil relation is accurate
enough for use in comnputing firing data.
b. Determining Range.
(1) General. To determine range (R), the mil angle and the width
must be known. Figure 13 illustrates a situation in which the
tank commander at point A must determine the range to the
target.
Remember:

Remove unknown:

IV
R x Ih

TV
? x l`

(2) Procedure.
(a) It is known that the enemy tank is approximately 7 yards
long (WI').
(b) Using his binocular, the tank commander determines that the
tank measures 10 mils (In).
(c) By removing the R factor from the mil relation:
TV
IV
Rx
becomes R =IV
24
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Figure 13. Detcrmining range to a target.

(d) Substitute the two known vailtcs for IV and il and solve for R:
if
7
iyi
10
(e) Since R is in thousands of yards, multiply the answer (.7) by
1,000: .7 x 1,000 = 700 yards, the range to the enemy tank.
c. Determining Mil Angle.
(1) General. It may be necessary to solve for the mil angle (in)
when determining the safety factor for friendly troops (minimum elevation), when determining angle of site, or when the
mil angle cannot be measured directly with instruments. To
determine the mil angle (fl), the range and width must be
known. Figure 14 depicts a situation in which the tank commander at point A must determine the mil angle (ih) necessary
to add a 5-yard safety factor to the top of the mask.
RememberW
Rxm

Figure 14.
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Remove unknownTW
R x ?

Determining mil angle.
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(2) Procedure.
(a) Using the range finder or some other means of measurement,
the tank commander determines that the range to the hill
mask is 500 yards (R).
(b) The height above mask for troop safety is 5 yards (Tl7).
(c) By removing the il factor from the mil relation:
W

ft

11'

1~becomes
x
1il =

R

(d) Substitute the two known valuces for I' and R and solve for tlf:

I = -=
R

- = 10 mils.
.,

d. Determining l'idth.
(1) General. It may be necessary to solve for width (W) when
adjusting artillery fire, when adjusting tank fire from defilade,
when deterlining clearance for bridges and underpasses, and
when determilning the difference in elevation between gun and
target. To determine width using the mil relation, the mil angle
and the range minst be known. Figure 15 illustrates a situation
in adjusting artillery fire. In order to correct for deviation, thile
tank commander at point A must determine the width (W)
between the volley and his observer-target (OT) line.
Remcemllber--

Remove

W
B x 1it

VOLLEY

nnknown-

?
R x lgh

;'~S

Figure 15. Determining width between target and volley.
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(2) Procedure.
(a) The range from the observer to the target is 3,000 yards.
(b) Using his binocular, the observer determines that the angle
between the OT line and the volley measures 20 mils (In).
(c) By removing the IW factor from the uil relationxV 4becomes TV = R x i.
R xl
(d) Substitute the two known values for R and illand solve for WV.
TW7= R x nl = 3 x 20 = 60 yards, the width between the
OT line and the volley.

33. Conversion Table
The following conversion table will be of assistance in using the
mil relation. The first collmn of figures should be used for quick conversion; the second column for precise calculations.
Multiply number byTo onvertL.914402
.9 or
.........................
yards to meters ...................
1.093611
1.1 or
meters to yards .............................................
..6 or
.621370
kilometers to miles .........................................
1.609347
1.6 or
miles to kilometers .........................................
.304801
.3 or
........................
feet to meters ...................
3.3 or 3.280833
meters to feet ..............................................
.056250
............................................. .06 or
m ils to degrees
17.8 or 17.777778
..........
degrees to mils...................................

Section III.

BINOCULARS

34. General
Continuous evaluation of the terrain and actions of the enemy, through
general observation, is a most important function of armor leaders. The
binocular enables a tank commander to accomplish this observation.
Tank crewmen use it for adjustment of fire, for locating targets, and for
the measurement of small horizontal and vertical angles.

35. Description of Binocular
The binocular (fig. 16) is an optical instrument consisting of two telescopes hinged together for binocular vision. The reticle (fig. 17) in the
left telescope has both horizontal and vertical scales. The horizontal
scale is 100 mils wide, graduated in 10-mil intervals, with 50 mils right
and 50 mils left of the center of the field of view. There are tllree verltical
scales. Infantry use the vertical scale in tile right half of the field of
view in adjusting inachine-gun fire; tankers use it only to denote the
30-mil mark on the right portion of the horizontal scale. The other
vertical scales, one above the center and one above the left edge of the
28
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Figure 16. Binocular.
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Figure 17. Binocular reticle.
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horizontal scale, consist of short horizontal lines 5 mils long and spaced
5 mils apart vertically. These are for measurement of vertical angles.

36. Operation of Binocular
a. Setting Inlerpupilaln Distfancc. To set thile binocular so that the
eyepiecces are the sai6ie distanlce apLirt as the eyes, o)peal the binocular at
tile hinge and lok: through the cyclpice at thce sky; then close thile
binocular until thile two circles appear as one sharply defined circle. Then
note the reading on the interpupillary scale. This reading remains constalit for any particular individual.
b. Focusing (Diopter Setting).
(1) Set both diopter scales at +4 and, with both eyes open, look
through the eyepieces at a distant object.
(2) Cup the palm of one hand over the objective lens of one tclcscope and slowly turn the focusing nut of the other telescope
until the object is clearly defined. Once the object becomes
sharp, avoid any furthlcr turning of the focusing nut.
(3) Reset tihe scale at +4 and follow this procedure for the same
telescope a second time. Use the greatest plus reading of the
two trials.
(4) Rcpeat the procedure for the other telescopce. It may be necessary to make a slight readjustmcnt of the left eycepicec to
define the reticle clearly.
(5) Note the diopter scale reading for each eyepiece for future use.
c. Observing.
(1) Holding thile binocular with both hands, press the eyepieces
lightly to the eyes (fig. 18).
(2) The thumbs shou:l be bent and held at the side of the eye
sockets to prevent light froin entering the eyes from the sides.
Do not look through the binocular any longer than necessary at
one time.
(3) When observing from a moving vehicle, look at a specific area
for a short period of time. To examine a wide area, observe
sections of the terrain at a time. Do not attempt to observe
more than the immcdiate field of view for each sighting.
d. Use of Reticle. The reticle appears superimposed on the observed
area. It is used to measure horizontal and vertical angles. Accurate
measurement, to the nearest mil, is of primary importance.
(1) AMeasuring horizontal angles (fig. 19). To measure the holizontal angle between two points, lnove the binocular so that
both points are lined up along the horizontal scale. The numnlber
of mils between the two points is the horizontal angle. If the
points are 50 mils or less apart, place the zero graduation on olle
point and then read the number of mils to the other. If the
30
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Figure 1S. How to hold the binocular.

points are between 50 and 100 mils apart, place one end graduation on the point on that side and read the number of mils
to thile other point (rlemenber that there are 50 mils between the
end graduation and the zero graduation). If the points are more
than 100 mnils apart, select one or more points bcetween them,
make two or more measurements, andladd them together. If one
ploillt loes not appecar exactly on a graduation, interpolate the
number of mils less than 10.
TAGO 10129-B, IMay
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Figure 19. Measuring horizontal angle with binocular.
The burst is 20 mils right of the truck.
(2) Measuring vertical angles (fig. 20). To measure the vertical
angle between two points, move the binocular so that the bottom point is on either the zero or the left (50) graduation of the
horizontal scale. The number of mils between the bottom and
the upper points, as read on the vertical scale, is the vertical
angle. Interpolate between the 5-mil graduations. To measure
larger angles (over 20 mils), tilt the binocular sideways and use
the horizontal scale.

37. Care and Preservation of Binoculars
a. Care. The binocular requires careful handling. It should be frequently inspected for moisture, dirt, fungus, grease, and damaged or
titled reticles. Adjust the carrying strap so that the binocular will rest
on the chest. In this position it is quickly available and is less likely to
swing and strike against the turret or other parts of the tank. The
binocular is kept in its carrying case when not in use.
32
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Figure 20. Mleasuring vertical angle uith binocular.
The height of the tank is 6 mils.

b. Cleaning and Preservation. Wipe the binocular dry immediately
after use in wet weather. The lenses are made of soft glass and coated to
reduce reflection. The only authorized lens cleaning materials are lens
tissue, lens soap, and camel's-hair brush. Use saddle soap to preserve
the leather.
c. Disassembly. The cyeguards may be removed to facilitate use of
the binocular by personnel wearing glasses. Further disassembly will
be performed by Ordnance personnel only.

Section IV.

DIRECT-FIRE SIGHTS

38. General
a. Direct-fire sights are optical devices used to lay the gun for elevation and deflection when the target is visible through these sights.
Direct-fire sights have the following characteristics:
(1) Move with the gun.
(2) Incorporate a gun-laying reticle.
TAGO 10129-B, May
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(3) Have provision for boresighting (reticle movement).
(4) Provide reticle illumination.
b. Direct-fire sights are mounted for use by the tank comnmander and
gunner. The gunner usually has two sighting systems, a primary and a
secondary system. Tile tank comlmander's direct-fire sight is normally
used to designate targets and to lay the gun for deflection. Types of
direct-fire sights are telescopes, periscopes, and range finders.
39. Periscopes
Periscopes (fig. 21) normally provide two separate fields of viewone a magnified field with superimposed reticle for use as a direct-fire
sight, the other a nonniagnified field for observation purposes.

HEAD ASSEMBLY
SPLASH GUARD

1

LEVER

ELEVATION

.

'%'
EYEPIECE

MOUNI
HEADREST

GUN READY LIGHT

ELEVTION
BOIESIIGlT
KNOB

Figure 21.

Periscope.

40. Telescopes
Telescopes (fig. 22) provide a magnified field of view with superimposed reticle. They are tubular in shape and fixed in a telescope
mount which in turn is fixed to the combinition gun mount.
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Telescope.

41. Range Finders
Some tanks are equipped with a range finding device (fig. 23) or
instrument for use by the gunner or tank commander as a means for
determining range and as a direct-fire sight.
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C / CONTRKOL PANEL
REARING

END BOX
ELEVATIONBORESIGHT
KNOB

HALVING KNOB

B/

.

RANGE KNOB

Figure 23. Range finder.

42. Direct-Fire Control Systems
Direct-fire control systems vary and are peculiar to the models and
types of tanks. The systems may be either telescope sight mounted
coaxially with the gun, range finder-computer-periscope with necessary
linkage, periscope-ballistic unit and necessary linkage, or range finder
alone. Figure 24 illustrates a representative direct-fire control system.
TAGO 10129-B, May
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43. Sight Reticles
Sight reticles are of various types. In present use are the standard
dash pattern and gun-lay reticles. The standard dash pattern reticle
(fig. 25) is graduated for a particular ammunition type. The center of
the boresight cross represents zero range and zero deflection and is used
when borcsighting. The gun-laying reticle (fig. 26) contained in other
direct-fire sights can be used with any type of ammunition. The aiming
cross in the center of the reticle is used to boresight and to fire the
initial round at stationary targets. Both reticles incorporate vertical
(range) lines and horizontal (lead) lines.
44. Direct Laying
Direct laying takes place when the tank gun is fired against targets
which can be observed through the direct-fire sights. The sight reticle
is used for direct laying of the gun. To lay the gun on a target, the
gunner, by use of the power or manual controls, traverses and elevates

/A90-T33E7 ,
GUN & AMMUNITION IDENTIFICATION DATA
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Figure 25. Standard dash pattern reticle.
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Figure 26. Gun-laying reticle.

until the proper point of the sight reticle is laid on the target. When
traversing or elevating, he should make the last motion of the gun in
the same direction each time. This eliminates lost motion.

Section V.

SIGHT ADJUSTMENT

45. General
Accurate sight adjustment is fundamental in tank gunnery; it is
impossible to fire accurately without it. It includes boresighting, zeroing, and verification of the zero.

46. Boresighting
Boresighting provides the basis for all sight adjustment. It is performed periodically to insure the greatest possible accuracy. Boresighting establishes a definite relationship between the axis of the gun
bore and the lines of sight for all direct-fire sights. This is accomplished
by alining the axis of the gun bore on a definite aiming point on a target
at a prescribed range. Without disturbing the alinement of the gun, the
aiming or boresight cross of the sights is moved to the same definite
aiming point (fig. 27). For accuracy, the tank should be level to eliminate cant error (par. 49b) and superelevation must be removed from
the sights.

47. Zeroing
Zeroing adjusts the sights so that the point of aim and the point of
strike of the projectile coincide at a known range. It compensates for
38
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Figure 27. Boresighting.

certain variables which affect accuracy such as tube wear, jump, projectile drift, and climatic conditions. The steps in zeroing (fig. 28) are
as follows:
a. Boresight.
b. Select a well-defined point in the target area at a range as near
1,500 yards as possible.
c. Determine the range to this target by the most accurate means
available.
d. Using the known tank-to-target range, make a precise lay on the
target.
e. Fire a clearly visible group of three rounds, using shot ammunition.
Re-lay the gun after each round to obtain the same sight picture.
f. Lay the gun on the same aiming point. Then, without disturbing
TAGO 10129-B, May
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the gun lay, move the aiming cross or appropriate range line to the
center of the shot group.
g. Use the manual controls to traverse and/or elevate the gun to lay
the sight back on the aiming point.
h. Fire one or two check rounds. The check rounds should strike
within a prescribed distance, for the particular gun, from the point

of aim.
i. Record the zero settings. This is an established zero.

SHOT

GROUP

a. FIRE A THREE TO FIVE ROUND SHOT GROUP. USING
THE CENTER OF THE TARGET AS AN AIMING POINT.

AIMING
CROSS

b. REFERTHE AIMING CROSS TO THE CENTER OF
THE SHOT GROUP USING THE BORESIGHT KNOBS.

c. RE-LAY THE GUN USING THE MANUAL CONTROLS
AND FIRE A CHECK ROUND.

CHECK
ROUND

Figure 28. Zeroing.
40
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48. Verification of Zero
Periodic checks of the gun zero are made by boresighting and indexing
the established zero setting. A check round is then fired at a definite
aiming point at a known tank-to-target range. If the projectile strikes
within the prescribed distance of the aiming point, the zero is correct.
If the projectile fails to strike within the prescribed distance, fire additional rounds and repeat the zeroing procedure.

49. Effects of Drift, Cant, and Parallax
The factors of drift, cant, and parallax cause a certain amount of
error in firing. These errors are usually small at normal combat ranges
and can be corrected in varying degrees by zeroing and adjusting fire.
a. Drift is the deviation of the projectile from the plane of fire. It is
the result of the effects of rotation, air resistance, and gravity on the
projectile. The rotation imparted to the projectile by the rifling of the
bore causes the round to drift in the direction of the rotation. This is
usuilly to the right, since most bores are rifled with a right-hand twist.
Telescope sights correct for drift by use of offset range lines; however,
periscope sights do not compensate. Proper zeroing results in full compensation for drift at the sight zeroing range and partial compensation
at normal combat range. When firing is at long ranges, as in indirect
fire, data from firing tables can be used to compensate for drift.
b. Cant is the inclination of the gun trunnions from the horizontal
when the ground is not level. This causes increasing deflection and range
error in the direction which the tank is canted, as the target range
increases. The best way to avoid cant is proper selection of positionson level ground whenever possible. When it is necessary to fire with
cant, error may be avoided by taking a corrected sight picture (fig. 29)
for the initial round.
c. Parallax is the apparent difference in the position of an object
when it is viewed from two different points. In tank gunnery, parallax
error is caused by a sight that is offset from the gun tube, such as a
periscope. This error is correctible at the zeroing range; however, it is
of small consequence at normal comlbat ranges. Parallax error is also
c:lused by not positioning the eye to the sight in the same manner for
each sight picture. This is correctible through training and proper
adjustment of the headrest.
TAGO 10129-B,
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Section VI.

TANK-MOUNTED AUXILIARY FIRE-CONTROL
EQUIPMENT

50. General
Auxiliary fire-control instruments are used to lay the gun when the
target cannot be engaged by use of the direct-fire sights. These auxiliary instruments include quadrants, azimuth indicators, aiming circles,
and compasses.

51. Quadrants
Quadrants are used to measure the gun elevation angle. They may
be mounted in the turret on the ballistic drive or gun mount, or carried
in a case and set on the breech ring when in use (fig. 30). Whatever the
type, all quadrants incorporate an elevation scale and index for coarse
adjustment, a micrometer scale and index for fine adjustment, and a
leveling vial to indicate true horizontal. All measurclments are taken
from the true horizontal; therefore the elevation scale and micrometer
scale must be used in conjunction with the leveling vial. Quadrants are
checked periodically to determine their accuracy. Inaccurate quadrants
must be adjusted, repaired, or replaced.
52. Azimuth Indicators
a. Azimuth indicators (fig. 31) are used to lay the gun for direction
and to measure horizontal angles. They are mounted on the turret ring
gear in a position which permits them to be viewed by the gunner. There
are two scales-an azimuth scale graduated in 100-mil increments and a
micrometer scale graduated in i-mil increments. There are three pointers
-an azimuth pointer and a micrometer pointer, both of which are adjustable, and a directional pointer. The directional pointer indicates the
amount of turret traverse measured from the front center of the tank
hull and is nonadjustable. To use the azimuth indicator, lay the gun on a
reference point or aiming point by use of the direct-fire sights or the gun
tube. Push down the resetter knob and rotate it to move the azimuth and
micrometer pointers to zero, then release it. Any subsequent turret
rotation will be indicated on the azimuth and micrometer scales. For
small shifts in deflection, rotate the gunner's aid to index the zero of its
scale opposite the micrometer pointer, then traverse the turret in the
desired direction until the micrometer pointer indicates the required
deflection angle.
b. Azimuth indicators are checked periodically for accuracy. Since
no error is allowable, inaccurate instruments will be sent to Ordnance for
repair or replacement.
TAGO 10129-B, May
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53. Indirect Laying
Indirect laying takes place when the tank gun is fired against targets
which cannot be observed through the direct-fire sights.
a. To lay the gun for elevation, convert the range to a quadrant elevation, using a firing table, ballistic unit, or computer. Index the quadrant
elevation on the quadrant, using the elevation and micrometer scales.
For example, to lay the gun on a quadrant elevation of plus 135 mils,
index plus 100 mils on the elevation scale and plus 35 on the micrometer
scale; then move the gun until the bubble in the leveling vial is centered.
Apply subsequent elevation corrections by adding or subtracting the
number of mils to or from the initial elevation, setting tile sumn or difference on the elevation and/or micrometer scales, and centering the
bubble in the leveling vial. If a subsequent elevation correction is
given as a pure quadrant elevation, apply this setting to the elevation
and micrometer scales and center the bubble.
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b. To lay the gun for deflection, zero the azimlith indicator on a reference point. Then traverse the turret until the correct deflection reading
is shown on the azimluth anl miicromecter scales of the azimuth indicator.
Traversing tile gun to tile right mioves tihe pointers clockwise; traversing
to the left illoves the pointers counterclockwise. Thec gunner's aid is
used to make subselquent deflection shifts of 50 inils or less. After laying
the gun for deflection initially, place the zero of the gunner's aid op p osite
lwith
the micrometer pointer. Small deflection shifts can now be made
reference to the zero of the gunner's aid. Do not set the micrometer
pointer back to zero after each shift, but move the zero of the gunner's
aid to a position opposite the pointer. To make subsequent shifts of
more than 50 mils, add or subtract the subsequent shift to or frol the
initial deflection, and traverse until the azimuth and micrometer pointers
indicate the correct reading.

54. Vision Devices
Although not used to directly control the fire of tank guns, vision
devices are utilized for reconnaissance, observation, and adjustment of
fire. Examples of vision devices are periscopes and the vision blocks in
the cupola and driver's hatch.

Section VII.

AIMING CIRCLE

55. General
The A12 aiming circle is an auxiliary fire-control instrument for incasurling azimuths and angles of site and for general survey work. In tank
gunnery, the aniing circle is used to lay tanks pluaallel and for the preparation of firing data.

56. Description of Aiming Circle
The M2 aiming circle (figs. 32 and 33) has four main parts-telescope
assembly, compass assembly, azilmut mechanism, and leveling assembly. Accessory equipment includes a tripod, a back plate and canvas
cover, an instrillnent light, a pilumb bob assembly, a lamp holder and
remover, and a cover for the 1diilning circle.
a. Telescope Assembly. This assembly consists of a 4-power, fixedfocus instrument with a leveling device. The telescope is pivoted above
the comlllpass box and may be moved through a vertical angle of -400
mils to +800 inils by turning the telescope elevating knob. The elevation scale is graduated every 100 mils from -4 to +8. The elevation
micrometer scale is graduated in mils from 0 to 100 and is numbered
every 10 mils. The telescope has a reticle (fig. 34) with vertical and
horizontal mil scales; these scales are graduated in 5-mil increments, 85
mils in each direction from the center. The reticle can be illuminated
for night use.
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RA PD 222958
Figure 32. Aitming Circle, 2£, withl equipment.
b. Conmpass Assembly. The magnetic colmpass is located in the oblong

recess in the top of the main housing. A rectangular glass reticle is located
at one end of the compass recess. A magnifier which is set in the wall of
the housing enables the observer to aline the end of the compass needle
with the line of the reticle.
c. Azimuth Mechanism. The azimuth mechanism consists of an azimuth micrometer scale and an azimuth scale. The azimuth scale has two
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scales which are graduated at 100-mil intervals and numbered every
200 mils. Thile upper scale is graduated from 0 to 6,400. The lower scale,
graduated from 0 to 3,200, parallels the 3,200-6,400 upper grnadluaitions.
Tile azimuth micironmeter scale is located on the azilluthl knobl. It is
graduated in inils and is nnmbered every 10 mnils from 0 to 100. The
azimuth knob (slow upper motion) is used for fine adjustments. A
tlhrowout lever is used for fast upper motion. Two orienting knobs control the slow lower motion. A throwout lever is provided for fast lower
mnotion.
d. Leveling Assembly. The leveling assembly is provided for fine
leveling adjustments. It consists of a base plate and three leveling
screws.

TELESCOPE ELEVATING KNOB

- CALE

TELESCOPE/

COMPASS-NEEDLE

ORIENTING - KNOB

COVER

ILEVELING

SPRING PLAT

TE

I CREW

ADJUSTING

SCREW

BASE PLATE

RA PD 222966

Figure 8S. Aiming Circle, Mt2.
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Figure 84/. Telescope Reticle, Aiming Circle, A!2.

57. Operation of Aiming Circle
a. Setting Up Aiming Circle.
(1) Unscrew thce tripod head cover and unstrap thce tripod legs.
Loosen the leg clamp thumlbscrews, and cxtend tih lower legs to
the desired length. Tighten the thumbscrews, and bed each leg
firmly in the ground.
(2) Unsnapl the aimning circle cover latches; remove the cover. Open
the base plate cover assembly, and thread thce tripod screw into
the aimling circle until it is firmly scated. Check the circular
level on thie aiming circle, land rcadjust the tripod legs until the
level is apl)lroximately centerel.
(3) If thce instrumlent is to be oriented with respcct to a particular
grid point, remove the plunllb bob assembly from the canvas
covcer andl hang it on thce tripod hook. Adjust the position of the
trilpod legs until the plulnb bob hangs directly over the grid
point.
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(4) Turn the aiming circle leveling screws until the circular level
bubble is centered. Then rotate the aiming circle and, using
the cylindrical level, make fine adjustments with the leveling
SCI'CWS :It selected azinmuth settings until tile cylindrical level
bubble Prelnlins centeiedll tiihroughout 6,400 mils of travel.
(5) With the aining circle in a level position, turn the elevation
scale and micrometer to zero. Note the position of the bubble
in the level attached to the telescope body. It should be centered. If it is not, the instrument should be adjusted by Ordnance personnel.
b. Objects Afeecting Operation of Aiming Circle. The aiming circle
will not operate properly when it is too close to metallic objects,
especially wires carrying electricity. Such metallic objects as steel helmets, small arms, and binoculars should be moved away from the instruinent. For proper operation, the aiiming circle should be set up at least
the distance shown from the following objects:
lines ........................................ 150 yards
High-tension poweVC
75 yards
Tanks or other armoled vehicles .................................
40 yards
Trucks or telegraph wiles .......................................
Ba rbed wile

...................................................

10 yards

58. General Uses of Aiming Circle
a. General. Compass instruments indicate direction with respect to
magnetic north only; therefore, to use the aiming circle properly, it
is necessary to know the following definitions and procedures:
(1) Magnetic north is the (irection indicated by the magnetic
needle of a compass.
(2) Grid north is the north direction of the grid line of a map or
grid.
(3) Azimuth is a horizontal angle nmeasured clockwise from a north
direction.
(a) Grid azimuth is the clockwise angle from grid north to a
definite point.
(b) iMagnetic azimuth is the clockwise angle from magnetic
north to a definite point.
(4) Declination constant (fig. 35) is the horizontal clockwise angle
from grid north to magnetic north of a particular instrument;
this will vary for different localities and for different instruments. Declination constant, therefore, is a combination of the
grid-magnetic angle and the variation of the instrument.
(a) To declinate an instrument is to determine the declination
constant of the instrument.
(b) To convert magnetic azimuths to grid azimuths, the declination constant must be applied to the compass reading.
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DECLINATION CONSTANT IS THE HORIZONTAL CLOCKWISE ANGLE FROM GRID
NORTH TO THE MAGNETIC NORTH DIRECTION OF A PARTICULAR INSTRUMENT.

Figure s5. Declination colsl. nt.

b. Measuring Horizontal Angles.
(1) Set up and level the aiming circle.
(2) Zero thce azimuth and micrometer scales.
t to the
(3) Using the lower motion, turn the head of the instrumen1
gencral location of the point froml which the angle is being
measured.

(4) Sight through the tclescope; using the slow lower motion, place
the intersection of the horizontal and vertical lines of the
reticle on the point fronm which the angle is being measured. (To
eliminate lost motion, always make the last movement of the
vcrtical line in the same direction.)
(5) With the upper motion, bring the vertical line of the reticle on
the point to which tle angle is being mcasured .
(6) The reading on the azimuth and micrometer scales is the angle
between the points.
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c. Measuring Vertical Angles.
(1) Small vertical angles.
(a) Level the instrument.
(b) Lay the intersection of the horizontal and vcrtical lines in
the reticle on one point of the object to be measured.
(c) Read the angle to the other point by use of the vertical scale.
(2) Large vertical angles.
(a) Level the instrument.
(b) Turn the telescope elevating knob until the horizontal line
of the reticle is on the lower object. Record the indicated
reading.
(c) Turn the elevating knob until the horizontal line is on the
tpper object. Recordl the indicated reading.
(3) If both readings are plus or both minus, subtract, and the difference is the vertical angle. If one reading is plus and the other
minus, add the two readings to get the vertical angle.
d. Measuring Angles of Site.
(1) Level the instrument.
(2) Lay the vertical line in the telescope reticle on the point to
which you wish to measure the angle of site.
(3) Level the telescope by centering the bubble in the telescope
assembly. Check to insure that the elevation micrometer scale
is zeroed.
(4) Turn the telescope elevating knob until the horizontal line is
on the object.
(5) Read the angle of site from the elevation scale and micrometer
scale. If the reading is plus, the angle of site is plus; if the
reading is minus, the angle of site is minus.
e. Measuring Magnetic Azimuths.
(1) Level the instrument.
(2) Zero the azimuth and micrometer scales.
(3) Release the magnetic needle.
(4) Look through the reticle of the magnetic needle magnifier; using
the lower motion, aline the center vertical line with the base
or large end of the magnetic needle.
(5) Lock the magnetic needle.
(6) Look through the telescope; using the upper motion, place the
intersection of the horizontal and vertical lines on the point to
which the azimuth is being measured.
(7) Read the angle from the azimuth and micromcter scales.
f. Measuring Grid Azimuth.
(1) Level the instrument.
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(2) Set the declination constant on the azimuth and micrometer
scales.
(3) Release the magnetic needle and center it, using the lower
motion.
(4) Lock the magnetic needle.
(5) Look through the telescope; using the upper motion, place the
intersection of the horizontal and vertical lines on the point to
which the grid azimuth is being measured.
(6) Read the angle from the azimuth and micrometer scales.

59. Laying Tanks Parallel
When firing indirect, tanks are laid parallel; that is, regardless of the
position of the tanks, all gun tubes are parallel. The purpose of this procedure is to insure coverage of the target area and to allow control of
the fire of all tanks by a single command. Tankers may use any one of
three methods to lay tanks parallel.
a. Tanks and Target Visible. When both the tanks and the target area
are visible to the aiming circle operator, the following procedure may be
employed (fig. 36):
(1) The operator levels the aiming circle and zeros the azimuth and
micrometer scales. Using the lower motion, he sights on the
target. He then commands AIMING POINT THIS INSTRUMENT, DIRECTION OF FIRE . . . (point).
(2) Each gunner sights through his gun tube on the telescope of the
aiming circle and sets his azimuth indicator at zero.
(3) Using the upper motion, the operator lays the cross hairs of the
telescope reticle on the center of the gun muzzle of Tank No. 1.
(4) The operator reads the lower azimuth scale and micrometer
scale and announces the reading: for example, DEFLECTION
NUMBER ONE, ONE THREE FOUR ZERO (reading must
be taken from the lower scale so that it will be less than 3,200
mils). The process is repeated for each tank.
(5) Each gunner now traverses his turret until the azimuth indicator reading is the announced deflection. The tank guns are
now laid parallel. Since the azimuth indicator is graduated into
two 0 3200 parts, the gunner must know the direction of fire
so that he can use the appropriate part of the scale.
(6) Gunners now zero their azimuth indictaors, and aiming stakes
are set out for each tank.
b. Laying on Given Grid Azimuth. Upon receiving the command
COMPASS . .. (the grid azimuth in mils), tanks are laid parallel on a
grid azimuth as follows:
(1) The aiming circle operator subtracts the grid azimuth from the
TAGO 10129-B, May
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Figure 36. Laying tanks parallel when both tanks and target
are visible to aiming circle operator.

declination constant of the instrument (6,400 mils is added to
the declination constant if necessary).
(2) With the instrument level, the operator sets the result on the
azimuth and micrometer scales. Using the lower motion, he
centers the magnetic needle. (The 0-3,200 line of the aiming
circle is now pointing along the given grid azimuth.)
(3) The operator then commands AIMING POINT THIS INSTRUMENT, DIRECTION OF FIRE . . . (point). Tanks
are then laid parallel by following the procedure outlined in a,
above, (2) through (6).
c. Reciprocal Laying. If an aiming circle is not available, tanks may
be laid parallel by reciprocal laying (fig. 37). Procedure is as follows:
(1) The center tank is alined on the target by use of aiming stakes.
The gunner of the center tank then zeroes his azimuth indicator.
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(2) On the command NUMBER TWO, LAY ON ME, the gunners
of the center tank and the tank on the immediate right then
traverse until both gunll tubes are exactly alined. The loaders of
each tank sight through the tubes to accomplish alinement.
(3) The gunner of the center tank announces his azimuth indicator
reading and points in the direction of fire: for example, DE-
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FLECTION NUMBER TWO, ONE THREE FOUR ZERO
... DIRECTION OF FIRE ...
(4) The gunner of the right tank indexes the announced reading on
the azimuth indicator, using the scale opposite from the direction of fire. He then traverses in the prescribed direction until
zero is indicated on the azimuth indicator. The right tank is
now laid parallel to the direction of fire.
(5) The gunner of the center tank repeats the process to lay the
left tank. The tanks thus laid then lay tanks on their flank in
the same manner.

60. Declinating Aiming Circle
To declinate an aiming circle, a declinating station or point must
first be established. This station is normally established by an artillery
or engineer unit, by use of a transit. In the absence of an established
declinating station, an instrument can be declinated for a particular
locality on any line of known grid azimuth. After the line of known azimuth has been determined, declinate the aiming circle as follows:
a. Set up the aiming circle over one end of the line of known azimuth
(which serves as a declinating station), and level the instrument carefully.
b. Set the azimuth and micrometer scales at zero, and center the
needle with the lower motion.
c. With the upper motion, turn to the point of known grid azimuth and
record the reading.
d. Repeat this process three times. Then subtract the average of these
three readings from the known grid azimuth. (Add 6,400 mils to the
known grid azimuth if the magnetic azimuth is greater.) The result is
the declination constant for the instrument in that locality.
e. Accuracy can be increased by having more than one point of known
grid azimuth visible from the decinating station. When more than one
point is available, take the reading to each point, compute the difference,
and use the average as a declination constant. An example of this plocedure is illustrated in figure 38. The grid azimuth to point A is known
to be 682 mils; the magnetic azimuth to point A is measured as 675 mils.
Therefore, the difference between the grid azimuth and magnetic azimuth
to point A is 7 mils. The grid azimuth to point B is known to be 2,136
mils, while the magnetic azimuth is measured as 2,130 mils, a difference
of 6 mils. The grid azimuth to point C is known to be 5,418 mils, and
the magnetic azimuth is measured as 5,410 mils; the difference here is
8 mils. The average difference is 7 mils (7 plus 6 plus 8 divided by 3),
which is the declination constant of that aiming circle in that area.
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Figure 88. Declinating the aiming circle.

61. Care and Maintenance of Aiming Circle
a. Care of Aiming Circle. Proper care in handling the aiming circle
will insure the best possible service.
(1) When the magnetic needle is not being used, lock it in place.
(2) Stops are provided on instruments to limlit the travel of the
moving parts. Do not attempt to force the rotation of any knob
beyond its stop limit.
(3) Keep the instrument as clean and dry as possible. Keel) equil)ment covered when it is not in use.
(4) Do not point the telescope directly at the sun unless a filter is
used, as the heat of the focused rays may damage optical
elements.

(5) To prevent excessive wear of threads and other damage to the
instrument, do not tighten leveling, adjusting, and clamping
screws beyond a snug contact.

b. Maintenance of Aiming Circle.
(1) Under normal operating conditions, clean the exposed metal
surfaces of the tripod, and coat them with a thin preservative
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oil. When using the instrument around salt water or extreme
moisture, coat all unpainted metal surfaces with a lanolin-base
lubricant.
(2) The aiming circle has coated optics. The coating reduces the
amount of light reflected from tile lens surfaces; this results in
a corresponding increase in the amnount of light transmitted
through the lenscs. Avoid excessive rubbing of the optics, because it will remove the coating. When cleaning the lenses of
the telescope, use only the special issue lens soap, lens tissue, or
other approved material.
(3) Ordnance is responsible for all repairs on instruments. Only
Ordnance personnel should disassemble and repair the aiming
circle.

Section VIII.

COMPASS

62. General
The TM2 compass (figs. 39 and 40) is used to determine azimuth or
angle of site. The principal parts of this compass are thea. Compass body assembly.
b. Angle of site inechlnism.
c. Magnetic needle aond lifting mechlanism,
d. Azimuth scale and adjuster.
e. Front and rear sights.
f. Carrying case.

63. Description of Compass
a. Compass Bodiy Assembly.
(1) In the compass body, a circular glass window covers and keeps
dust and moisture from the interior of the instrument, thus protecting the compass needle and angle of site mechanism.
(2) A hinge assembly keeps the compass cover parallel with the
body when opened. A hole in the cover coincides with a small
oval window in the mirror on the inside of the cover. A sighting
line is etched across the face of the mirror.
b. Angle of Site Mechanism.
(1) The angle of site mechanism is attached to the bottom of the
compass body. It consists of an actuating lever, located on the
back of the compass body, and a leveling assembly with a tubular elevation level and a circular level. The instrument is
leveled with the circular level to read azimuth and with the
elevation level to read angles of site.
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Compass, A12-side view.

(2) The elevation (angle of site) scale and the four points of the
compass, represented by three letters and a star, are engraved
on the inside bottom of the compass body. The letters E and \V
are reversed to facilitate reading direction through the mirror.
The elevation scale is graduated in two directions; in each direction it is graduated from 0 to 1,200 mils in 20-mil increments
and is numbered every 200 mils.
c. Magnetic Needle and Lifting Mechanism.
(1) The magnetic needle assembly consists of a magnetized needle
and a jewel housing, which acts as a pivot. The north-seeking
end of the needle is painted white. A thin piece of copper wire
is wrapped around some needles to act as a counterbalance.
(2) A lifting pin projects slightly above the top rim of the compass body. The lower end of the pin engages the needle-lifting
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lever. When the cover is closed, the magnetic needle is automatically lifted from its pivot and held firmly against the
window of the compass.
d. Azimuth Scale and Adjuster.
(1) Thce aziinnait scale is a circular dial geared to tie azimuth scale
adjustcr. This permits the azimuth scale to be rotated approximately 900 mils in either direction. The azimuth index, a small
metal pin, provides a means for orienting the azimuth scale to
the magnetic declination.
(2) The azimuth scale is graduated clockwise in 20-mil increments,
froml 0 to 6,400, and is nulllblnered at 200-miil intervals.
e. Front and Rear Sights. The front sight is hinged to the compass
cover, so that it call be folcdd inlto its bracket when not in use. Tilhe
rear sight is mande in two parts, a rear sight and a holder. When the
compass is not being used, the rear sight is folded across the compass
body and the cover is closed over it.
f. Carrying Case. This case is made of leather and fits the general
contour of the M12 compass. A loop on the back of the case permits its
attachment to the user's belt.

64. Use of Compass
The A12 compass is an auxiliary fire-control instrumncnt. It mcasures
magnetic or gridl azimuths, and anrgles of site.
a. Measuring Horizontal Angles.
(1) Using the compass sights, sight on the left extremity of the
angle to be measure(l.
(2) Note the reading on the azimuth scale.
(3) Sight on the right extremity of the angle to be measured.
(4) Subtract the first reading from the second (adding 6,400 if
necessary); the differcncc is the desired angle.
b. Measuring Ma gnetic Azimuths.
(1) Zero the azimuth scale by turning the azimuth scale adjuster .
(2) Place the instrument on a post, nonmetallic stake, or similar
object (this is necessary only for very precise mcasurements),
and center the bubble in the circular level.
(3) Looking through the sights, sight on the object.
(4) Rcad the azimuth unlder the black end of the magnetic needle.
(Reading the white end of the needle would give the back
azimuth.) Use interpolation to get angles of less than 20 mils.
(\\When holding the compass in the hands, adjust the cover until
the azimuth scale and the magnetic nccdle can be seen in
thie mnirrl or.)
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c. Measuring Grid A9zimuths.
(1) Set the known declination constant on the azimuth scale by
rotating the azimuith scale adljuster.
(2) Mleasulre the azimulth a:s described in b above.

dI. M seassuring All ies of Site.
(1) Place the cover in such a position that whenllcll you sight through
the rear sight and the aperture in the cover, you can see the
bubble in the elevation level in the mirror. Turn the compass
on its left side (with the elevation scale down).
(2) Sight on the point whose angle of site is to be measured.
(3) Rotate the level lever (located on the back of the compa:lss
body) until the bubble in the elevation level is centered.
(4) Read the angle on the elevation scale opposite the index mark.
e. Mleasuring Vertical Angles. To measure vertical angles, use the
procedure described in d above to get two readings, one at each of the
points between which the vertical angle is to be measured. The difference between these readings is the vertical angle between the points.

65. Care and Maintenance of Compass
a. Handle the compass carefuly; avoid subjecting it to unnecessary
shocks. Keep the compass in the carrying case when not in use. After
using it in wet weather, wipe it dry before returning it to the carrying
case. AWhen the instrument is moved from one position to another or is
not in use, the compass cover should be closed; this lifts the needle off
its pivot and prevents injury to the pivot or jewel. Be very careful not
to bend the sights or the cover hinge. Fold the rear sight so that it lies
flat on the conmpass window before closing the cover; failure to take this
precaution might result in a broken compass window.
b. This instrument requires no lubrication. Clean it with a camel'shair brush, lens tissue paper, ethyl alcohol, and dry-cleaning solvent.
Clean the metal parts with a clean cloth moistened with dry-cleaning
solvent. Clean the glass parts with ethyl alcohol and clean lens paper.
When cleaning the mirror, do not get alcohol on the edges of the mirror;
it is set in putty, and alcohol might loosen this setting. Wipe all dust, oil,
or other foreign substances off the carrying case, using a damp (not Nwet)
sponge. Allow the leather to partially dry, then rub it vigorously with a
soft dry cloth.

Section IX.

MISCELLANEOUS FIRE-CONTROL EQUIPMENT

66. Aiming Data Chart
a. Inasmuch as the standard dash pattern type of gun-laying reticle
is calibrated for one type of ammunition only, the gunner must compen62
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sate for the difference in trajectory when he uses any other type of round.
Normally, this correction is determined by use of the ballistic unit or
computer. However, should these devices be inoperative, an aiming data
chart similar to the one shown in figure 41 serves to indicate the range
adjustment.

b. If aiming data
charts for any gun
ballistic units, and
Aiming data charts

charts arc not available, gunners can prepare similar
by comparing elevations as found in firing tables,
computers for the different types of ammunition.
are usually glued on the recoil guard of the gun.

67. Firing Tables (Tabular)
Firing tables are printed for each caliber of tank gun. They include
data for firing all standard types of ammunition. There are two general
types of tabular firing tables. The first of these is the unabridged or
complete firing table, which includes all known data pertaining to a given
gun-ammunition combination. The second is the abbreviated firing
table, which includes only the data shown in figure 42. Of these two
types, the abbreviated is more commonly used in preparation for and
conduct of talrk gun firing.

68. Graphical Firing Tables
a. Graphical firing tables are special type slide rules used in the preparation for and conduct of artillery fire, including tank gun fire. Each
consists of one or more rules, on which are printed certain ballistic data,
and an indicator.
b. For details of design and use of graphical firing tables, see TM
9-525.

69. Aiming Posts
Aiming posts arc used as reference points in indirect fire. If necessary,
they may be constructed from any straight wood or metal pole. During
darkness or other conditions of poor visibility, a shielded flashlight may
be taped or tied to the post for easy identification.

70. Observation Telescopes
Observation telescopes are optical instruments issued for the purpose
of providing a greatly magnified field of view for detailed examination of
targets or terrain. They are usually mounted on a tripod. Solme have
interchangeable eyepieces providing a selection of magnification from
10x to 30x. No reticle is provided in observation telescopes.
64
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EXTRACT FROM FIRING TABLE
Shell, HE-T, T91
Fuze PD, M51A5
Ronge

Muzzle Velocity, 2400 F/S
Elevation

Elevation
Chonge

Vertical
Chonge

F ,
100 yd Ro ge Change
yd

Vertical
Probable
Error

Drift

mil

rail

ft

ft

ft

0

0.0

.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

100
200
300
400

0.8
1.7
2.6
3.5

.9
.9
.9
.9

0.3
0.5
0.8
1.1

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2

0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1

500

4.4

.9

1.4

0.3

0.2

600
700
800
900

5.3
6.3
7.3
8.3

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.7
2.0
2.3
2.6

0.4
0.4
0.5
0.5

0.3
0.4
0.6
0.7

1000

9.3

1.0

3.0

0.6

0.9

1100
1200
1300
1400

10.3
11.4
12.5
13.6

1.0
1.1
1.1
1.1

3.4
3.7
4.1
4.5

0.7
0.7
0.8
0.8

1.1
1.4
1.6
1.9

1500

14.7

1.1

4.9

0.9

2.2

1600
1700
1800
1900

15.8
17.0
18.2
19.4

1.1
1.2
1.2
1.2

5.3
5.8
6
7

1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1

2.6
3.0
3.4
3.8

2000

20.6

1.2

7

1.2

4.3

2100
2200
2300
2400

21.8
23.1
24.4
25.7

1.2
1.3
1.3
1.3

8
8
9
9

1.3
1.3
1.4
1.4

4.8
5.4
5.9
6

2500

27.1

1.4

10

1.5

7

2600
2700
2800
2900

28.5
29.9
31.3
32.8

1.4
1.4
1.5
1.5

11
11
12
13

1.6
1.6
1.7
1.7

8
9
10
10

3000

34.3

1.5

14

1.8

11

3100
3200
3300
3400

35.8
37.4
39.0
40.7

1.6
1.6
1.6
1.7

14
15
16
17

1.9
1.9
2.0
2.0

12
13
14
16

3500

42.4

1.7

18

2.1

17

.

Figure 42?. Tabularfiring table (abbreviated).
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CHAPTER 5
RANGE DETERMINATION

Section I.

INTRODUCTION

71. General
The greatest potential cause of error in tank gunnery is range detcrmination. W'he a tank crewman can determine range accurately, the
probability of obtaining a target hit is greatly increased; speed and
accuracy in firing the first round will produce the desired result.
72. Methods of Determining Range
The methods of determining range are-range finders, estimation by
eye, binocular and mil relation, maps and photomnaps, intersection, registration, and information from friendly troops. These methods have
varying degrees of accuracy. The method used is dependent on the
equipment or means available and the threat that the target presents.
The best method in any given situation is the one which gives the most
accurate range consistent with the amount of time available. When the
range finder is available, it is the best and most accurate method of
determining range; however, it is not mounted on all tanks, or it may
become inoperative. Therefore, tank crewmen must become proficient
in all methods of determining range.

Section II. METHODS OF RANGE DETERMINATION
73. Range Finders
On tanks so equipped, range finders are the primary method of range
determination for tank crewmen. The value of the range finder lies in
the increased probability of hits at ranges beyond 1,000 yards. The
maximum time required for a trained operator to range on a target is
five seconds or less. A tank crew can expect first-round hits on visible
targets when the range has been determined by a range finder.

74. Estimation by Eye
Estimation by eye is the most rapid but least accurate method of
determining range. This method requires a great deal of training. Training must be continuous to maintain the proficiency necessary to estimate
66
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range by eye with any degree of accuracy. Accuracy is also greatly
influenced by the distance to the target. As the range to the target
increases, accuracy decreases at a very rapid rate. In estimating tankto-target range, the tank crewman habitually employs some form of
mental yardstick. This yardstick is in multiples of hundreds of yards
(meters) to agree with the graduation on direct-fire sights. However, in
order to apply this yardstick with maximum effectiveness, the crewman
must be aware of certain factors which influence its application. These
factors are nature of the target, nature of the terrain, and light conditions.
a. Nature of Target. A target of regular outline, such as a house or
vehicle, appears to be closer than it actually is; while a target of irregular
outline, such as a clump of trees or camouflaged position, appears to be
more distant than it actually is. When the target is in contrast to the
background, it appears nearer because the target outline is more clearly
defined. If the target blends with the background, it appears farther
away because it is more difficult to distinguish the target outline (fig.
43). The amount of target visible also affects the estimate. When the
entire target is in view, it appears closer. When only part of the target
is visible, it appears to be more distant (fig. 44).
b. Nature of Terrain. Since projectiles travel through the air from gun
to target, the range to be estimated is the air-line distance and not the
ground distance. The eye, however, tends to measure the ground distance. In figure 45, the distance between points A and B appears greater
than the distance between points B and C because the eye has followed
all the detail of the lines between A and B; actually, the distances arc
the same. In the field, the observer's eye unconsciously tends to follow
the irregularities which vegetation and terrain conformation give to the
ground line, thus resulting in overestimation of the range. Conversely, in
observing over smooth terrain such as desert, water, or snow, or in any
other situation where there is little to distract the eye, the tendency is
to underestimate the range.
c. Light Conditions. The more clearly a target can be seen, the closer
is appears. A target seen in the full light of the sun appears to be
closer than the same target seen at dusk or dawn or through smoke, fog,
or rain. The position of the sun with relation to the target also affects
the apparent range. When the sun is behind the viewer, the target is in
full light and easy to see and thus appears to be closer than it actually is.
However, when the sun is behind the target and the viewer is looking
into the sun, the target is more difficult to see and appears to be
farther away.

75. Binocular and Mil Relation
The binocular and mil relation (pars. 30-36) are useful in deliberate
range determination. To use this method, the width or height of the
TAGO 10129-B, May
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target or objects in the vicinity of the target must be known. Measure
the known width or height with the binocular mil scale, substitute the
mil relation, and compute the range. Accuracy of this method depends
on knowledge of target dimensions and the ability of the individual to
make precise measurements with the binocular. The mil relation may be
used in constructing a range determination chart as illustrated in figure 46.

A

c

Figure 46. Measuring ground distance. Is liae A-B longer than line B-C?

76. Maps and Photomaps
When a tank commander has located both his tank and the target on
his map or photolmap, he can measure the distance between them. He
then applies this measured distance to the graphic scale on his map or
photomap and obtains the range. The accuracy of this method depends
on the ability of the individual to pinpoint both tank and target.

77. Intersection
When time and equipment are available, intersection is an accurate
method of determining range (fig. 47). To use this method, establish a
triangle using the target as the apex. Place an angle-measuring instrument at each end of the known base of the triangle. Measure the interior
base angles. Subtract the sunl of these two base angles from 3,200 mils.
(The sum of the interior angles of a triangle is 3,200 mils.) Substitute
known values in the mil relation and determine the range to the target.

78. Registration
The most accurate method of determining range, when firing a particular weapon, is registration by that weapon. This is accomplished by
firing on a target until it is hit. However, it may not be practical to use
this method, since it discloses the position of the weapon and may
require an excessive expenditure of ammunition.
TAGO 10129-B, May
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RANGE DETERMINATION CHART
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79. Friendly Troops
Tinik crewmen 1may obtaill the ranlge to a target fromn friendlly troops.
The ilfornation tius obtainc(l is only itS good ns the inIeCtlod used by tlhe
friendly troops.
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PART FOUR
CONDUCT OF FIRE
CHAPTER 6
INTRODUCTION

80. Scope of Part Four
P'art four explains the miethods and techniques of conducting tank firc.
Conduct of fire includes all elements of tcclhnique andl mctlod which
enable the tank crew to place effective fire on the target.

81. General
The tank is an offensive wecaponl, possessing arlor-pr'Otected firepower
and a high degree of mobility. Tle ability of armor to ralidly concenltrate devastating fire on the enemy while aggressively advancing on his
)positionproduces the shock action essential to success in battle.

82. Primary Role of Tank
The prililary role of the tank is offensive colrnbat; the basic nlission is
to close with and destroy thc enelly. Tank units perforin their basic
miission by a penetration or envelopllent of the encimy position followved by the exploitation and purllsuit of the defeated enclmy forces.
In an overall defensive situation, tanks are uscd offensively as the
counterattack force or lnobile rcserve. In either situation, the miss ion
is accomplished by cmployilng fircllwp cr andl maneulver.

83. Firepower
AMaximilm firepoNwer is obtained by concentrating the mnassed, coordinated direct fire of the cntire tank unit. Direct fire is fire delivered oil
targets that can be observed through thile dilrect-fire sights. It is the
mnost effective method of fi ring tank guns because of the accuracy and
raIlidity with which encily targets can be engaged, and should be
enmplovecl in preference to inudirect fire. Indilect fire is fire delivered on
targets that cannot be obscrved through the direct-fire sights. This
type of fire is not as effective as (lirect fire because it is neither as accurate nor as rapid, and thle relatively flat trajectory of tank guns limits
T'IAGO 10129-13,
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engagement of close-in targets. Indirect fire is a primary function of
artillery, not of tanks; however, tank crewmen receive training in
indirect laying because it is a means of retaining the firepower of the
tank unit when the tactical situation, terrain, or weather does not permit
direct fire and maneuver.

84. Target Acquisition
a. Target acquisition includes both location and identification of an
enemy target. Targets are broadly classified as point or area, according
to their nature. A point target is one that consists of a particular object
or structure, such as a tank, gun position, or bunker. An area target
consists of a general location or area on which fire is to be delivered, such
as a defensive position, an assembly area, or troops dispersed over an
area.
b. Targets are further classified as hard or soft, according to the type
ammunition necessary for destruction. Hard targets arc those which
cannot be defeated by small arms fire or the fragmentation effect of HE
ammunition. The more common types of hard targets are armored
vehicles, bunkers, and pillboxes. Soft targets are those which can be
defeated by small arms fire and shell fragments, such as troops in the
open, unarmored vehicles, and open gun positions.
c. Target acquisition is a duty of all crew members; however, it is
plilmarily the responsibility of the tank commander. Acquisition should
be rapid and accurate, so that the target can be quickly engaged with the
correct ammunition. This is not an easy task, because enemy positions
and weapons will often be concealed and camouflaged. Even when an
enemy gun opens fire, the haze and noise of battle make target acquisition difficult. To assist the tank commander, each crewman is assigned
a sector for observation. Tank crewmen should receive training in
observation, target recognition, detecting camouflage, and distinguishing
the differences between explosions and firing of weapons.
d. The tank crewman who first observes a target will alert the crew
to its presence. The tank commander does this by issuing an initial fire
commanld. Other crewmen designale a target by announcing TARGET,
followed by the apl)roximate range, direction, and description; for cxample: TARGET, 1,000, DIRECT FRONT, TANK. The gunner may
designate the direction of a target by laying the gun, rather than by
announcement. Should the tank commander desire to engage a target
designated by another crewman, he will then issue a fire command.

85. Firing Positions
a. The ideal firing position is one which provides cover and level hardstanding. Hull defilade positions, whllcre the hull is behind cover and the
turret exposed, are employed for direct fire. Indirect fire is conducted
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from positions affording full or turret defilade. Firing positions must be
as level as possible in order to eliminate or reduce cant. In a static
situation, selection and occupation of positions is deliberate. However,
ideal firing positions are not always available in mobile situations.
Rapid selection and immediate occupation of position is a crew effort
requiring close teamwork between tank commander, driver, and gunner.
Selection of the position is the tank commander's responsibility; however, a trained driver will constantly search for good positions so that
he can move in immediately. When moving from turret to hull defilade,
the driver is directed by the gunner. With the gun level, the gunner looks
through his sight and halts the driver when the target area is just visible.
b. Although the machine guns may be fired effectively from a moving
tank, shooting on the move with the main gun is extremely difficult and
inaccurate. The tank gun will habitually be fired from stationary positions except in emergency situations, or unless the tank gun is stabilized.

86. Employment of Tank Weapons
The decision of whether to employ the tank gun or the machine guns
is primarily based on considerations of target vulnerability and range.
The tank gun is used to engage such hard targets as armor and fortifications, and soft targets which are beyond the effective range of the
machine guns. The tank machine guns are employed against soft targets
at close ranges, such as troops and thin-skinned vehicles. The tank gun
has the greater destructive effect; however, machine guns have a greater
volume of fire, give better area coverage, and can be more rapidly
adjusted. The machine guns can be effectively fired from a moving tank
and should be employed in the final assault of an objective because of
their combined destructive, neutralization, and psychological effect
against the defenders. In cases where either weapon could be used, the
machine gun should be employed because of its greater volume of fire
and the resulting conservation of tank gun ammunition for engagement
of targets beyond the capabilities of machine gun ammunition.

TAGO 10129-1,
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CHAPTER 7
DIRECT FIRE

Section I. INTRODUCTION
87. General
Tanks employ direct fire vhenever the target can be seen through the
direct-fire sights. i)irect laying is the most effective method of conducting tank fire; it affords the greatest accuracy and, consequently, maximIum target destruction. This cihapter discusses conduct of direct fire to
include rapid engagement of enemy targets, initial and subsequent fire
coililands, adjustmecnt of fire on stationary and moving targets, and
special tcchniques of target destiuction. The material contained in this

chal)tcr is apl)licallle to all standard tanks.
88. Firing Duties
Effective tank fire is drpenlient on the skill and the coordinated action
of the tank crew. The general firitg duties performed by the individual
members of the crew are listed below.
Tank colmandem:
l ...... Controls mnoveen t of the tank and actions of the crew;
obscrves for and selects targets; gives initial fire cominandlls and subscqllent commnands whlen necessary;

lays tank guns for direction; ranges on targets (on
tanks so equipped); supervises and assists gunner in
adjusting fire: controls vohlue of fire; and fires turretmmnontcl mlachine gun.

Gunner ...............

Obiserve for targets; ranges on targets (on tanks so
eqluippedl); anirs and fires the main gun and coaxial
machine gun by use of direct and auxiliary firc-control
cquiplpent; adjusts fire of main gun and coaxial

Loadel . ..............

Ioads the main gun and coaxial machine gun; inspects,
elcls. and stows ammunitionl; reduces stoppages and

mlachine gul.

assists in the removal of misfircs and reduction of other
malflunctions.

Bow gunner ........... Observes for targets; fires the bow machine gun (certain
tanks do not havex-a bow gunner).
Driver
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......

for targels: maneuvers and positions the tank
V..........O}sreves
for firing.
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Section II. INITIAL FIRE COMMANDS
89. General
The initial fire conllllllnand colutaills the necessaly inlforlatioll to pelmit
the crewto load, ailm, and fire the tank weapolns. Tlc initial fire comman(l is issued by the tank commander to his crew, and by thile ilatoon
leader to his platoon or a specific tank. Standard terminology, commonly
referred to as "tankers' terminology,'' and sequence aIre used to achieve
effectiveness and speed. Thce type of equipment used nmay allow omission.
of certain elements of the conmmand;
however, the sequence of elements
remains the samIe. For stationary targets, the initial fire command contains four, five, or six clcnients; for moving targets, five, six, or seven
clements. Given below is a:n example of an initial tire command, showing seqlience of clements and actions performed by the crew as cachl elemcn, is announcetl.
Element

Exnnpl

Cr.
ut

firi

dti.irs

Alert

CUNNER
I

Ea.tire crew is alerted. Gunner turns
on tullT t, power switlch loader Ilnlocks manll:l safetv. if necessary.
Tank comllandle cr
eoniimonlces laying gin for dlilection, ulsinlg powe
control.

Ammnm
nition
(anl fure.
if necessary).

SIIOT

L.oader sleicts and loads announced
anmmmlition, setting fuzr if necessary, remains clear of recoil, and
announ(ces UP. Gunllne turllns on
gun switch and inlexes announced
amnulmition in computer or range
finder. If using a ballislie unit or
telescope, gullnner notes announceld
ammunition and awaits next clement of initial fire conllnlanld.

limrnle (omitted whe-n
range finder is usel
as rianging instrument
and is linked to sight,
or if tank conmmalnder
I::ll index range).

ONEITWO
HUNDI)RED

mnay index range
Tank commlnmder
on range inlder or annoulnce
range.
If range is announced. gunner indexes range on con puter. range
finder, or ballistic unit. or uses
telescopic sight.

Direction (norm:ally
onitted because
tank
conall1nander lays for
dli
lion, using power
controls and direct-fire

TRAVERSE
RIC:IIT-STEADY-ON

If directioll is announ:edl, gunner
follows instructions of talk comlmander, whlo uses his dlirect-firn
sight to insl re that gllletor lays on
selected target.

sight).
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Elment

Example

Description

TANK

Lead (used only whien
engaging moving
targets).

ONE LEAD

Command to fire

FIRE

Cre firing duties

Upon hearing description and observing target in direct-fire sight,
gunner announces IDENTIFIED.
Tank commander then releases his
control, and gunner positions the
reticle so that ho (or tank commander) can range on the target.
After gunner ranges, he moves the
gun to place the aiming cross of
the direct-fire sight on the center
of critical mass of the target. If
lhe range finder is not used, gunner immediately places the aiming
cross of the periscope or appropriate rauge line of the telescopic
sight on the !centerof critical mass.
Gunner takes announced lead from
center of critical mass of the target. Lead is maintained by tracking before, luring, and after firing.
After making final precise lay, gunner announces ON THE WAY,
and fires. If tank commander uses
the range finder, he does not command FIRE until lie has completed ranging.

90. Alert Element
a. The alert is the first element of the initial fire colnmiand. It alerts
the crew or unit to the presence of a target and designates the crewnman
or tank to fire.
b. Standard terminology is used for the alert. Examples are-

(1) GUNNER ........... The gunner is alerted to fire.
(2) BOG ................
The bow gunner is alerted to fire.
(3) GUNNER-BOG ...... The gunner and bog are alerted to fire.
(4) PLATOON ..........

The platoon leader alerts his entire
platoon.

(5) NUMBER THREE ... The platoon leader alerts a specific tank.
Note. For reasons of security, the radio call sign for the entire platoon
or for a specific tank may be substituted for PLATOON or NUMBER
THREE.

91. Ammunition Element
a. The following common descriptive terms are used to announce the
ammunition element:
Ammunitiozn
Ters
Term
pe torts ,normally esionared
Troops, crew-served weapons, thinHE
High explosive
skinned vehicles, bunkers, pillboxes.
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Ammunition

Armor-piercing
(AP).
Hyper-velocity
armor-piercing
(HVAP).
Hyper-velocity
armor-piercing,
discarding sabot
(HVAP-DS).
High explosive
antitank.
Canister
White phosphorus
Caliber .30 MG

Term

Type targels normally enoaged

SHOT

Light and medium tanks.

HYPER SHOT

Heavy tanks.

SABOT

Heavy tanks.

HEAT

Heavy tanks, bunkers, pillboxes.

CANISTER
SMOKE

Troops.
For screening, incendiary, or casualty-producing effect.
Same as HE at close range.

CALIBER
THIRTY

b. There are two types of fuzes for high explosive shells-a standard
fuze with a setting sleeve for superquick or delayed detonation, and a
concrete-piercing fuze. Both fuzes are interchangeable and either may
be affixed to a round by the crew. The standard HE round is stowed in
the tank with the fuze set on superquick (SQ). To obtain delay action,
the tank commander announces HE DELAY, and the loader will turn
the sleeve to setting DELAY. Concrete fuzes are issued for special
purposes, either as part of a complete round or separately. Concrete fuze
is called for as HE CONCRETE. If no fuze is mentioned, the loader
loads HE with the superquick setting.
c. Upon hearing the ammunition element, the loader loads immcdiately, announcing UP. He continues to load the announced type of ammunition until a change in ammunition or CEASE FIRE is given.

92. Range Element
a. This element is omitted from the initial fire command when the
tank commander or the gunner ranges on the target, or when the tank
commander can physically index the range into the direct-fire control
system. Whenever range must be announced, it will normally have been
obtained by estimation and is usually announced to the nearest 100
yards. However, if the tank commander can accurately determine the
range, he may announce it to the nearest 50 yards. Because the yard
is the standard unit of measure for range, the words "range" and "yards"
will not be included in the range element.
b. For clarity and standardization, all numbers (range, deflection, elevation) used in tank gunnery are announced as follows:
25 ............................................. TWO FIVE
100 ...........................................
ONE HUNDRED
250 ............................................ TWO FIVE ZERO
1,800 .......................................... ONE EIGHT HUNDRED
3,000 ..........................................
THREE THOUSAND
4,050 .......................................... FOUR ZERO FIVE ZERO
TACO 10129-B, May
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93. Direction Element
This element will normally be omitted in the initial fire commanl
because the tank comlnander, whenever possible, lays the tank gun for
direction, using his power control and direct-fire sight. He does this
immediately while issuing the command. If the tank commnnnander has
no power, if he is otherwise engaged, or if a platoon leader is issuing
an initial fire command to his unit or to a tank other than his own,
it will be necessary to include this element. Examples of laying a single
tank or tank unit for direction are listed in a through d below.
a. Traverse Right (Left)-Steady On. As the tank commander comman(ls TRAVERSE RIGHT (LEFT), the gunner traverses rapidly
in the appropriate direction. As the gun aplproaches the target, STEADY
is given, and the gmnner slows his traverse. When the gun is laid on or
near the target, the tank commannder commands ON, and the gunner
stops traversing. The tank comunalnder should use his direct-fire sight
to insure that the gunner lays on the selected target.
b. Reference Point and Deflection. To assist the gunner in locating
the target, the tank commander may use a reference point and a shift
in mils. The reference point must be one which the gunner can easily
recognize. 'Ihe tank conmmander measurcs, with his binocular, the deflection from the reference point, and announces the shift. For example,
he commands REFERENCE POINT CROSS ROAD, RIGHT THREE
ZERO. The gunner zeroes his azimuth indicator on the reference point,
traverses right 30 mils, and looks for his target. Small shifts are made
by using lead lines in the sight reticle.
c. General Direction. When the target is unmistakable, the tank commander may command DIRECT ILEFT OR RIGHT) FRONT or
RIGHT (LEFT) FLANK. This method is normally used to direct a
platoon, but may also be used to direct the gunner. Direct front is the
direction in which the main gun tube is pointing, not necessarily the
front of the tank.
d. Firing Gun. To lay the platoon for direction rapidly and accurately, or to identify an obscure target, the tank commander or platoon
leader may fire his machine gun or main gun at the target. The direction
element is then announced as WATCH MY TRACER (BURST). When
the platoon leader's tank is not visible to all tanks or when other fire is
being placed in the target area, it may be necessary for the platoon leader
to combine methods, such as RIGHT FRONT, WATCH MY BURST.

94. Description Element
a. The description element is always announced so that the gunner can
rapidly identify and lay on the target. To avoid mnisunderstanding, the
80
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description must be clear and concise. Mlost of the targets encountered
can be designated by using the following standard tcrminology:
Any tank or tank-like vehicle ....................... TANK.
Any unarmored vehicle .............................. TRUCK.
Personnel ..........................................

Any
Any
Any
Any

TROOPS.

type of machine gun ............................ MACHINE GUN.
antitank gun or artillery piece .................. ANTITANK.
building ......................................
HOUSE.
otiher target .................................... Briefest term consistent
with clarity.

b. If several targets are in view, the tank commander can specify the
particular target by announcing FIRST TANK or LAST TRUCK or
some other brief descriptive phrase. When a target is concealed, it is
described as it appears to the gunner; for example, GREEN BUSHANTITANK or LEFT WTINDOW-TROOPS.
c. When the gunner has positively identified the target, lie will imnnnediately announce IDENTIFIED, not waiting for the tank commander
to finish the initial fire command. This is the signal for the tank commander to release his power controls. The gunner then takes over control
of the gun, positions the reticle for ranging (on tanks eqluipped with
range finders), and makes the final precise lay on the target.

95. Lead Element
The lead element is included in the initial fire connnand only when a
moving target is engaged. Normally a moving target is initially engaged
with one lead (5 mils) regardless of range or speed of the target. For
a discussion of firing at moving targets, see paragraphs 109 through 114.

96. Command to Fire
The command to open fire is announced as FIRE. This connmmand tells
the gunner to fire when ready. If the tank commander is determining
range by use of a range finder, lie will not command FIRE until he has
completed ranging. When the tank comnmander decides to open fire at a
specific time, lie will hold the command, commanding FIRE when ready.
Before firing, the gunner announces ON THE WAY. During periods of
training, the gunner will pause approximnately one second between

announcing ON THE WAY and firing. In combat, where rapid engagement of enemy targets is vital, there should be no pause. After firing, the
gunner will continue to fire, without further connlmand, until the tank
commander commands CEASE FIRE or otherwise assunies direct control of the firing.

97. Repeating Initial Fire Command
a. Whecn a crew member fails to hear or understand any part of an
initial fire command, lie announces the misunderstood element(s) as a
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question. For example, he may ask AMMO?, DESCRIPTION?, or
AMMO-RANGE?
b. When a crew member requests repetition of any part of the initial
fire command, the tank commander repeats only the element(s) requested. For example, if the gunner or loader asks AMMO?, the tank
commander repeats SHOT.
c. If the gunner asks DESCRIPTION?, he has failed to positively
identify the target. To correct this, the tank commander will lay his
aiming cross on the target and then repeat the description element.

98. Correcting Initial Fire Command
a. To correct an error in an initial fire command before giving the
command FIRE, the tank commander announces CORRECTION and
corrects the element in error. He then completes the command by
announcing all elements after the corrected element.
Examples:
GUNNER
HE
TANK
CORRECTION
ANTITANK
FIRE.

GUNNER
SHOT
ONE SIX HUNDRED
ANTITANK
CORRECTION
HE
ONE SIX HUNDRED
ANTITANK
FIRE.

b. To correct an error after giving the command FIRE, before the
gunner has executed it, the tank commander announces CORRECTION.
He then corrects the incorrect clement and again commands FIRE.
Example:
GUNNER
SHOT
ONE THOUSAND
TANK
FIRE.
CORRECTION
ONE TWO HUNDRED
FIRE.
c. The tank commander will not normally correct an eror in the
ammunition element after the gun has been loaded; instead, he will allow
the gunner to fire the chambered round, then will give a change in the
ammunition as a subsequent fife command. Once the gunner has fired,
any correction or change to any element will also be made by a subsequent fire command.
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99. Subsequent Fire Commands
Any command to control firing issued after the initial fire command
has been given is a subsequent fire command. The tank commander issues
subsequent commands to change an element in the initial fire command
or a previous subsequent command, to cease fire, and when it is necessary
for him to employ the alternate method of adjustment. See paragraphs
105 through 108.

Section III.

SENSINGS

100. General
A sensing is a mental notation of the round in relation to the target.
Every found fired is sensed for deflection and range, by both the tank
commander and gunner. A tracer round is sensed where the tracer strikes
short of, passes, or hits the target; nontracer rounds are sensed at the
point of burst. The strike or burst must be sensed immediately to avoid
errors caused by drifting smoke or dust. The gunner uses his direct-fire
sight as an aid in sensing, while the tank commander normally uses his
binocular.

101. Deflection Sensings
Deflection sensings are mental notations of whether the round is on
line with or to the side of the aiming point. These sensings are measured
as so many mils left or right of the target and are not announced. For
example, the tank commander or gunner might sense a round as two left
or line. There should be little or no error in deflection.

102. Range Sensings
There are five range sensings--TARGET, OVER, SHORT, DOUBTFUL, and LOST. These sensings are mental; however, under certain
circumstances they may be announced. If the gunner cannot observe his
tracer or brust, le will announce LOST. This is the only sensing the
gunner will announce. The tank commander will announce any pertinent range sensing when the gunner announces LOST or when the tank
commander otherwise takes over adjustment of fire.
a. Target. In tank gunnery, a round is sensed as TARGET (fig. 48)
when the round or shell fragments actually strike the target and cause
it to change shape, move, disappear, or pieces to fly off it. When HE or
shot strikes a metal object, there is usually a distinctive orange flash.
A hit on any part of the target is sensed as TARGET; however, adjustment to a more vulnerable part may be required to obtain a kill.
b. Over. A round is sensed as OVER (fig. 49) when the burst appears
beyond or the tracer passes above the target. A tracer round is sensed
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TARGET

Figure 4S. Sensing of TARGE'T.

at the exact point where it passes over the target; a nontracer round is
sensed at the point of burst. Overs are also mentally sensed for deflection; for example, OVER, three right.
c. Short. A round is sensed as SHORT (fig. 50) when either the burst
or strike is observed between the gun and the target. Both tracer and
nontracer rounds are sensed at the point of burst or strike. The strike
must be observed carefully and sensed immediately, since the target is
sometimes temporarily obscured by smoke and dust. Shorts are also
mentally sensed for deflection; for example SHORT, line.
d. Doubtful. A round is sensed as DOUBTFUL (fig. 51) when it
appears to be correct for range but the tracer passes or the burst strikes
left or right of the target. Since a deflection correction is normally sufficient to secure a target hit, no range change is made on a DOUBTFUL
sensing. An example of this mental sensing is DOUBTFUL, two right.
e. Lost. A round is sensed as LOST (fig. 52) when the gunner or tank
commander fails to observe the point of strike, burst, or tracer. The
point of strike may not be visible due to obscuration, terrain, or failure
of the round to detonate. Based on his terrain appreciation, the tank
comlnander may be justified in making a range change if he feels that
the round has been lost due to the terrain. This is the one sensing which
must be announced by the gunner. It is announced so that the tank
commander will know that the gunner cannot observe the point of strike.
It is announced simply as LOST.
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Senting of DOUBTFUL.

LOST

ROUND MAY BE LOST DUE TO:
1. TERRAIN
2. OBSCURATION
3. FAILURE TO DETONATE (DUD)
Figure 52. Sensing of LOST.
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Section IV. ADJUSTMENT OF FIRE ON STATIONARY TARGETS
103. General
a. The ultimnate goal in tank gunnery is a fast first-round kill. Due
to the excellent fire-control equipment and tile relatively flat trajectory
of the tank gun, it is well within the capabilities of a well-trained crew to
consistently achieve target destruction with a single round. Therefore,
the standard for tank gunnery is a first-round kill. This standard, however, must be approached realistically. Such factors as crew skill and
target nature will obviously affect achicvcement of this goal. If the target
is not hit or is not hit in a vulnerable spot, it is necessary to adjust fire on
the target rapidly so that maximum destruction is obtained with the minimum number of rounds. There are two tmethods of adjusting direct fire on
a target. The primary method is applied by the gunner and is known as
burst-on-target. The secondary method involves the tank commander
and is known as the alternate method. With both mcthods, the gunner
lays and fires the gun. The tank commander has firing controls and a
direct-fire sight; however, lie has so many responsibilitics in connection
with commanding his tank or unit that he should not fire tile main gun
except in an emergency situation.
b. Regardless of the method used, tile adjusting or aiming point is the
same. In tank gunnery, fire is adjusted on the center of critical mass
of the target. This is defined as the center of the most vulnerable part
of the target and is normally referred to in tank gunnery as the center of
nass. On many targets, this will be the exact center; however, this does
not always hold true. The center of mass will vary with the type of
target and the angle at which it is engaged. For example, the heaviest
armor of a tank is normally on the front slope plate and the turret.
The most vulnerable parts of a tank are the sides and rear. Whenever
l)ossiblc, the gunner should aim at these parts rather than the turret
or frontal armor. If only the front of an cnemy tank is piresented, then
the center of mass is the turret ring. The purpose of aiming at or near
the center of mass is to increase the probability of a target hit and kill.
The relatively flat trajectory of tank guns will often allow a hit somewhere onil the vertical surface of tile target even if the determined range
is rot exactly correct.

104. Primary Method of Adjustment
a. The primary metlhod of adjustment is burst-on-target, in which
the gunner observes through his dircct-fire sight and notes the point
on the sight reticle whrce the burst or tracer appears in relation to
the target. Without coirmand from tile tank commandcer, the gunner
then moves that point of the sight reticle onto the center of mass of the
target, announces ON THE WAY, and fires again. He continues to fire,
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adjusting on the center of mass, until the tank commander commands
CEASE FIRE. While the gunner makes the adjustment, the tank commander, acting as a silent observer, senses each round. The tank commnander, by issuing subsequent fire commands, takes over the adjustment
if he is not satisfied with the adjustment, if lie wishes to cease fire, or
whlen the gunnerl has announced LOST.
b. Accuracy of the burst-on-target method depends on the ability of
the gunner to take consistently correct sight pictures and make precise
sensings. The gunner first takes the correct sight picture on the center
of mass. After firing, he immediately cheeks his lay and re-lays if
necessary, so that the round applears on the sight reticle in pro)per relation to the target. After noting the exact point on the sight reticle where
the burst or tracer appeared, lihe uses his gun controls to move that point,
by the most direct route, onto the center of mass. Thus appllied, burston-target provides an accurate, rapid means of obtaining second-round
hits or of adjusting target hits to a more vulnerable part of the target.
c. Typical cxamples of this prinmary method of adjustment, showing
gunner's appllication with the standard type sight reticles, appear in (1),
(2), and (3) below.
(1) Situat:ion 1, gun-laying reticle; target, stationary tanc.

Fignre 55. Situation 1,first round.
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(a) After firing, the gunner imlnmediately checked his lay. This
round was over and to thile left (fig. 53).
(b) The gunner mentally noted the point on the sight reticle
where the tracer passed the target and, with the gun controls,
moved that point to thie center of mass of thile target by
moving the gun down and to the right. Without command,
he fired again and obtained a target hit (fig. 54).
(2) Situation 2. glun-laying reticle; target, antitank guln.
(a) Thce gulnner immediately checked his lay after firing and
noted that the first round struck short of the target and on
line with the center of nmass (fig. 55).
(b) The gunner mentally noted the point on the sight reticle
where the hurst appeared and, with the gun controls, moved
that point to the center of mass of the target. Without commandl, he fired the next roundl and obtained a target hit
(fig. 56).
(3) Situation .3. standard (ldash pattern reticle; target, stationary
tank.
(a) The tank commander issued the following initial fire colllinmnd: GUNNER, SHOT, ONE THOUSAND, TANK,
FliRE. After announcing 11)1ENTIFIED, the gunner placed

FigmUe .5.;. Sitati..m 1, .teSc llri-rmlIid hit.
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Figure 55. Situation 2, first round.
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Figure 56. Situation 2, second-round hit.
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the 1,000-yard range line on the center of mass of the target,
announced ON THE WAY, and fired.
(b) The gunner immediately checked his lay after firing and
noted that the first round hit the target to the left of the
aiming point (fig. 57).
(c) The gunner mentally noted the point on the sight reticle
where the strike appeared and, with the gun controls, moved
that point to the center of mass. Since the tank commander
remained silent, the gunner fired again and hit the center of
the tank hull. The enemy tank burst into flames (fig. 58)
and the tank commander announced TARGET, CEASE
FIRE.
d. Although burst-on-target is the most accurate and rapid method of
adjustment, there are certain conditions under which it cannot be effectively applied. When there is partial obscuration, or during firing over
flat terrain at extreme ranges, burst-on-target is difficult to apply accurately. Also, if the gunner cannot observe the round, he cannot apply
burst-on-target. In such cases, the alternate method of adjustment is
used.
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Figure 67. Situation 3, first-round hit.
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105. Alternate Method of Adjustment
a. General. The alternate method of adjustment is the tank coinmander's means of adjusting fire when the primary method cannot be
used or applied effectively. An announced sensing of LOST by the
gunner indicates to the tank commander that he must take over from
the gunner, since burst-on-target cannot be applied. The tank commander also employs the alternate method whenever it is obvious that
the gunner is not adjusting properly or has made some other error, such
as firing on the wrong target. The tank commander employs the alternate method by announcing his range sensing and issuing a subsequent
fire command. The announced sensing is not part of the subsequent fire
command, but will precede the command as a signal to the gunner that
the tank commander is going to issue a subsequent fire command.
b. Subsequent Fire Command. The tank commander issues subsequent fire commands to change an element of a fire command, to cease
fire, and to employ the alternate method of adjustment. When used in
the alternate method, the subsequent fire command may consist of one,
two, or thrcc elements. If all elements are required, they are issued in
the following sequence for firing at stationary targets: deflection, range,
command to fire. Deflection and/or range corrections are omitted if not
required; however, the command to fire is always given. Examples of
typical announced sensings and subsequent fire commands are92
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Sensing:

OVER

Command:

RIGHT ADD
2
400
DROP FIRE.

SHORT DOUBTFUL LOST
LEFT 3
FIRE.

DROP
400
FIRE.

TARGET
CEASE
FIRE.

200
FIRE.
c. Deflection Corrections. The deflection element of the subsequent
fire command is obtained from the tank commander's mental deflection
sensing. The tank commander measures with his binocular the number
of iils that the round passed or struck to the left or right of the center
of mass of the target. He then commands the gunner to shift the measutred number of nils in the opposite direction. For example, if the mental
deflection sensing is two left, the announced deflection correction would
be RIGHT TWO. If the round is sensed as line, the deflection element
is mecrcly omitted in the command. Since lateral dispersion is negligible
with tank guns, there should be little or no error in deflection. A deflection crror of more than three mils indicates improper sight picture,
improper boresighting and zeroing, cant error, or failure to correctly
identify the target.
d. Range Corrections. The range element of the subsequent fire command is based on the tank commander's announced range sensing. If
the round is short, the tank commander adds range; if the round is over,
lie drops range. Range is changed for the initial adjusted round by use
of the standardrange change. The purpose of the standard range change
is to obtain a target hit, to move the strike closer to the target so the
gunner can observe the round and apply burst-on-target, or to provide
a yardstick on the ground if the tank commander must continue to
adjust. The standard range change applies only to the first adjusted
round. Once an adjustment has been made (either by burst-on-target or
by the alternate method) or a target hit obtained, the tank commander
is no longer held to the standard range change, but may make any range
change he feels is necessary to hit the center of mass. Range changes
are normally made in multiples of 50 yards; if the necessary range
change is less than 50 yards, the command is ADD (DROP) A HAIR.
Use of the standard range change depends upon the conditions under
which it is employed. These conditions are(1) When a range finder or other accurate means has been used to
determine the initial range to the target (see note below), the
standard range change is 200 yards regardless of tank-to-target
range. If the gunner fails to observe the first round, he announces LOST. The tank commander then announces his sensing and issues a subsequent fire command, making any necessary deflection change and adding or dropping 200 yards if
there was a range error. If the next round does not destroy the
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target, the gunner applies burst-on-target if possible. If this
second round is also lost to the gunner, the tank commander
continues with the adjustment, making necessary deflection and
range changes to destroy the target.
Note. Accurate methods of range determination are range finder,
registration, and intersection. Use of the mil relation to obtain range is
only as accurate as the means of determining the mil angle and the
width or height of the target. Maps are very accurate if both tank and
target can be pinpointed. Range information from friendly troops may
or may not be accurate, depending on the means used. Estimation by
eye is rapid and effective, but not necessarily accurate.
(2) When the initial range to the target is estimated, the range
change depends on the estimated range. If the estimated range
is 1,500 yards or less, the standard range change is 200 yards;
if the estimated range is over 1,500 yards, the standard range
change is 400 yards. The procedure for applying the standard
range change is the same as in (1) above.
e. Large Range Error. If an extremely large error is made in the
initial estimated range, the tank commander may announce a new range
element-for example, RANGE TWO FOUR HUNDRED or he may
cease fire and then issue a new initial fire command to insure target
identification as well as correct range.
f. Lost Rounds.
(1) Regardless of the means of determining range, if the gunner
fails to observe a round after applying burst-on-target, the
rule of the standard range change does not apply. The tank
commander can make any deflection and range change that he
feels is necessary to destroy the target.
(2) When the gunner fails to observe the round, he announces
LOST. If the tank commander fails to observe the round, he
also announces LOST and issues a subsequent fire command.
Depending on the circumstances, he may not change the range,
or he may give a range change to bring the next round to
where it can be observed.

106. Application of Alternate Method
The tank commander bases his subsequent fire command on his
sensing. The gunner applies the correction by use of his direct-fire sight.
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He makes deflection corrections by use of the lead lines, moving the gun
left or right the indicated number of mils. He makes range changes by
use of the range lines, moving the gun up or down to change range by
the indicated number of yards. Since the range lines of the sight reticle
are graduated in mils, the value of C must be applied to convert the
range change in yards to a muil change on the sight. For tank gunnery
purposes, the C for 76-mml and 90-mm guns is 1 mil; that is, a 1-mil
change in elevation will change the range 100 yards. For an example
of application of the alternate method, see figure 59.

Figure 59. Application of alternate method. Tank commander mentally senses
first round as OVER, two right; announces OVER, LEFT TWO, DROP TI1'O
HUNDRED. Gunner applies correction by movinlg gun 2 mils left and 2 mils down.

107. Repeating and Correcting Subsequent Fire Commands
a. Repeating Commands. The procedure for repeating subsequent fire
commands is the same as that for initial fire commands (par. 97), in
that the crewman requests a repetition by announcing the element as a
question and the tank commander repeats only that element requested.
For example, if the gunner asks RANGE? the tank commander repeats
ADD TWO HUNDRED.
b. Correcting Commands. To correct an error in a subsequent fire
command, the tank commander announces CORRECTION and then
issues a corrected command. The sensing is not repeated unless it was
anndunced incorrectly.
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Example:
Sensing:
Comnlmand:

OVER
RIGHT THREE

DOUBTFUL
LEFT TWO

ADD TWO
HUNDRED
CORRECTION
RIGHT THREE

FIR IE.

DROP TMWO
HUNDRED
FIRE.

SHORT
DROP FOUR
HUNDRED
CORRECTION

CORRECTION OVER
RIGHT TWO
DROP FOUR
HUNDRED
FIRE.
FIRE.

c. Correcting Errors by Adjustmlent. If the gunner fires before an
crror in the initial or subseqlent fire comnmlnd is corrected, the correction is made by adjustment of fire. Errors in the deflection or range
elements can be corrected by either burst-on-target or the alternate
imethod. An extreme range error which would preclude use of burst-ontarget or the stanidard range change can be corrected by a new range
clement. However, what appears to be a large range error may be
failure to identify the target, or sonce other factor. In such cases it is
best to cease fire and issue a new initial fire command.

108. Changing Ammunition (Fuze)
During firing, it may be necessary to designate a different type of
ammunition or fuze. This may be due to an error in the ammlunition
element of the initial fire command or a change in the nature of the
target. For example, if a round of shot has penetrated a pillbox or heavy
masonry building and the tank commander desires to fire HE delay
through the opening, he commands FIRE HE DELAY. The loader
immediately loads, announcing HE DELAY UP. He will continue to
load the new ammunition until he hears CEASE FIRE or another
change. The gunner notes where the shot round appeared on his sight
reticle with relation to the target. He then indexes HE in order to compcensate for the diffcerenec in superelevation between shot and HTE, re-lays
with the same sight picture, and fires. The samne procedure is used to
change a fuze setting. For example, to change from fuze superqmick to
fuze delay, the tank commander commands FIRE HE DELAY. Normally, a chamllbered round will be fired even though a change in anmmunition or fuze has been announced.
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ADJUSTMENT OF FIRE ON MOVING TARGETS

Section V.

109. Apparent Speed
For tank gunnery purposes, a moving target is one which has apparcnt
speed. Apparent speed (fig. 60) is defined as Inovemcnt across the line
of sight. Thus, targets which move across the line of sight, either at a
right angle to the line of sight or on a diagonal, have apllarent speed and
are engaged as moving targets. On the other hand, targets which move
directly toward or away fromn the tank have no apparent speed and are
not engaged as moving targets. Targets moving with no apparent speed
may require a slight elevation or depression of the tube to mlintain the
aiming cross on the center of nmass, but otherwise are engaged in thc
salne manner as stationary targets.

110. Leading
If the gunner fires a round with the gun aimed directly at a moving
target, the target will move out of the path of the projectile, causing it
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TANKS 1, 2, AND 3 ARE MOVING AT 10 M.P.H. TANK 1 HAS NO APPARENT SPEED.
TANKS 2 AND 3 BOTH HAVE APPARENT SPEED, WITH TANK 3 HAVING THE GREATER
Figure 60. Apparent speed.
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Moving target-range 1,000. Sight
picture for one lead.

Same moving target-range 2,000.
Sight picture for one lead. Target
appears smaller due to greater
range, but lead is the same.

Figlure 61. Leading.

to miss the target. To compensate for this movement, the gun is aimed
ahead of the target so that the projectile and target will meet. This technique is called leading (fig. 61). The gunner measures lead by use of
the lead lines of his direct-fire sight. One lead equals 5 mils and is
measured from the center of mass. Normally, moving targets are engaged initially with one lead, regardless of range or speed. Since the mil
is a unit of angular measurement, range has no practical effect on lead.
Speed does affect lead; however, one lead is sufficient for a hit on targets
moving at battlefield speeds (115 MIPH). Therefore the rule of thumb
of taking one lead initially for all moving targets is a practical solution to a problem which would otherwise involve such considerations as
speed, direction, range, ballistics, and human error.

111. Tracking
In order to maintain the proper lead, the gunner must cause the movement of the gun to keep pace with the movement of the target. This
manipulation is called tracking and is a combination of traversing and
changing elevation to maintain proper sight picture. In tracking, the
gun should be traversed through and ahead of the center of mass until
the proper lead is applied. The gunner tracks with a smooth, continuous
motion, maintaining a constant sight picture before, during, and after
firing so that a proper sensing and necessary adjustment can be made.
He should not stop the movement of the gun as he fires, nor should he
attempt to "ambush" the target (moving ahead of the target, stopping,
and firing when the target reaches the proper lead on the sight reticle).
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112. Initial Fire Command for Moving Targets
Initial fire commands are the same as those used for engaging stationary targets (pars. 89-98), with the addition that a lead element is
announced just before the command to fire. Crew firing duties are also
similar to those given for firing at stationary targets (par. 89); however,
additional coordination is required between the tank commander and the
gunner to insure continuous tracking of the target. The tank commander
tracks the target while issuing his fire command until the gunner announces IDENTIFIED and takes over the controls. The gunner then
tracks with no lead while ranging is accomplished (either by the tank
commander or the gunner, depending on the type tank). On the commai(nd ONE LEAD, FIRE, the gunner takes one lead, continues to track,
and fires. If range is announced or indexed by the tank commander,
the elements of the command will be issued without pause; after identifying the target, the gunner will track, apply one lead, and fire.
Depending on the situation and equipment used, the initial fire command
may contain five, six, or seven elements. Examples areGUNNER
SHOT
TANK
ONE LEAD
FIRE.

GUNNER
HE
ONE TWO HUNDRED
TRUCK
ONE LEAD
FIRE.

GUNNER
SHOT
EIGHT HUNDRED
RIGHT FRONT
TANK
ONE LEAD
FIRE.

113. Primary Method of Adjustment, Moving Target
The primary method of adjustment for moving targets is burst-ontarget, which is applied in a manner similar to burst-on-target for stationary targets (par. 104). The primary method will be used whenever
the gunner can observe the rounds fired. The gunner fires while tracking
with the correct lead and continues to track so that a proper sensing
and necessary adjustment on the center of mass can be made. The gunner continues to fire without command until the tank commander gives
CEASE FIRE. Typical examples of burst-on-target, showing gunner's
application with the two standard type sight reticles, appear below.
a. Situation 1. Gun-laying reticle; target, moving tank.
(1) The gunner immediately checked his lay after firing. This
round passed over and behind the moving target (fig. 62).
(2) The gunner mentally noted the point on the sight reticle where
the tracer appeared and, with the turret controls, moved that
point to the center of mass of the target. Without command,
he fired again while tracking with the new sight picture, and
obtained a target hit (fig. 63). Note that the gunner continued
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X
Fitgrr 62. Situation 1, first round.

to track during the adjustment, increasing his lead to compensate for the apparent speed of the target.
b. Situation 2. Standard dash pattern reticle; target, moving tank.
(1) Thce gunner immediately checked his lay and noted that the
round was correct for lead but over in range (fig. 64).
(2) The gunner mentally noted the point on the sight reticle where
the tracer appeared over the target and, with the turret controls, moved that point to the center of mass. He fired again
and obtained a target hit (fig. 65).

114. Alternate Method of Adjustment, Moving Target
a. General. The alternate method of adjustment is the tank commander's mcans of adjusting fire when the gunner cannot effectively
apply burst-on-target. The conditions under which this method is applied are the saie as those for stationary targets (par. 105).
b. Subsequent Fire Colmmand. The tank commander employs the
alternate method by announcing his range sensing and issuing a subsequent fire coluland. The announced sensing precedes the subsequent
coummnd. Range corrections are announced as prescribed for stationary
targets, and. the same standard range change rule applies. A lead correction is announced as a change in leads rather than in mils. For
cxamplc, if a round passes 5 mils behind the center of mass of a target,
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Figure 63. Situation 1, second-round hit.
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Figure 6.l. Situation 2, first round.
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Figure 65. Situation 2, second-round hit.
the tank commander commands ONE MORE, and the gunner increases
the lead accordingly. If the round passes 21/. mils in front of the center
of mass, the tank commander commands ONE HALF LESS, and the
gunner decreases the lead. ONE HALF is defined as half of one lead, or
21/2 mils. The subsequent fire command may consist of one, two, or
three elements. If all elements are required, they are issued in the following sequence: range, lead, command to fire. Examples of typical
announced sensings and subsequent fire commands arcSensing:
Command:

OVER
DROP TWO
HUNDRED
ONE HALF
LESS
FIRE.

Section VI.

SHORT
ADD FOUR
HUNDRED
FIRE.

DOUBTFUL
ONE MORE
FIRE.

FIRING TANK MACHINE GUNS

115. General
The tank machine gun is extremely flexible in that it can be fired
effectively against a wide variety of targets from either a moving or
stationary tank in offensive or defensive situations. The chief charac-
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teristics of machine gun fire are dispersion and high rate and volume of
fire. Volume of fire, area covered, and a killing zone from gun to target
are gained and maintained by firing in bursts. Due to dispersion, the
bullets of each burst do not follow the same trajectory, but scatter to
form characteristic patterns in the air and on the ground. The vertical
pattern is known as the cone of fire, and the pattern on the ground is
the beaten zone (fig. 66). The cone of fire is oval in shape, while the
beaten zone forms a long and narrow elliptical pattern (fig. 67). Thus
the machine gun is a very effective weapon for engaging such soft or
thin-skinned targets as troops, crew-served weapons, lightly constructed
cover, and unarmored or lightly armored vehicles. While it has little
destructive effect against tanks and fortifications, machine gun fire will
cause tank crews to "button up" and other troops to take cover. Machine
guns are effective against point targets; their dispersion and volume of
fire make them ideal for engagement of area and moving targets.

116. Classes of Machine-Gun Fire
There are three general classifications of machine-gun fire (fig. 68);
they are based on characteristics of the weapon, nature of the target,
and the terrain within the sector of fire. All machine-gun fire will entail
a combination of these three classifications, which can be further subdivided as follows:
a. Classes of Fire With Respect to Gun.
(1) Fixed fire. Fixed fire is fire dclivered on a point or small area
target. The depth of the beaten zone must be sufficient to
include the target.

BEATEN ZONE
Figure 66. Cone of fire and beaten zone.
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RANGE
IN YDS

500
150 YDS LONG 1 YD WIDE

1000
90 YDS LONG 2 YDS WIDE
Figure 67.

Approzimnate dimensions a/ beaten zones,
caliber .80 machine gun.

(2) Searching fire. Searching fire is fire distributed in depth by
successive range changes of the gun. It is used against targets
too deep to be included in the beaten zone of fixed fire.
(3) Traversing fire. Traversing fire is fire distributed in width by
successive changes in the direction of the gun. A burst of fire
may be dclivered after each cchange in direction, or a continuous burst inly be fired while traversing through the target.
Traversing and searching fire may be combined to engage targets of consi(leral)le width and depth.
b. Classes of Fire With Respect to Target.
(1) Frontal fire. Frontal fire is fire deliverced at right angles to the
front of a tarllget.
(2) Flanking fire. Flanking fire is fire decliveled against the flank
of a target.
t3) Oblique fire. Ohliquc fire is fire delivecred so that the long axis
of the beaton zone is at an oblique to the long axis of the target.
t4) Enfilade fire. Enfilade fire is either frontal or flanking fire in
which the long axis of the beaten zone coincides or approximately coincides with the long axis of the target.
c. Classes of Fire With Respect to Ground.
(1) Plunging fire. Plunging fire is that fire in which the angle of
the cone of fire to thce slope of the ground is such that the killing
zone is practically confined to the beaten zone. Due to this
angle the beaten zone is materially shortened. Plunging fire
will occur when the gun is firing from high to low ground, into
abruptly rising ground, or at long ranges.
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FLANKING (ENFILADE)

FIXED

SEARCHING

TRAVERSING

OBLIOUE

FRONTAL FRONTAL (ENFILADE)

PLUNGING

GRAZING
Figure 68.

Classes of fire.

(2) Grazing fire. Grazing fire is that fire in which the center of the
cone of fire does not rise above the height of a standing man.
A gun fired over level or uniformly sloping ground will produce
grazing fire at ranges up to 750 yards.

117. Tactical Employment of Machine Guns
The ideal situation for machine gun employment is when targets can
be engaged from the flank by grazing, enfilade fire. However, in the
selection of defensive positions, tanks are sited where they can best fire
with the main gun on avenues of approach for enemy armor. Such a
position may not offer the most effective class of machine-gun fire; however, the tanks are tied into the fire plan to augment the fires of the
TAGO 10129-B, May
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ground mount machine guns, which will provide the grazing fire. In the
offense, rapidly changing tactical situations dictate the method of
employment. Tank machine guns are primarily offensive weapons and
are normally employed against targets of opportunity. Their flexibility
and high volume of fire make them very effective against surprise targets
which must be rapidly engaged in mobile missions. In the attack, tanks
supporting by fire normally employ the main gun. Maneuvering tanks
use their main gun as they work toward the objective, but usually fire
their machine guns in the assault.

118. Coaxial Machine Gun
Standard tanks have a caliber .30 machine gun mounted coaxially with
the main gun. The same turret controls and fire-control equipment are
used to fire both weapons. For this reason, the coaxial gun is capable of
delivering accurate fire. Fire is adjusted by manipulating a continuous
tracer stream into the target. Once fire has been placed in the target
area, the gun is fired in bursts of 20 to 25 rounds, traversing and searching when necessary to obtain area coverage. Since tracer burnout occurs
at approximately 900 yards, the coaxial machine gun is not normally
fired at targets at greater ranges. Beyond the point of tracer burnout, the
main gun should be used. The initial fire command is issued in the same
sequence as for firing the main gun (par. 89). Range is announced
mainly for identification purposes, since the coaxial machine gun is normally fired from the battlesight range (par. 128). When fire-control instruments which do not have a machine gun setting are being used, HE
is indexed. An example of a typical fire command is as follows:
Alert
GUNNER
Ammunition
CALIBER THIRTY
Range
SIX HUNDRED
Direction
(omitted)
Description
TRUCK
Lead (if required)
ONE LEAD
Command to fire
FIRE.

119. Bow Gun
Some tanks have an additional caliber .30 machine gun mounted in the
bow of the tank (right front of the hull). The bow gunner adjusts by firing in a continuous burst, manipulating the tracer stream into the target
area. He then fires in bursts of 20 to 25 rounds, traversing and/or
searching if necessary. The bow gun, because of the method of fire and
the flexibility of the mount, must not be fired over the heads of friendly
troops.

120. Turret-Mounted Machine Gun
The turret-mounted machine gun is employed by the tank commander
against aircraft, lightly armored vehicles, and fortifications, as well as
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the type targets normally engaged by other tank machine guns. No
formal fire command is issued. Against aerial targets, the tank commander fires in a continuous burst as long as the aircraft is within range,
moving the tracer stream into the target by leading and tracking. He
adjusts on ground targets by firing in a continuous burst, manipulating
the tracer stream into the target area. The turret-mounted gun (caliber
.50) is fired in bursts of 10 to 20 rounds against ground targets. Tracer
burnout for the caliber .50 machine gun occurs at approximately 1,800
yards.

Section VII.

FIRING FROM A MOVING TANK

121. General
Firing the main gun from a moving tank is inaccurate and difficult,
but it may become necessary in the final assault, when ambushed, or
when surprised. Machine guns, however, can be effectively employed
from moving tanks. The effectiveness of machine-gun fire is enhanced by
the psychological factor of a moving tank firing on the objective.

122. Crew Teamwork When Firing on the Move
Successful firing from a moving tank requires crew coordination and
teamwork. The driver must keep the tank steady and must warn the
gunner of rough spots. He makes turns only when necessary and prevents
the transmission from shifting during firing. The gunner must learn the
feel of the tank and must counter its movement by manipulating the gun
controls to maintain the steadiest possible sight picture. No attempts
should be made to range on the target; guns are normally fired from
battlesight (par. 128).

123. Firing Coaxial Machine Gun on the Move
Tanks maneuvering against the enemy should not stop to fire the
coaxial machine gun unless the target is dangerous and good defilade is
available. If caught in the open, tanks should continue to move toward
the enemy, presenting their frontal armor to the enemy fire. Within
effective range, the coaxial machine gun is the best weapon for engagement of soft targets from a moving tank. Fire is adjusted by observation
of the tracer stream as in firing from a stationary tank. Aiming techniques vary with the direction of movement.
a. Firing to Front and Rear. When moving toward a target, the gunner adjusts fire to the near side of the target. He then allows the movement of the tank to move the fire through the target in depth while he
traverses to cover the target width. When moving away from a target,
he adjusts fire to the far side.
b. Firing to Side. When firing to the side from a moving tank, the
gunner adjusts fire to the near side of the target. He then allows the
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movement of the tank to move the fire through the target width while he
elevates and depresses to cover the target depth.

124. Firing Bow Gun on the Move
The bow gun can be employed only in moving toward the target area.
The technique of covering the target area is the same as when firing the
coaxial machine gun to the front (par. 123).

125. Firing Turret-Mounted Machine Gun on the Move
The caliber .50 machine gun affords greater firepower at greater
ranges; however, the accuracy of this fire is affected by the type of
mount. Fire is adjusted as in firing from a stationary tank, and the technique of covering the target area is the same as for the coaxial machine
gun (par. 123).

126. Firing Main Gun on the Move
In training, firing the main gun from a moving tank is prohibited,
unless the gun is stabilized. However, under combat conditions, it may
be fired in an emergency. Due to the inaccuracy of this fire, the purpose
is neutralization rather than destruction. For this reason, HE is normally used against all targets. A certain amount of aim-off is required to
compensate for the movement of the tank.

-

/

I

DIRECTION OF MOVING TANK
Figure 69. Reverse lead.
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a. Firing to Front and Rear. When the tank is moving toward or
away from a target, its pitching (up and down) mnotion will cause thile
gun to have greater vertical motion than lateral ulotion. As the gun
moves ulpwald, the gunncr fires whenll the asiming cross passes the bottoml
of thile target; as the gun moves dlowlnward, the gulnlner fires when the
alining cross )asseC tile top of the target. This is known as vertical aililoff. The gunner adjusts fire by taking more aim-off if lie is firing too
late, less aim-off if lie is firing too early.
b. Firing to Side. When the gunner is firing to the sidce from a moving
tank, the forward and pitching moltion of the tank will cause the gun
to have greater lateral motion than vertical motion. The greatest
lateral motion is in the directiolln of the tank's forward motion. This
causes the gun to move through the target and gives a lateral motion to
the projectile as it is fired. To compenl)sate for this, the gunner fires with
a reverse lead (5 mils) (fig. 69). I-e adjusts fire by taking more lead
if he is firing too late; less lead if he is firing too early.

Section VIII.

TECHNIQUES OF TARGET DESTRUCTION

127. General
A variety of weapons and methods of adjustmcnt are required to
destroy various types of targets. Since no two comlbat situations will be
exactly alikc, no single technique of engaging targets will fit every
occasion. Because targets differ in imlportance, natlre, size, location, and
actions, tank crewlnen-particularly the tank colnmlanader--lnst be
quick to recognize these differences and shape their actions to fit tihe
situation. As a rcsult of combat experience, ccrtain techniques of target
destruction have been devised. Thcse techniques are designed to obtain
Imaximum target destruction in the minimum alnount of time. They are
based on a thorough knowledge of basic tank gunncry principles, vulncerability of targets, and the destructive capabilities of tank guns and
ammunition.

128. Battlesight
Battlesight is a combination of a predetermined range setting and a
specified type of ammunition. It is employed against dangerous surprise
targets and raplidly fleeing targets. The range and ammunition will be
determined by thie unit comnlilandler as the most suitable combination for
destruction of thile ost dangerous target expected to be encountcred in
the immediate battle area. Battlesighlt is incorporated into the unit SOP;
however, it will vary according to available infornlltion of tile enlemy,
terrain, and(weather. The range can be determincd by pIrevious exprclience or reconnaissance. The alnmilunition selected normally depends oil
the probability of tank or antitank opplosition. A recoaLmmended batt.lcsight, which will give good ovcrall performance, is a range of 800 yards
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and armor-defeating ammunition. This range-ammunition combination
gives a high hit probability up to 1,000 yards and should be employed
when there is no specific information regarding enemy targets. Effective
use of battlesight depends on speed and accurate laying, with the
emlphasis on speed. This means that both the main gun and machine
guns are loaded. With guns loaded andl sights set, a tank crew should
"have the drop" on a dangerous target. The flat trajectory of the tank
gun at a normal battlesight range should give a first-round hit; if not, the
gunner will immediately apply burst-on-target and obtain a secondround kill. Should the target be at a range that is considerably in excess
of the battlesight range, the tank commander will not employ battlesight. In emlploying battlesight, the following specific techniques arce
usedti:

a. Initial Fire Conlmmand. An example of a typical battlesight command isAlert
GUNNER
BATTLESIGHT
Ammunition and Range
TANK
Description
ONE LEAD
Lead (for moving target)
Command to fire
FIRE.
b. Actions and Adjustments. Since ammunition and range have been
previously set into his sight, the gunner merely lays on the center of
mass and fires on command. Adjustmnent of subsequent rounds and
actions of the tank crew are otherwise in accordance with standard
procedures. The loader will continue to load the battlesight ammunition
rapidly until the tank commander gives CEASE FIRE or changes ammunition. Once a round has been chambered, it should be fired despite a
subsequent change in ammunition, and the change made for the next
round.

129. Firing by Tank Commander
Because of his command responsibilities, the tank commander will fire
the main gun only in an emergency. By using his manual controls, the
gunner can lay initially and make adjustments more precisely and
quickly than the tank commander. However, in a situation where target
recognition by the gunner is difficult, it may be necessary for the tank
commander to take over the firing. For example, due to the position of
the turret, the tank commander may be the only one to observe the flash
of fire of a well-concealed antitank gun. The chances are remote that the
gunner will be able to immediately identify the target, and the seconds
lost in attempting to "talk" the gunner onto the target night result in
destruction of the tank. The tank commander fires the initial round and
continues to fire necessary subsequent rounds until the gunner can positively identify the target. Firing by the tank commander, particularly
when burst-on-target is necessary, requires considerable skill and should
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be attempted only when the gunner cannot immediately and effectively
engage the target.

130. Ricochet Fire
High explosive ricochet fire (fig. 70) is fire delivered at a low angle of
elevation, with the burst occurring close above the ground after the p'rojectile has struck and bounced into the air. Ricochet fire with HE amlnunition is obtained by changing the fuze setting from superquick to delay
and firing short of the target. If the projectile strikes a relatively
hard surface at a flat angle, the delay action of the fuze will cause an
air burst. This fire is employed against dug-in troops and other targets
with defilade but no overhead cover. The alternate method of adjustment
is used to adjust the shell fragmentation effect on the ground into the
target area. The tank commander is not held to the standard range
change, but may make any range change le feels is necessary to obtain
target effect. The gunner lays initially on a well-defined terrain feature
approximately 50 yards short of and on line with the target. From this
auxiliary aiming point, he makes necessary range and deflection changes.
Since the gunner will be laying his aiming cross on this point, it cannot
be a terrain feature which will interfere with the ricochet action of the
projectile. If no such point exists, the gunner places the approl)riate
range line on the target, or uses any other auxiliary aiming point which
will insure that the round strikes short and on line. Since ricochet fire is
normally conducted in a deliberate inanner, the tank commander informs
the gunner of the method of fire prior to issuing the fire command and
insures that the gunner has identified the aiming point before firing.
Ricochet fire cannot be employed when the ground is soft or boggy,
because the rounds will bury and explode, giving a mining effect.

131. Destruction of Armored Vehicles
Armored vehicles are those combat vehicles which cannot be penetrated
by small arms fire. This class of vehicles includes tanks, armored selfpropelle(l guns, armored infantry vehicles, armored utility vehicles, and
heavy armored cars. The destruction of armored vehicles involves many
factors, foremost of which arc ammunition capabilities, range effect, and
target vulnerability.
a. Ammunition Capabilities. The most common types of armordefeating ammunition in present use are armor-piercing (AP or shot)
and hyper-velocity armor-piercing (HVAP or hyper-shot). Due to its
greater velocity and hardness, hyper-shot normally achieves greater
penetration than shot. Therefore, medium tanks are engaged with shot,
heavy tanks with hyper-slot. Another type of armor-defeating amnlunition is high explosive antitank (HEAT), which blasts through armor
and does not deplend on velocity for penetration. Its penetration performance is usually greater than that of hyper-shot. Some effect against
TACO 10129-B, May
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armored vehicles can be obtained by HE and smoke; however, these
projectiles atre not arlor-idefeating. HIE has some concussion effect
against crews and is capa:lle of damaging vehicular suspension systems.
It is also effcetive against carriers and self-propelled guns w\itlI no overhead protection, and against crews dislllounlting frolm vehicles. Against
armor, smoke is used for screcling and possil)le incendiaryi
effect.
b. Effect of Range. Regardless of the type of ammunition employed,
range affects destruction of arnmor from the standpoint of accuracy. At
close ranges, the determinltion of tank-to-target range is not difficult, and
the relatively flat trajectory of the projectile compensates considerably
for range errors. As thile rage increases, however, range determination
becomes less accurate an(l the trajectory of the projectile b)ecomes higher,
thus decreasing thile probability of a target hit. Adjustment also becomes
difficult at longer ranges, due to decreased visibility. Additionally, range
has a direct effect on kinetic energy projectiles. As the range increases,
the pcenetration capability of shot and hyper-shot decreases proportionally. Range does not ha}ve this effect on chemical energy projectiles; HEAT has a penetration capability i ndependent of range. Due
to the many factors involved, it is not possible to set a imaximum effective range for engaging arnlored vehicles. If a target is not immilediately
dangerous, it should be engaged at the closest possible range consistent
with obtaining surprise. On the other hand, anrmored vehicles are engaged
at long ranges if they are engaging the tank or attempting to flee.
Also, when fighting a delaying action or engaged in a fire-support role,
it may be necessary to engalge enemly arlnorl at extreme ralnges.
c. Tank Vultnerability. The vulnerability of an armored vehicle depends on the equivalent thickness of its armnor. Equivalent thickness is a
combination of actual arlor thickness, slope of tile armor plate, and the
angle of approach of thile vehicle. Equivalent thickncss becomes greater
as the amount of slope increases and the angle of apl)lproac decreases,
because there is more arnmor placed in thie Ipth of the projectile (fig. 71).
Thus, a tank of given armor thickness with flat surfaces perpendicular to
the line ef fire is more vulnerable than a tank of the same thickness
with sloped surfaces oblique to the line of fire. Tanks are built with
sloped sulfaces wherever possible and have the heaviest armor on the
front of tile hull and turret. The sides anld rear of the turret have less
armor, and the least amount is on the sides and rear of the hull. The
sides anti rear of the hull also have flatter surfaces and are accordingly
the most vulnerable parts of a tank. Since no enemy will willingly present such a target, thile center of mass will vary with the amount of
target exposed and the angle at which it is engaged. Figuro 72 shows
the possible areas of pcenetration when a miedium tank is being engaged
with shot anmmunition at a range of 1,000 yalrds. If it is possible to get a
flank or rear shot at a tank, the center of mass is the center of the hull.
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The center of mass of a tank engaged head-on is the turret ring. Vulnerability decreases considerably when tanks are in hull defilade positions.
Although it is possible to penetrate the sides of a tank turret with shot,
penetration of the front of the turret is less likely. Hyper-shot or HEAT
should be employed against encmly tanks in hull defilade.

132. Destruction of Unarmored Vehicles
Unarmored vehicles are those vehicles which can be penetrated by
small-arms fire. This class includes trucks, automobiles, and vehicles
with light armor such as half-tracks, scout cars, and some light armored
cars. Heavy armored cars cannot be penetrated by small-arms fire and
should be treated as armored vehicles. If a doubt exists as to the classification of an armored car, arlnor-defeating ammunition should be used
against it. Unarmored vehicles are vulnerable to all types of fire; however, their speed makes them difficult targets to hit. The caliber .50
machine gun is ideal for engaging light armored cars, and the coaxial
machine gun is normally the best weapon for engaging other unarmored
vehicles at ranges up to 900 yards. At greater ranges, caliber .50 or HE
should be used. The value of the machine gun lies in its dispersion and
large volume of fire. Moving targets at close ranges are easier to hit with
machine-gunn fire, and main gun ammunition is conserved for more dangerous targets. The ailing point varies with the type of target. Moving
vehicles are immobilized by hitting the engine or driving comlpartment.
This is also a good general rule for stationary vehicles; however, common sense will dictate certain exceptions. To increase the hit probability
at long ranges, the aiming point is the center of the vehicle.

133. Firing at Dismounted Troops
Dismounted troops constitute an area target of varying depth, width,
dispersion, and vulnerability.
a. Attacking infantry should be engaged with nmachine-gun fire whenever possible; however, the type of weapon and ammunition employed
will depend primarily on the range and the actions of the enemy troops.
Normally, HIE is employed against troops at ranges in excess of 1,800
yards. At lesser ranges, the fire of the machine guns is added to that of
the main gun. When firing the machine guns at troops in the open, the
gunner should traverse and search through his assigned sector. When
possible, he should employ grazing enfilade fire. Depending on the configuration of the ground, ricochet HE fire may be effective against troops
advancing under cover. At very close ranges, canister is most effective
against mass attacks. However, consideration must be given to the
location of friendly troops before firing canister. When the attacking
infantry begins the final assault, tanks will shift to the method of fire
prescribed by the unit fire plan.
114
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b. Assaulting tanks will usually employ the coaxial machine gun while
moving, attempting to fire into trenches and other vulnerable parts of
the enemy defense. Smoke can also be employed for incendiary, screening, and casualty-producing effect, depending on the location and construction of the enemy position.

134. Destruction of Crew-Served Weapons
This category of targets includes antitank guns, towed artillery,
recoilless rifles, machine guns, and all other ground mount crew-served
weapons. Engagement of crew-served weapons mounted in bunkers and
pillboxes presents a different problem (par. 135). Crew-served weapons
are sometimes encountered in hasty positions, but are usually placed in
prepared positions with good cover and concealment. They present a
small target with low silhouette. Normally, HE will be employed against
these weapons; however, enemy positions with little or no cover may
be engaged with machine guns when within effective range. Due to
their dangerous nature and ability to achieve surprise, antitank guns
may require engagement from battlesight. In fighting crew-served
weapons, the crew is the primary target; destruction of the gun is of
secondary importance. Often, both enemy gun and crew will be well
dug in; in such cases, it may be necessary to employ ricochet fire using
HE delay.

135. Engagement of Field Fortifications
Field fortifications are defensive positions constructed so that they
afford good fields of fire and protection to the troops andl weapons mnunning them. Such a position usually consists of a series of connecting,
mutually supporting strongpoints. In addition to entrenchments and
weapons emplacements, field fortifications include such positions with
overhead cover as bunkers, pillboxes, and built-up areas. Fire alone will
not defeat a well-fortified position; it is necessary to assault it. The
following techniquecs of engaging specific types of fortifications will plovide for the effective fire support vital to the successful attack of a strong
position.
a. Open Entrenchments. Foxholes and trenches give protection
against direct fire; however, they are vulnerable to air bursts. Tanks
should employ ricochet fire, using HE delay. If the ground does not
produce good ricochet effect, impact fire will neutralize much of the
enemy's firepower, since he must expose himself to employ his weapons.
At close ranges, machine guns may also be used to neutralize enemy
firepower. Indiscriminate firing at trenches is wasteful of ammunition;
therefore, fire should be placed into occupied sections of trench which
may be exposed.
b. Open Weapons Emplacements. Open gun positions have some vertical surface and are therefore vulnerable to both impact and ricochet fire.
TAGO 10129-B, May
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Impact fire is more accurate; however, a well-constructed emplacement
may require ricochet fire. The range and the degree of protection
afforded by the position will determine whether the main gun or the
machine guns should be employed.
c. Bunkers and Pillboxes. Bunkers and pillboxes give good protection
against all types of fire; however, they can be penetrated by attacking
their structural weaknesses with the proper ammunition. The most vulnerable point on both bunkers and pillboxes is the aperture. A direct hit
with HE at the aperture of a bunker will result in part of the force of
the explosion being directed inside the bunker. The possibilities of
achieving detonation inside a bunker are increased by employing HE
delay. An HE projectile set on delay fuze may ricochet inside if it strikes
near the aperture. If the angle of strike does not allow a ricochet,
chances of penetration or damage to the structure are increased due to
the delayed detonation. Concrete-piercing fuze is more effective than
delay fuze and may be issued for this type of operation. Should HE
prove ineffective, armor-defeating ammunition may be used. Shot will
penetrate most log bunkers at normal ranges; however, more than one
round may be necessary. Once penetration has been obtained by shot,
HE or smoke can be fired through the opening with devastating effect.
The technique of attacking pillboxes by fire is generally the same as
for bunkers except that, the additional strength of concrete prohibits use
of HE delay for penetration purposes. The concrete-piercing fuze is
designed to penetrate pillboxes, or to so weaken the structure that subsequent rounds of HE concrete will both penetrate and give a blast
effect inside. Armor-defeating ammunition will achieve deeper penetration than HE concrete, but will not damage as much surface area or
cause as much destruction on penetration. The choice of ammunition
for engagement of bunkers and pillboxes depends primarily on ammunition availability and target vulnerability; however, employment of HE
is preferred because of its greater casualty-producing effect and the
resulting conservation of armor-defeating ammunition for use against
armored vehicles.
d. Built-Up Areas. Built-up areas provide strong defensive positions and must be considered as excellent fortifications even when badly
damaged or reduced to rubble by bombardment and cannon fire. Buildings, particularly those constructed of concrete or masonry, constitute
strongpoints which normally must be reduced by a combined-arms
attack. Tanks may encounter a wide variety of targets; however, the
primary job is destruction of enemy tanks, troops, and weapons behind
cover. Buildings and other structures are engaged in much the same
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manner as bunkers and pillboxes. HE with superquick fuze should be
fired through windows, doorways, shell holes, and other openings. HE
delay will penetrate wood and other light structures; HE concrete or shot
is required to penetrate concrete or masonry walls. In all cases, the
desired effect is detonation inside the building; therefore, once penetration is effected, HE should be fired through the openings made: Smoke
has a casualty-producing effect and is also effective against buildings,
particularly those which will burn. Smoke fired into the ground floors
produces rising fumes and smoke which force the occupants out. If the
building is set afire, burning of supports will cause upper floors to collapse. Reduction of built-up areas produces rubble which, due to its
thickness and irregular surfaces, forms a nearly impenetrable position.
Troops barricaded behind such a strongpoint are effectively engaged by
ricochet fire, using HE delay. Ricochet fire can also be used to
"shoot around a corner" by banking HE delay off a wall (figs. 73 and
74). This type of fire can be adjusted with good effect on targets with
no overhead cover. Shot and machine-gun fire can be ricocheted in the
same manner; however, such fire is inaccurate and the effect is primarily
psychological.

136. Special Uses of Tank Ammunition
In addition to the specific techniques of target destruction previously
mentioned, there are a variety of special uses of main gun and machine
gun ammunition which have proved effective in battle. Combat situations may arise where the following fire techniques could be effectively
employed.
a. Use of HE. HE is a versatile type of ammunition in that it is
employed in numerous ways against a wide variety of targets. The following special uses are in addition to those previously discussed.
(1) HE gives excellent fragmentation when fired into treetops over
the heads of enemy troops. Superquick fuze is normally employed; however, if the trees are exceptionally tall or the
troops are deep in the woods, delay fuze should be used.
(2) HE may be employed in the reduction of certain obstacles such
as roadblocks and barbed wire. HE fire weakens the structure
and explodes antipersonnel mines; however, it normally will
not detonate buried mines. After an obstacle has been reduced
by fire, it should be checked for booby traps and the immediate
area probed for antitank mines. HE is not effective in clearing
minefields. Clearance of extensive obstacles by fire is not practical because it requires too much ammunition.
TAGO 10129-B, May
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(3) HE may be used in reconnaissance by fire of probable enemy
positions beyond the effective range of the caliber .50 machine
gun (1,800 yards). Such fire is confined to suspected locations
in order to conserve ammunition.
b. Use of Armor-Defeating Ammunition. Armor-defeating ammunition is used only against hard targets such as tanks and fortifications
which cannot be effectively engaged with HE.
c. Use of Smoke. Smoke is employcd for screening, incendiary, and
casualty-producing purposes. There are many combat situations where
use of this round, particularly in conjunction with other ammunition,
will produce excellent results.
(1) Screening serves the purpose of blinding the enemy, thus
allowing greater freedom of movement of the friendly forces.
Smoke may be placed in front of the enemy to screen the
maneuver of attacking tanks or to cover their withdrawal. Due
to the limited supply of smoke ammunition and the tendency of
WP smoke to dissipate and rise. rapidly, tanks should be
employed for screening purposes only when other sources are
not available. Tanks are capable of temporarily screening short
movements of the tank platoon or company. The basic factors
governing the employmcnt of smoke are wind direction and
velocity (fig. 75). AWith a wind from the flank, the screen is
started to the windward side of the target so that it will drift
into and in front of the enemy. EWith a tailwind, smoke should
be placed just in front of the target; when firing into the wind,
smoke should be placed on or behind the target. When the
wind velocity is high, the rate of fire must be increased to maintain the screen. When firing into a strong headwind, caution
must be cxercised to prevent smoke from rolling back over
friendly positions. Other effects on adjacent troops must also
be considered.
(2) In addition to its incendiary effect on buildings and log fortifications, smoke is also effectively used in burning out enemy
positions in woods and brush. The factors of wind direction
and velocity which govern employment of smoke for screening
also apply to its use for burning purposes. Precautions must
be taken to avoid damage to friendly positions. HE should be
employed in conjunction with smoke to destroy and harass
enemy troops driven from cover by fires.
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With a flank wind aim
the shell to the windward
side so the smoke blows
in front of or over the
target.

a
With
With n ail wid place the
shell in front of the target.

Figure 75.

head wind plpe
the shell on or beyond

Screening with smoke.

(3) The casualty-producing effect of smoke is a direct result of its
incendiary nature. Best results are obtained when smoke is
fired into an enclosure, such as a bunker or the room of a
building. It is also effective against troops in the open, because
the burning phosphorus particles are scattered over a wide
area. A single particle can cause severe burning because phosphorus sticks to the skin or clothing. Although smoke does not
have the destructive capability of HE, it has a much greater
psychological effect on troops.
(4) Smoke may also be used to mark targets.
d. Use of Machine-Gun Fire. Tanks carry a considerable amount of
machine-gun ammunition. Main gun ammunition is conserved by employing the machine guns for many special purposes.
(1) Tank machine guns are well suited for reconnaissance by fire
of suspected enemy positions and suspicious areas. The caliber
.30 machine guns may be effectively employed up to ranges of
900 yards, the caliber .50 up to 1800 yards. API-T (incendiary)
is particularly useful for this purpose.
(2) Machine gun fire may be used to designate targets.
(3) Incendiary and tracer ammunition will set fire to dry brush,
grass, or wood.
TAGO 10129-B, May
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(4) Machine guns should be used in conjunction with HE when
engaging troops in the woods. Due to dispersion, machine gun
fire will penetrate deeper into the woods with only partial
deflection by trees and brush. The caliber .50 machine gun is
particularly effective for this purpose.

Section IX.

RANGE CARDS

137. General
A range card is a diagram or sketch of an area, showing the tank position, prominent terrain features, and probable targets, all in relation to
their actual position on the ground. Range cards are an aid in firing
day or night; they are used for identifying and laying accurate fire on
plotted targets, laying accurate fire on targets of opportunity, firing at
night or during periods of poor visibility, concentration of fire, and
coordination of the defensive fires of a unit. Range cards must contain
the following information for each target:
a. Target identification, to include a reference point.
b. Deflection (azimuth indicator reading).
c. Quadrant elevation (QE).

d. Range.
138. Target Designation
Both existing and probablce targets are plotted on range cards.
Probable targets or target areas include avenues of approach, defiles,
obstacles, suspicious localities, and any other key terrain features where
targets might appear. Targets are designated on a range card by conventional signs, symbols, or short, descriptive phrases. A unit number
is assigned to each target so that it may be identified by all tanks. A
legend, containing additional target information, may be placed on the
range card.

139. Types of Range Cards
A good range card must be complete, simple, and easily read by all
tank crewmen. Two of the more common types of range cards which
meet this basic requirement are the circular and the sketch range cards.

a. CircularRange Card. The circular range card (fig. 76) represents
the face of the azimuth indicator. It consists of three circles, used as
range lines, and a deflection scale. The deflection scale is graduated in
100-mil increments in a manner similar to the azimuth indicator. Target
data is recorded on the range card by drawing lines which correspond to
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the actual range and deflection of each target. The target is designated
by a numbered symbol placed at the end of the line. Since each line is
positioned by interpolation, it is necessary to write the actual deflection,
range, and quadrant elevation to the target. However, when the tankto-target range is the same as one of the range lines, the range need not
be written on the card. The value of this type range card lies in its ease
of reading and direct application to fire-control instruments. Due to
the linuted space for recording targets close to each other, especially if
a tank is assigned a narrow sector of fire, it may be necessary to use two
or more range cards in order to accurately plot probable targets.
b. Sketch Range Card. The sketch range card (fig. 77) is a simple
drawing of the assigned sector of fire of a particular tank. The drawing
is schematic with only key terrain features, the reference point, and the
tank position designated. Known anti probable targets are circled and
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Figure 76.
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Circularrange card.
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numbered. Necessary firing data is plotted on a line extending from the
tank position to each target. This type range card provides ample space
for plotting targets; however, its value depends on the ability of tank
crewmen to draw a simple, legible diagram.

Figure 77. Sketch range card.

140. Obtaining Range Card Data
a. Tank in Position. When the tank is in the firing position, firing
data is obtained by laying on the target and using the tanklnounted
fire-control equipment. Specific techniques will vary for different type
tanks; however, the general method is the same.
(1) Targets are designated and numbered by the platoon leader or
company commander. Additional targets for each tank may be
selected by the tank commander, but these are identified by
letters.
(2) Deflection is obtained by zeroing the azimuth indicator on the
reference point and traversing to each target. The actual azimuth indicator reading is recorded.
(3) Range is obtained by ranging or by the most accurate method
immediately available. If estimation is used initially, a more
accurate range should be determined at the earliest opportunity.
(4) Quadrant elevation (QE) is obtained by indexing the range and
HE ammunition into the direct-fire control system and laying
on the center of the target with the direct-fire sight. Then the
quadrant elevation is determined by centering the bubble of
the elevation quadrant or gunner's quadrant.
b. Tank Not in Position. The tactical situation often makes it necessary for tanks to occupy firing positions at night. If a tank unit relieves
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another, range cards arc exchanged. However, if range cards are not
available, they can be prepared by daylight reconnaissance parties,
prior to moving tanks into position. Minimum equipment necessary is
one aimling circle or 1\12 complnss, anti two aiming stakes per position.
Additional equipment for physically preparing the position includes a
shielded light for each ailing stake and white tape to mark the position.
It is desirable to have two aiming circles if they are available. Upon
arrival in the area, the reconnaissance party selects tank positions. To
prepare a range card for a position, an aimling circle is set up to represent
the center of the tank. Aiming stakes arce used as a rcfcrcnce point.
If possible, they are lined up
1 at a right angle (1,600 i/i1) to the tank
position. This alinement facilitates accurate positioning of the tank.
Firing data is obtained as follows:
(1) Targets are designated in the same manner as for any other
range card. They may be selected in advance by the unit comnmander or selected on the spot by the reconnaissance party.
(2) Deflection is obtained by laying on the reference point with
the aiming circle, zeroing the scales, and measuring the angle
to the target. The reading of the lower scale is subtracted from
3,200. This is the correct azimuth indicator reading for the
tank.
(3) Range is obtained by intersection or some other accurate means.
(4) Quadrant elevation (QE) is obtained by combining elevation
for range with angle of site. Elevation for range for HE ammunition is taken from a firing table or from the comlputer or
ballistic unit of a tank. Angle of site is measured with the
aiming circle or iM2 compass, or determined from a map. The
operator compensates for the difference in elevation between
tank gun and instrument by sighting with the instrument on
the bottom or near edge of the target.

141. Tactical Use of Range Cards
Range cards are used for a coordinated concentration of accurate fire
on known enemy positions or probable enemy targets during day or
night. The platoon leader coordinates his fire by designating tank positions and sectors of fire so that maximum target area is covered. By
assigning a unit number to designated probable targets, the platoon
leader is able to concentrate or shift the massed fire of his unit with a
single command. A correct, plredetermined range allows accurate direct
fire during daylight on plotted targets, or targets of opportunity which
appear near a plotted target. Firing at night or during periods of poor
visibility is normally accomplished by applying the predetermined data
to the auxiliary fire-control instruments. However, if illumination is
available, the direct-fire sights are used. HE is employed against all
TAoO 10129-B, May
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types of targets when firing under poor visibility conditions because of
the fragmentation effect. M\lachine guns are also effective at night,
particularly against enemy infantry.

Section X.

FIRING AT NIGHT OR WITH POOR VISIBILITY

142. General
Tank crews must be capable of dclivcring effective fire on the enemy
at night or dlling such conditions of poor visilbility as dense fog, smoke,
snow, or raill. \heln neither visibility nor illumination exists, it is
p'elared range card data. However,
necessary to fire from pieviously lN
when the target is visil)le, or when night illumination is available, directfire methods are employcdl. Whenever possible, fire is observed and
adjusted. Effective fire diuring periods of poor visibility requires advance
planning andil coordination.

143. Preparation and Occupation of Night Firing Positions
Night relief of one tank unit by another normally involves direct
exchange of position and range card by individual tanks. Such an operation requires detailed planning and coordination in order to be accomplished efficiently. Night movement into a position not previously occupied by another tank unit requires advance selection and preparation of
night firing positions. Daylight reconnaissance parties cstahllishi liaison
with front-line troops, select tank positions, and prepare the positions
for night firing (par. 140b)). Rallge cards are made for each tank, and
positions are marked for night occupation. After the range card is
completed, the position of the ainming circle or 5v12 compass is marked
by a stake to replresent the tank turret centerl. Two strips of white tape,
intersecting at the position stakes, are laid out for use in guiding the
tank into position. The longer tape marks tile tank route, the shorter
strip marks the tank position (fig. 78). The two aiming stakes used in
preparing the range card are left in position as the reference point for
the tank. Night lighting devices, such as covered flashlights or luminous
markers, are placed on each stake so that the tank gun can be alined on
the reference point. The position is now ready for occupation. After
(lark, each tank is moved into position by a dismounted guide. Light
discipline miust be observed. Interior lights in the tank are masked, and
blackout lights treemployed by both tank and guide. A piece of white
talle or a white chalk mark on the front center of the tank hull is used
in lining up tlhe tank with tihe route-marking tape. The tube is traversed
to the angle of the aiming stakes. The tank is then mioved forward
slowly until it is centered over the position stake. The loadelr, looking
through the tulb, alines the gun by giving necessary directions to the
d(Iver and gunner. The gunner then zeroes his azimuth indicator and
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trav.lvcvto the target area. The tank is now properly positioned for
nightihg.
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Figure 7S.
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NAighlt firing positiou.

144. Firing With Illumination
At night, bright moonlight or artificial illumination often provides
sulficient visibility to allow target engagement by direct-fire methods.
The gunner lays on the target with the direct-fire sight and fires, adjusting by burst-on-target or the alternate method. Fire commands are the
sauie as for engaging any stationary or moving target during daylight.
Artificial illumiiation is provided by searchlights, ilhlminating shells,
flares, or fir'cs in the target area. Fires may be started in the target area
by firing smoke at such inflaimmable objcets as brush, trees, or wooden
buildings. Instrumient lights are used to illuminate fire-control instruiments, to incluidec sight reticles. Before the target area is illuminated,
wiVllCed, SO that their positions or
adjtacent friendlyV troops should}c
activities are not exposedl.
TACO 10129-B, May
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145. Firing With Poor Visibility
During firing at night with no illunlination, or during daylight periods
of pool visibility, HE ammunition is employed becaluse of the fragmentation effect on thile taiget when a direct hit is not obtained. Firing
at night discloses the tank position and requires a considerable expenditure of ammuni tion to obtain effective results. The dlcision to fire is
based on thile importanice of tile target, the ammnillnition supply, and the
possibilities of obtaining target effect.
a. Engagemenlt of Plotted Targets. To fire on a previously plotted
target, raInge card data is applied to the auxiliary firec-control instrumnents. The gulliner lays for range by setting the indicated qladrant
elevation on the elevation quadrant (or gunner's quadrant) and elevates
or depresses the gun until the lcveling bubble is centered. He lays the
gun for direction by traversing right or left of the reference point to thce
prescrilbced azimulth indicator reading. Since tile azimulthl indicator hlas
becn zeroed on the refierence point, it is not necessary to re-lay on thce
aiming stakes. Iven when it is impossible to adjust fire by observation,
target hits may be observed under certain conditions of poor visibility.
For example, -I4E striking metal causes a distinctive orange flash and
may have incendiary effect on some targets. When target effect is not
visible, area fire is employed. To obtain area fire, the initial round is
fired frolm range card data; subsequent rounds are fired 1 rail over, 1 mnil
short, 10 mils righlt, and 10 mils left of thle first round. This pattern
(fig. 79) gives good area coverage and should result in target destruction
or damlage.

DIRECTION
OF FIRE

Figure 79. Area fire.
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b. Engagement of Targets of Opportunity. Since targets of opportunity are not accurlatly located, fiing on suc targ
trgets du
during ringriods
of poor visibility is illore difficult than firing on plotted targets. Thile
technilquel of fire delpends on wvhetlher tilhe target is locate'd by sound or I)N
flash. W'Ien a target is discovered by sould, the gun is laid inl the
approximate direction and the range estilmated. Range card data to a
nearby Ltaget lnay be used as a geuide. To obtain tile best plossible area
coveralge, fire is aldjusted by use of the area fire pattern. When the flash
of an eneCmy gun is observed, the tank gun is laid on tile flash and the
range estinatcd. Fire is adjusted by area fire or by clmploying a second
tank to observe. When two tanks are cmployed, each gunner lays his
ailling cross on thile flash-one to fire, the other to obscrvc. To prevent
distorted sensings, the tanks should not be mnore than 50 yards apart.
The gunner or tank commander of the observing tank senses each round
in relation to his aailling cross and gives a sulbsequent fire conilalnd to
tile gunlner of the firing tank. For example, if the round appears below
and 5 mils left of the ainming cross, the observer announces SHORT ...
PRIGH'T FIVE, ADl) TWO HUNDRED, FIRE. Firing continues until
target effect is observed or fire has been adljusted to tlhe center of the
observer's aiming cross. If fire has been adjusted without visible results,
area fire may be enlmployed to cover the target area.

146. Fire Commands for Firing With Poor Visibility
\\'llWhen direct-fire sights are used, the nornal comimiand for direct fire
is issued. However, when alixiliary fire-control instruments are cmployed, range is announced as a qnuadrant clevation and direction as an
azinulith indicator reading; for exampleAlert
Amnunluition
Range

CUNNERI
GUNNEIR
HE
HE
QUADRANT PLUS
QUADRANT M-INUS
ONE SIX
SIX
Direction
DEFLEI:CTION TWO
DIFLIECTION FOUR
FIVE FOUR
THREE TWO L.EFT
SEVEN RIGHT
Description
ANTITANK
TROOPS
Command to fire
FIRE.
FIRE.
N ote. When arcal fire is desilrel. 1Ihet iank conlnnndl
l r will :Irnounce ARFltl.\A l RE
prior to issuing the fire coummanrld. When this is annolunced tile gunner fires the
fiv-e-'rollld pinttern withlout

furtlherionlnand.

Section XI.

MASSED FIRE

147. General
Thle conccntratc(l, massed fire of the tank platoon or company produlces i fiar gre:ater destructive effect thian the uncoordinated fires of an
TAGO 10129 B, .,ia
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equal mnlmber of tanks. Mlaximlum firepower is obtained by coordinating
and controlling the fire of all weapons of the tank unit and its attached
and supporting units. Coordination of fire is accomplished at all levels
of tactical command by use of a fire plan; however, actual control of
fire is conducted :at the platoon or company level. The company comnmander coordinates fire by assigning sectors of responsibility to each
platoon and by planning necessary supporting fires. fle controls fire by
issuing informal fire orders to one or mnore platoons to engage a target
or area. Platoon leaders coordinate fire in the same manner as the company colnmmander, but they control fire by fire coommands. Authority to
fire on targets of opportunity is normally delegated to platoon leaders;
however, adjustment of fire is usually accomplished by the individual
tank commanders or gunners. Because of the wide variety of situations
that require massed fire, units should develop SOPs to incorporate
specific techniques and procedures.

148. Massed Offensive Fires
lMassed offensive fires are planned and coordinated initially; however,
once the attack is rolling, tanks will also engage targets of opportunity.
Tanks of the maneuvering element usually fire individually at targets
as they appllear; however, when feasible, the platoon leader concentrates
the fire of the platoon or a section on a dangerous target. Tanks in
support deliver massed fire in a more deliberate inanner, but nmust be
prepared to immediately shift to a new target.

149. Massed Defensive Fires
In a defensive situation, the fires of all available weapons are tied
together to obtain maximum destruction. The tank company fire plan
is used to coordinate the fires of the platoons. The platoon fire plan is
based on the range cards of each tank.

150. Platoon Fire Commands
The platoon leader controls distribution and volume of fire by issuing
initial and subsequent fire commands (figs. 80 and 81). Examples of
typical initial fire commands follow.
Point T'uargl.t

PLATOON
HE DELAY
MY RANGE ONE SIX HUNDI
WATCH MY BURST
BUNKER
FIRE.
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Area
r

'c r

PLATOON
HlE
RI) DIRECT FRONT
NUMBER TWO--IIGHT FRONT
NUMBER THREE-RIGHT FLANK
NUMBER FOUR-LEFT FRONT
NUIMBER FIVE-LEFT FLANK
TROOPS
FIRE.
TACO 10129-B, Mar

Ambush

PLATOON
SHOT
RIGHT FRONT
NUMBER FIVE-LEAD TANK
NUMBER FOUR-SECOND TANK
NUMBER TWO-FOURTH TANK
NUMBER THREE-LAST TANK
(PAUSE)
FIIRE.

Night Firing

FIRST SECTION
ONE ROUND HE
TARGET NUMBER SIX
TROOPS
FIRE.

151. Actions of Individual Tanks in Massed Fire
Upon receiving a platoon fire command, each tank commander issues
an initial fire command to his gunner. Unless specified otherwise, the
platoon command also serves as the fire command for the platoon
leader's gunner. Adjustment is conducted by each tank crew; however,
when necessary, the platoon leader adjusts or shifts the fire of the
platoon by issuing subsequent fire commands. When visibility is poor,
the platoon leader controls the volume of fire by specifying AREA FIRE
or the number of rounds. The command CEASE FIRE is also given by
the platoon leader.

TACO 10129-lm1, .y
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CHAPTER 8
SECONDARY FIRE MISSIONS

Section I. INTRODUCTION
152. General
Although is it not plrimary role for tanks, under exceptional circumstances a decision may be made to employ tanks in an in:lirect-fire
mission. This chapter discusses conduct of indirect fire of tanks in
defilade, to include deternlination of minimnuin elevation and angle of
site, initial andl subsequent fire commands, and adjustment of fire. The
material contained in this chapter is appllicable to indirect fire of the
single tank or tank unit, operating independently or in conjunction with
artillery units.

153. Types of Indirect Fire
Indirect fire is fire delivered on targets that carnnot be seen through
the direct-fire sights. The types of indirect fire employed by tank
units are:
a. Night Firing. Tanks employ indirect fire froml direct-fire positions
when firing at night or during other periods of poor visibility. Range
cards are used in conducting this type of fire. This type of indirect fire
is discussed in chapter 7.
b. Tanks in Defilade. The fire of a tank platoon or section is usually
employed against area targets. Tanks are laid and fired as a unit; fire
is adjusted by a single observer. Fire direction and control may be
organic or in conjunction with artillery units. This chapter is primarily
concerned with independent indirect fire of the tank platoon. The differences between this type of fire and indirect fire in conjunction with
artillery are discussed in paragraphs 181 through 187.
c. Single Tank in Defilade. The fire of a single tank in a turret
defilade position is usually emplllloyed against point targets. This is
normally an expedient in a forward area where the tank canlot occulpy
a position for direct fire. Initial data is determined and fire is adjusted
by the tank commander, who places himself where he can observe the
target.
136
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154. Firing Positions for Indirect Fire
a. In selecting a position for indirect fire, the comnlanddcrr of the tank
unit considers the immnediate mission, future mobile missions, and the
security of his command. The following are characteristics of a good
indirect firing position:
(1) It should be so located that tanks can fire on targets in the
assigned sector. The position must be well forward, but not so
near to a hill mask that close-in targets cannot be engaged

(fig. 82).
(2) It should be so located that the tank unit has the ability to
revert rapidly to its primary role of offensive combat. Multiple
access routes, concealed if possible, arc required to allow tanks
to move without delay and to permit resupply.
(3) It should provide hardstanding with level ground.
(4) It should be behind a mask, so that tanks have full cover
(turret defilade).
(65) It should permit 6,400-mil traverse, so that tanks can fire in
any direction.
(6) It should enable easy commulnication between observer and
tanks.
(7) It should be sufficiently large to allow proper dispersion of
tanks.
b. When firing indirect, tanks are numl)ered from right to left. To
occupy a firing position smoothly and promptly, the platoon leader's
tank (No. 1) moves in on the right with each succeeding tank taking
position to the left. Tanks are positioned approximately 35 yards apart.
They should not be in a straight line, as this presents an easy target for
air attack. Staggering the tanks help conceal the position and simplifies
firing to the flanks (fig. 83).
c. The unit's basic load of ammuonition should not be used in firing
indirect. When such employment is contemplated, anummunition is stockpiled beforehand, so that the tanks are ready to fight with full ammunition racks. The commander must always be ready to commnit his tanks
in a mobile role if the situation permits.

155. Laying Tanks Parallel
Once tanks have been positioned, all gun tubes are laid parallel in the
direction of fire, with an aiming circle or by reciprocal laying. This
procedure insures area coverage and allows control of the fire of all
tanks by a single command. When tanks are parallel, their fire falls in
the target area in relation to their position on the ground. The fragmentation effect of an HE burst is nearly all to the sides, with little
effect to the front and rear (fig. 84). This characteristic gives good area
138
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coverage in width, and staggering of the tanks in position produces
coverage in depth. Area coverage is obtained because the effective
bursting area of 90-ami HE is approximately 40 yards in width and
7 yards in deplth, anlid the tanks are positioned 35 yards apart and arc
staggered in depth (fig. 85). The observer can shift this fire to a new
target area Ih issuing a single command, because all tanks are firing
with the same quadrant elevation and deflection.

156. Minimum Elevation
a. General. Upon occupation of thile position, thile gunner of each tank
will determine mlilinmun elev(tion. Mlinimuml elevation is the lowest
elevation at which the gun can he fired and still clear the mask to the
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40 YDS

DIRECTION
OF FIRE
Figure 84.

Fragmentationeffect of IIe burst.

front. Because this mask is often occupied by friendly troops, tanks
are not permitted to fire below minimum elevation.
b. Determining Miiimum Elevation.
(1) The gunner determines iningnuin elevation by combining the
following factors:
(a) Site to moask. The vertical angle between the horizontal of
the gun and the top of the mnask is determnined by sighting
along the Iottom of the tube and elevating the gun until the
140
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line of sight clears the highest part of the mask (a, fig, 86).
The gun elevation is measured with the gunner's quadrant
and recorded as site to mask.
(b) Elevation for range. Elevation for range with HE annumnition is obtained by determining the range to the mask by the
most accurate means available and finding the elevation for
that range from a computer, ballistic unit, or firing table.
This is added to the site to mask (b, fig. 86).
(c) Twice C factor. One C is the number of mils of elevation
required to make a 100-yard horizontal range change (c,
fig. 86). For tank gunnery purposes, the C, at normal ranges,
is 1 mil. Therefore, two C's for the gun, or 2 mils, will ensure
mask clearance (d, fig. 86). If the range to the mask is
greater than 3,000 yards, consult a firing table for the C
factor.
(d) Troop safety factor. If the mask is occupied or is to be occupied, the angle subtended by 5 yards at the range to the mask
is added (e, fig. 86). This factor is obtained by using the
mil relation to solce for rl.
(2) The sum of the four factors, expressed in mils, is minimum elevation (f, fig. 86). If the suin is fractional, the next higher
whole mil is used. Figure 87 is all cxample problem in determinelevation.
ing minimumll
c. Platoon Mlinimun Elevation. Each tank commander reports his
minimum elevation to the platoon leader as soon as it is determined. The
highest minimum elevation computed is the minimum elevation for all
tanks. Each gunner records this figure for future reference. At any time
during firing that the gunner receives a quadrant elevation or range
MINIchange below this figure, he will cease fire and announce BELOW\
MUM ELEVATION, UNSAFE TO FIRE.

157. Angle of Site
a. General. For indirect firing, the gun is elevated a certain number
of mils for each range. However, with a gull laid at the correct elevation for a certain range, the projectile will hit a target at that range only
when the target is at the same altitude as the gun. If the target is on
the gun, the projectile strikes short; if the target is
higher ground thal
lower than the gun, the projectile falls beyond the target (fig. 88). Therefore, in laying for range when there is a difference in altitude between gun
and target, angle of site milst be considered. Angle of site is the vertical
angle between the horizontal of the gun and a line joining the gun and
target. If the target is above the gun, the angle of site is plus; if the
target is below tihe gun, the angle of site is ininus. :In direct fire, angle
of site is included when the sight is laid directly on the target. In
TACO 10129-B, May
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I'igere S8. Obtaining area coverage.

indirect fire, where clevation is measured( fromn the horizontal, angle of
site is combined with elevation for range to obtain quadrant elevation
(QE). A plns angle of site is added to the clevation for range, a ilinnus
angle of site is subtracted.
b. Determining Angle of Site.
(1) Wh\'ein the position of the observer is close to and at about the
142
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same altitude as the firing position, one of the following methods
may be usedt to determine angle of site:
(n) A point in the target area at approximately the same altitude
as the firing position is sclcetctd. The vertical difference in
mils between that point andI the target is read froml the
binocular reticle. This method gives all apptoximlte angle
of site.
(b) An aiming circle can be usedl to measurc angle of site directly.
When the observer is above the firing position, lie takes his
reading from the top or far cdge of the target.
(2) Angle of site may be colmputcl by use of a malp and the mil
relation. This metl(od is simple, does not require special equip-

a. Sie to Mask (ANGLEI)

d. Tic. "C" Fator

C."C"Factor

. Troop Safety Factor (Angle subtended by 5 yards at f
th range to the msk) iANGLE4)

Figure S6.6
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b. Elevation for Roge lANGLE2)

IANGIWU
3

Minimum elevation is the sum of th

four ngles

Leps ial delernmirinlg minimonlI elevation,,.
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Figure 87.

OR MINIMUM ELEVATION=300p

lininuL elevantion problem.

ment or an OP near the firing position, and is accurate for
tank gunnery purposes. Procedure is as follows:
(a) Firing position and target are plotted and range determined
from the map scale. In figure 89, the range is 3000 yards.

(3

_
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Figure SS. Eflect of angle of site.
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(b) Altitudes of both firing position and target are determined by
interpolating between contour lines. The difference in altitude is obtained by subtracting the lower altitude from the
higher. Range and the difference in altitude must both be

expressed in tllhe same unit of measure (yards, meters, etc.).
In figure 89, thc difference in altitude is 45 feet or 15 yards.

(c) By use of the nail relation, the difference in altitude (TV) is
divided by the range (R) to obtain angle of site (ral). In
figure 89, angle of site is +5 mils (target higher than firing
position).

ANGLE OF SITE FROM A MAP
TANK POSITION

,o
CONTOUR INTERVAL:

RANGE TO TARGET:

3000

yards

ALTITUDE OF TARGET:

235

feet

ALTITUDE OF TANK:

190

feet

DIFFERENCE IN ALTITUDE:

45

feet

2

20 feet

(Determined from Mop Scale)

or

15

yards

W

R'

Figlre S9.

°'or

=

5

ANGLE OF SITE = +5 y(
D)ctcrmining angle of site from a map.

(3) An aiming circle (or M12 compass) may also be usedl in conjulction with the mail relation to determine angle of site. This
method is somewhat time-consuming, but nmay be employed
when the OP is not near the firing position and a imap is not
available. The observcr selects a spot whcre he can sight on
the firing position and the target, and proceeds in the following
manner:
TACO 10129-B.,
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(a) OP to T for W. W\\ith an aiming circle, the obscrver micasurcs
the vertical angle from his position (OP) to the target (T).
He then determinecs the range froml OP to target by the most
accurate means available. Using thile mil rclation, liec multiplies the vertical angle (lil) by thile range (1) to obtain the
difference in altitude (11V)between OP and target. In figure
90, the difference in altitude is 25 yardls.
(b) OP to G for WTl.Using tile sane inmctlod, tlhe observer now
computes the difference in altitude (IV) between the OP and
the firing position or gun (G). In figure 90, the difference
in altitude is 10 yardnls.
(c) G to 7' for IV. Using thile results of these computations, the
observer obtains the difference ill altitude between gun and
target by addition or sulbtraction. If both gun and target
are below or above the OP, the lowe.r altitude is subtracted
from the higher. If one is below the OP and the other above,
the two altitudes (are added together. In figure 90, the difference in altitude between gun and target is 35 yards.
(d) G to 1' for itA. Again using the rnil relation, the observer
determines :Ingle of site (lbl) by dividing the difference in
altitude between gun andl target (IV) by thile total range from
In figure 90, Inl is 11.6; therefore, angle
gun to target (l).
of site is + 12 mils (target higher than firing position). When
angle of site is fractional, it is announced to the nearest whole
lail; when angle of site is added to or subtracted friom elevation for range, fractions are not rounded off until the two
figures have been combined.

2500 YDS

500 YDS

1. OP TO T FOR W: W = RXM = 2.5X1I

= 25 YDS

2. OP TO G FOR W: W = RXM = .5X20 = 10 YDS
3. DIFFERENCE IN ALTITUDE BETWEEN TANK AND TARGET = 35 YDS

4. GTOTFORi:
Figure 90.
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I= W = 31 = 11.6 = +12J
R

3

Determiinng angle of site by luse ofl iminy circle and mail relation.
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Section II.

INDIRECT FIRE OF THE TANK PLATOON

158. Indirect Fire Missions
Two types of ildilrect fire missions are assignled to tank unitsn. Fire for Neutralization. This is fire designed to make anll cncllys
positioll untenable lduring the firing, and to cause casualties and damllage
which will redlce enemy comlbat efficiency. Area coverage is obtained by
massing the fire of the unit. To conserve amlmunition, adjustment is
made by the center tank, or base tank, of the unit. The base tank of the
tank platoon is tank No. 3. Commands are followed by all tanks of the
platoon; when the adjustment is complcted, the fire of the entire unit is
placed on the target area.
b. Fire for Destruction. This is fire (lesigned to destroy a point target
sncllh as an antitank gun or building. B1unkers and pillboxes are not
profitable targets because of the high ammunition expenditure required
to achieve effect. Adjustment is mnade by aLsingle tank. Other tanks of
thie platoon follow all commanlds so that additional fire may be placed on
tihe target if nlecessary.

159. Sheaf
Distribution of fire depends on the sheaf, or plane of fire of two or
more tanks. Thle vwidthl of a sheaf is thile lateral distance between the
flank bursts. Tanks employ two types of sheaf for indirect fire:
a. Normal (Parallel) Sheaf. A normal sheaf is one inl which the pllanes
of fire are l)arallel. Since tanks are normally positioned 35 yards apart,
thIe width of a normal sheaf for a tank platoon is 140 yards. This type
of sheaf is used for neutralization of arca targets. Should tile width
of the target area be grcater than thie sheaf, thc entire sheaf is shifted
by a single colmmland to all tanks.
b. Converged Sheaf. A converged sheaf is a special sheaf in which the
ilaners of fire converge on tile target. ThI'is type of sheaf is used for
destruction of a point target. T''he sheaf of a tank platoon is usually conthe
verged on the base tank by use of thie mil relation to determinell
necessary shift for the other tanks. With tanks positioned the samc
distance apart in it parallel shcaf, only one muil relation coml)utation is
required. The anmount of sIlift for the two interior tanks is the samle;
for the two flank tanks, the figure is dolIled. In figure 91, the shift
for No. 2 and No. 4 is left 7 and right 7 respectively; for No. I and
No. 5, left 14 and right 14.
TACO 10129-B, 1May
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160. Organic Fire Control of Tank Platoon
a. The platoon is the basic firing unit of the tank company. Indirect
fire of the tank platoon is controlled at the firing position by the fire
control officer (FCO), who normally is the platoon leader. He is
responsible for positioning tanks, laying guns parallel, and directing the
fire of the platoon. Upon receiving the mininmum elevation from each
tank, he determines minimum elevation for the platoon. He also determines angles of site of prominent terrain features in the target area.
W\\hen the altitude of the target area is reasonably constant, an average
angle of site is determined. To save time during a fire mission, the fire
control officer uses the average angle of site, or the angle of site to a terrain feature at approximately the same altitude as the target. Upon
receiving an initial fire request or subsequent correction from the
observer, the fire control officer directs fire by issuing necessary initial or
subsequent fire commands to the tanks. The post of'the fire control officer
is where he can best control the fire of the platoon. Control is exercised
by voice, wire, or radio. Wire shoulll be provided to cach tank to facilitate control and keep the radio net clear for communication with the
observer and the company CP. Necessary fire-direction equipment for
the fire control officer includes a map, a straightedge, and a firing table or
graphical firing table (GFT). Not required, but very useful, are map
pins and a ruler graduated to the map scale. The fire control officer requires one assistant. The assistant operates the radio or telephone and
records platoon minimum elevation, angles of site, and each fire mission
to include fire request, corrections, and all fire commands to the tanks.
Every fire mission is assigned a concentration number for future reference. The computer's record, as described in FM 6-40, may be used as
a guide for format of the recorder's log.
b. Since observers are not provided by tables of organization, it is
necessary for the platoon leader to designate a qualified individual. The
observer establishes his OP where he can observe the target area from a
location on line, or nearly on line, with the center of the firing position
and the center of the assigned sector of fire. This location is necessary
because tank units do not have the equipment to employ artillery firedirection methods. Consequently, it is necessary to adjust fire from, or in
relation to, the gun-target (GT) line. A central location places the
observer as close as possible to the line of fire, allowing him to make
more accurate sensings than could be made from a position to either
flank. Radio is the normal method of communication with the firing
position; however, wire should be laid for sustained operations in a static
situation. Fire-control equipment for the observer includes maps,
b)inocular, M12 compass, and, when available, an observation tclescopc.
The driver of the observer's vehicle acts as an assistant, and should be
capable of taking over if the observer becomes a casualty. As an aid in
TAGO 10129-B, May
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fire adjustncnt, the observer maikes a rough terrain sketch of the assigned
sector. The obscrver's sketch (fig. 92) is a schemnatic diagram of key
terrain and the location of filing position, OP, and refcrence points.
As concentrations are fired, they are plottedl for future reference.

161. Determination of Initial Data for Indirect Fire
Targets are located in relation to a point known on the ground and/or
a miap by the observer and the fire control officer. T'he fire control officer
determines data to engage a target by measuring the necessary shift in
range and dceflection on his firing chart (map). Known points may be
a registration point, a previous concentration, or coordinates.
a. Registration Point. A registration (base) point is a known point in
the approximate center of sector, used as a reference point for computing
data. It is selected by the observcr, and mulst be an easily distinguishable
terrain feature whichl cannot miove or be removed by fire. Whenever possiblc, the registration point should be identified on a mal), so that its
location can be plotted. Tanks should be registered on the registration
point as soon as possiblle after moving into position. To register the tank
platoon, the observer requests 3MARK CENTER OF SECTOR. Since
tanks have been laid parallel in the direction of fire, only the base tank
fires-with zero deflection, and aa quadrant elevation for the range of the
I
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approximate center of sector. Ilith all tanks following commands, the
fire of the base tank is adjusted until the registration point is hit or the
closest possible adjustment has been made. On completion of the registration, all gunners zero their azimuth indicators without disturbing the
lay of the guns. Tanks are now laid parallel in the registration point
direction and will make all deflection shifts from this reference point.
Tile adjusted quadrant elevation and zero deflection (6,400 mils) are
entered in the recorder's log as registrationpoint data. The fire control
officer plots the firing position and the registration point on his firing
chart, connecting the two points with the registrationpoint line. If the
registration point cannot be located by coordinates, the registration point
line is plotted on the chart from firing data. This is done by drawing the
registration point line from the firing position along the measured
grid azimuth of the guns. By use of the map scale, the line is terminated
at a point representing the known registration point range. This point
is the registrationpoint location. Initial data to engage a target located
with reference to a registration point is determined in the following
manner:
(1) The observer determines the necessary shift from registration
point in yards, for both direction and range, and sends his fire
request to the fire control officer.
(2) The fire control officer plots the target by measuring the shift
on his chart. By inspection, he determines if angle of site must
be considered.
(3) Range is determined by adding (subtracting) the range shift
to the registration point range. Elevation for range is obtained
from a gralphical firing table or a firing table and is combined
with angle of site to give the quadrant elevation. In figure
93, the quadrant elevation is 86 mils.
(4) Deflection is determined by converting the direction shift from
yards to mils. This is done by using a graphical firing table or
the mil relation. If a graphical firing table is not available, the
mil relation can be used to prepare a conversion chart (fig. 94)
prior to firing. Deflection is sent to the tanks as an azimuth
indicator reading (if the target is right of registration point, the
mil shift is subtracted from 3,200 mils; if the target is left of
registration point, the mil shift is the azimuth indicator reading). In figure 93, deflection is 16 left.
b. Concentrations. All fire missions are assigned concentration numbers by the fire control officer. After the mission is completed, the adjusted quadrant elevation and deflection are entered in the recorder's
log to establish additional known points in the target area. Should a
target appear closer to a previous concentration than to the registration point, the observer determines the shift from that concentration. Additionally, when there is renewed enemy activity in the area of
TAGO 10129 B, May
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Figure 93. Determining initial data from rcgistlation point.

the concentration, the observer may request that the concentration be
refired. The fire control officer uses the same procedure in detcrllining
firing data for a shift from a concentration as in shifting from registration point.
c. Grid Coordinates. When a target can be located on a map, its location may be sent by grid coordinates. This method is more accurate than
computing a shift when the target is a considerable distance from a
known point. Data to engage a target from map coordinates is detcrmined as follows:
(1) The fire control officer plots on his chart the coordinates of the
target, determining angle of site if necessary.
(2) Range is determined by measuring the distance between the
plotted target and the firing position, converted to quadrant elevation by combining elevation for range and angle of site, and
sent to tanks. In figure 95, QE is 83 mnils.
(3) Dcflection is determined by measuring from the coordinate to
the registration point line. This deviation in yards is then
converted to mils and sent to the tanks as an azimuth indicator
reading. In figure 95, deflection is 3,010 right.
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DEVIATION-DEFLECTION CONVERSION CHART
To convert a deviation in yards to a mil deflection, the following chart is used:
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Section III.

INITIAL FIRE REQUEST

162. General
To obtain fire on a target, the observer transmits an initial fire request
to the fire control officer at the firing position. The initial fire request
for tank indirect fire is the same as the request for artillery and other
indirect-fire weapons except that the observer-target (OT) azimuth is
not included. Since tank indirect fire is adjusted from the gun-target
line, the observer-target azimulth is not a factor. Any observer who can
communicate with the firing position can adjust tank fire; however,
observers from other units must be informed to adjust from the guntarget line. Should an observer not know the general location of the firing
position, the gun-target line can be established by a correction of ADD
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(DROP) 400 after observation of the first round. The elements of the
initial fire request are announced in the following sequence:
a. Identification of observer.
b. Warning.
c. Location of target.
d. Nature of target.
e. Unusual requirements (nolrmally omitted).
f. Type of control.

163. Elements of Initial Fire Request
Announcement of the elements of the initial fire request is the same as
outlined in FM 6-135 with the exception that the observer-target azimuth is omitted and the location of target is determined in a slightly
different manner. These exceptions are dlue to the gun-target line
method of adjustment. Target location for tank indirect fire is determined by one of the following methods:
a. Cordinates. When the observer can locate the target on his map,
he may send six-digit coordinates; for exactmple, COORI)INATES
345,876. This is a rapi(l method of target location, and is usnually more
accurate than a large shift from a reference point.
b. Shift. The observe may locate the target by a shift from a reference point, such as the registration point or a previous concentration.
The shift is given as a direction and range correction in yards; for example, FROM REGISTRATION POINT, RIGHT 80, A)DD 600; or
FROM CONCENTRATION CHARLIE 103, LEFT 100, DROP 400.
(1) Direction. When the obscrver is on or near the gun-target line,
the direction correction is obtained by first measuring the deviation in mils from the reference point to the gun-target line.
Then, by use of the mil relation, deviation (i) is multiplied by
the distance from observer to reference point (R) to obtain the
direction correction (W). The direction correction is sent to
the nearest 10 yards. In figure 96, the correction is RIGHT
400. If the observer is not near the gnn-target line, deviation
cannot be measured accurately. In such cases, the direction correction is obtained by estimating the lateral distance between
the reference point and the gun-target line. When the direction
of the target is the same as that of the reference point, a direction correction is omitted from the fire request.
(2) Range. The range correction is determined by estimating the
distance along the gun-target line to the target from a point
where a perpendicular line from the reference point intersects
the gun-target line. The range correction is sent to the nearest
100 yards. In figure 96, the range correction is ADDI 600. If the
range to reference point and target are estimated to be the same,
the correction is announced as REPEAT RANGE.
TAGO 10129-B, MaTy
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OBSERVER
Target location by shift from refcrence point.

c. larkinq{ Volley. When the observer does not know the location of
reference points, he may request a marking round from which to shift to

the target; for example, MARK REGCISTRATION POINT or MIARK
CENTER OF SECTOR.

164. Examples of Initial Fire Request
THIS IS BRAVO 7
FIRE MISSION
(send your mission)
COORDINATES
987,456
INFANTRY COMIPANY IN WOODS
NWILL ADJUST.

158

THIS IS DELTA 5
FIR E -MISSION
(send your mission)
F;ROM REGISTRATI:ON POINT
RIGHT 60, ADD 400
ANTITANK
WILL ADIJUST.

THIS IS TANGO 2
FIRE MIISSION
(send your mission)
CONCENTRATION
101
BATTALION
ASSEMBLY AREA
FIRE FOR EFFECT.
TAGO 10129-B, May

Section IV. INITIAL FIRE COMMANDS FOR INDIRECT FIRE
165. General
Indirect fire of tanks is directed bIy fire colimmands from the fire
contiol officer. Tile fire control officer bas:es his initial fire comnlanlid o
the initial fire request of the obscrver. IThe initial fire commland for
indirect fire consists of six elements andl is issued ill thile same sequence
as initial fire commlands for direct fire (par. 89).

166. Alert Element, Indirect Fire Command
The alert element alerts the unit for the fire mission and designates
the unit or tank to fire. When an adjlustillent is necessary, the base tank
firecs and the remainder of the unit follows clommnands. This is announced
as PLATOON ADJUST, NUMBER 3. If no adjustment is necessary,
the comnmanl
l is PLATOON or the number of the section or tank to
fire (21) SECTION or NUMBER 2). The alert clement also indicates
whethiler volley or salvo fire will be cnlploycd.
a. Volley Fire. Volley fire is a specified number of rounds fired by
eachl firing tank. Once the initial comnaindl to fire has been given, the
l
jwitlhout further commland.
indlicated number of rounds are fired rapi(lly
Unless otherwise specified, volley fire is the nlethlod employed.
b. Salvo Fire. Salvo fire is successive firing at a prescribed time interval by tanks in position. One salvo is one round fired by each firing
tank. The command for salvo fire is PLATOON RIGHT (LEFT). On
the comlnanll to fire, the right (left) flank tank of the unit opens fire,
followed by each adjoining tank at two-second intervals. To vary the
firing interval, it is necessary to specify the tilme; for example, PLATOON RIGHT, 5-SECOND INTERVAL.

167. Ammunition Element, Indirect Fire Command
The alinllnition element is annoulnced using standard direct-fire
terminology for projectile and fuze. In addition, thile number of rounds
to be fired is announced; for example, 1 ROUND HE or 3 ROUNDS
SMIOKE. HE with superquick fuze is employed for most indirect fire
targets.

168. Range Element, Indirect Fire Command
The range element is announced as a quadrant elevation to the nearest
whole mil. Quadrant elevation is deternlined by combining tile elevation
for range and the angle of site. For example, al elevation for range
of 123.4 nlils and an angle of site of minlis 3.7 mils aIre combined to give
a qluadranlt clevation of 119.7 nmils. lThis is ainnunced as QUADlRANT
120.
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169. Direction Element, Indirect Fire Command
The direction clement is announced as an azimuth indicator reading
left or right of registration point (zero deflection). Thus, when a target
is 124 mils left of registration point, direction is announced as DEFLECTION 124 LEFT; the same deviation to right of registration point is
announced as D1EFLECTION 3.076 RIGHT.

170. Description Element, Indirect Fire Command
The description element is announced to tAnk crews for information
purposes andl because this knowledge give-s added incentive to tank crews.
Standard tankers' terminology is used; for example, "infantry in the
open" is announced as TROOPS.

171. Command to Fire, Indirect Fire Command
Tanks fire on the command FIRE, which is issued by the fire control
officer. After the description element, the fire control officer withholds
this command until the commanders of tanks to fire have signified readiness by raising their hands or announcing READY.

172. Examples of Initial Fire Command, Indirect Fire
PLATOON
AI.I UST'
NUMBEIIR 3
1 RO)UND IIE

PLATOON

2 ROUNDS HiE

QUADRANT 116 QUADRANT
88
DEF
IGTIO
N DEFLECTIOLECTON
2,814 RIGHT
66 LEFT
TROOPS
TRUCKS
FIRE.
FIRE.

PLATOON
RIGHT
ROUND IHE

NUMXIBER 2

3 ROUNDS
HE DELAY
QUADRANT 52

QUADRANT
120
DEFLECTION DEFLECTION
1,234 LEFT
44 LEFT
TROOPS
ANTITANK
FIRE.
FIRE.

173. Crew Firing Duties, Indirect Fire
In order to obtain speed in firing while retaiuing accuracy, tank crews
perform firing duties in a logical sequence as the fire command is issued.
Each element of the fire command requires specific action by the crew.
a. Alert. All tank crews designated to fire or adjust are alerted for
the fire mission. Crewmen assume position and prepare to follow commands. Each element of the command is repeated by the tank comimander.
b. Almmunition. All loaders select the designatecd ammunition, setting
fuze if necessary. Only tank guns to fire are loaded; commanders of nonfiring tanks caution DO NOT LOAD prior to repeating type of ammunition. Loaders announce UP after loading.
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c. Range. All gunners index the announced quadrant elevation on clevation quadrant, but (0onot center bubble at this tile.
d. Direction. All gunncrs traverse mianually in the indicated dilrectioen until the prescribed deflection is indexed on the azillnthul indicator.
On completion of trilverse, each gunner ianually clevates or depresses
the gun until the elevation quadrant bubble is centered. The gun is now
laid for range and direction.
e. Description. Gunners check azimnuth indicator and elevation quadrant, turn on main gun switch (tanks to fire only), and announce
READY to tank commander. Tank commanders then signify readiness
by raising arms or announcing READY to the fire control officer.
f. Commanld to Fire. Upon receiving the ready signal from tanks to
fire, the fire control officer commands FIRE. Gunners announce ON
TI-IlE WAY and fire; the fire control officer sends ON THE WAY to thce
observer. After the initial round has been fired, the actions of the
crews depend on the type fire specified in the initial command. When
more than one volley has been ordered, the loader loads immediately
after firing. The gunner checks his lay after loading, re-lays if necesslary,
and announces READY to the tank commander. All subsequent comnlands to fire are given by the tank commander; the crew continues to
fire rapidly ulntil the specifiecl number of rounds have been expendedl.
After firing the last volley or salvo, the loader stands by, but (does not
lead. The gullner checks his lay, turns off the gun switch, and waits for
a subsequent command.

Section V.

ADJUSTMENT OF TANK INDIRECT FIRE

174. General
Indirect fire is adjusted to bring accurate massed fire on the target in
the shortest possible time, thus obtaining maximuin destructive effect
before the cnemy can take cover or move out of the fire. Fire is adjusted by bracketing the target. Bracketing means to inclose the target
between bursts which are over and short for range. This bracket is then
reduced until target effect is obtained. Indirect fire of tanks and artillery
is adjusted, basically, in the same manner, with the exception that tank
indirect fire is characterized by adjustmcnt of a single tank with refercnce to thce gun-target line while artillery is normally adjusted by two
guIns with reference to the observer-target line. The adjustment of tank
indirect fire follows three cardinal principles:
a. Bring the burst to the gun-target line.
b. Inclose the target in a range bracket.
c. Split the bracket successively until thile target has been hit or effect
obtained.
TAGO 10t129-B, May
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175. Sensings, Indirect Fire
The observer mnentally senses each burlst for range and deviation. Indirect fire sensings are the samle as those for direct fire (par. 100-102).
W\Vhen Imore than one gun is filcd, the sensing is inade front the center of
the volley. Sensings are nornmllly not anlnouncd, but are used as an aid
in making subsequent corrections. The following range and deviation
sensings are used for indirect fire.
Ranoe sensingr

Deviation sensings

TARGET.
OVER.

(Mils) RIGHT, (mils) LEFT, LINE.

SHORT.
DOUBTFUL.
LOST.

(Mils) RIGHT, (mils) LEFTI', LINE.
(Mils) RIGHT, (mnils) LEFT.

176. Subsequent Corrections, Indirect Fire
A subsequent correction is any necessary correction to the fire once
an adjustment has started. Corrections are made in the followi lg
sequence: deviation, range.
a. Deviation Correction. Deviation corrections are nmade to bring the
burst to thce gun-target line. When the observer is on or near the guntarget line, lie measures the deviation in nils from burst to adjusting
point. Mil deviation is converted to yards by use of the nill relation
(I' = R X rb) in the same manner as in making a direction correction
in the initial fire request. The R factor is the observer-target range
expressed to the nearest 1,000 yards. D)cviation corrections are announced to the nearest 10 yards. For example, with an observer-target
range of 3,300 yards, tlhe observer makes a deviation sensing in mils of
33 RIGHT. He multiples 33 mils by the R factor of 3; the deviation
is 99 yards. This is announced as LEFT 100. When the observer is not
near the gun-target line, he estimates the deviation correction in vards.
A deviation correction of less than 20 yards is usually omitted from the
sublsequent correction.
b. Range Correction. Range corrections are made in hunndreds of
yards until the required correction is less than 100 yards. After the first
positive range sensing, a range change is mnadc by the observer announcing ADD (DROP) (so much), the amount of the range change
being that required to hit the target or establish a bracket. Once established, the bracket is split until the target is inclosed in a 100-yard
bracket. Under certain conditions it nlay be advisable to split the
bracket proportionately, rather than in half. For example, after sending
ADD 400, thce observer notes that the next round is muell closer to the
target than the previous volley. In this case, lie may send DROP 100
rather than DROP 200. A range correction is required for each subscquent correction. When a range change is not necessary, the observer
announces REPEAT RANGE.
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177. Type of Control
Type of control is announccd after thile subsequent correction hllen a
clange is necessary. A chalnge ill control is anollunced aftler the l'ange
correction.
a. Fire for Efrfct. Firce for effect is commlenced at tie centcr of a
100-yard bracket, or whenever the observer senses TARGET. This is
announecd as ADDl) (DROP) 50, FIRE FOR EFFECT, or REPEAT
RANGE, FIRE FOR EFFECT.
b. Additionall Fire. When the target requires additional fire, thce observer announces RlEPEAT RANGE, REPEAT FIREli FOR EFFECT.
c. Slhifting Fire for Effect. To obtain effect on large area targets or
targets which have mloved, the observer may shift the fire; for examplec,
RIGHT 50, Al)D) 50, REPEAT FIRE FOR EFFECT.

178. Subsequent Fire Commands, Indirect Fire
a. Subsequent fire commands Iarc issued to control firing after the
initial fire commilnnd has been given. The fire control officer issues a
subsequent command to change an element in the initial command, to
cease fire, or to apply the observer's corrections during an adjustmcnt.
During an adjustment, the normanl sequence of the comlninnd is deflection,} rTale, coIn)anld to fire. When deflection is unchalnged, this element
is omitted; however, range is rcpcated for each command, regardless of
change. (The loader loads on this clement.) Other elements of the
initial fire conllllnd remain in effect, but are not repeated unless a
change is to be iualde. In the following examplc, all tanks follow the
commands; only the base tank fires:
Sbs!quenl fire ro,,,mand

Subscqui,.tcosrrcction

Ilitial fire comad

RIGHl T 50
AD1)) 200.

l'l.ATOON AI)JUST
NUMBER 3
I ROUND HE

DIFI,ECGTION 2,822 RIGHIT
QUAI)RANT 74
FIRE.

QUADRANT 69

DEFLECTION 2832 RIGHT
TROOPS
FIRE.
i. Changes in tanks to fire, tylpe of fire, number oll rounds, and type
ailnllnunition are announced Pnior to the deflection (range) clement. To'I'
fire for effect, or to make other clihanges in the initial comnnand, the firce
control officer anlllolnces the ncecssiliary elements in a sublsequent fire
command; for exalmple: Base tank uI(.S completed adjiustmilenltTo fire two
platoon volleys
in effect:
PLATOON
TAGO 10129 B, hMy

Base tank
to fire three
volleys:
3 ROUNDS

Change of fuze
and tank to
firc:
NUMIBER 4

To fire
l:latoon salvo
with smokc:
PLATOON I,EFT
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2 ROUNDS

QUAD-

QUADRANT 71

RANT 71
DELAY
FIRE.
DIFLECTION
2,815 lRIGHT

3 ROUNDS HE

1 ROUND SMlOTKE
QUADRANT 71

FIRE.

FIRE.
QUADRANT 71
FIR E.

179. Report by Observer
Upon completion of the mission, the observer announces END OF
MISSION, and states the results. The fire control officer also announces
END OF MISSION as the command for all tanks to return to zero
deflection. Tubles are elevated for safety plurposes. CEASE FIRE is the
command to suspcnd firing pending further information; at this command, all tanks remain at the last announced deflection and quadrant
elevation until a new command is issued.

180. Illustrative Example of Indirect Fire Mission
Figure 97 is an illustrative examl)le of a fire mission by a tank
platoon.

RESULTS
FIRE REQUESTS
OR COMMANDS:

O$...

SENSING

to FCO
.

TrHI IS ZULU 2
FIREMISSION
COOrDNATES

262144

INFANTRY PLAIOON IN OPEN
WILL ADJUST
ADJUSTING
POINT

FCO to Tanks

PLATOON ADJUST-NUMBER 3

-

_

I ROUND HE
.

QUADRANT 62

DEFLECIION2930

RIGHT

I________________

_

I

SHORT

401

(Or OISTANCE-2000
¥DS

0G2 RANG.E-6000 ¥SI

Fisure 97.
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Indirect fire mission by tank platoon.
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RESULTS
FIREREQUESTS
OR COMMANDS

SENSING

Obsev, o rCO:
RIGHT eO

ADD 200
FCO Is Tonks
DIFLECTION
2918 RIGHT
QUADIANTI
65
FIRE

OVER

1

RESULTS
FIREREQUESTS
OR COMMANDS:

Obse.er 10

SENSING

O:
|Ronge

Devlation

LEFT30
DROP
100

FCOI 1on
.,
DEILECTION
2923 RIGHT
OUADRANT
63

SnHORT

LIN

LI

Figure 97--Continued.
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RESULTS
FiRE REQUESTS
OR COMMANDS:

SENSING

Ob.rver.to KO
Ronge
ADD 50
FlIE FOR EFFECT

rco lolTn,
PLATOON
2 ROUNDS
QUADRANT
64
FIRE
8

.

FOR
0 EFFCT 1.
n ey. b

| .. Ark.,e

..d END0!

SIOFO.
end

._e1.
-e._

;.;-

Figure 97-Continued.

Section VI. INDIRECT FIRE OF TANK PLATOON IN
CONJUNCTION WITH ARTILLERY
181. General
a. When a decision is made to employ tanks in an indirect fire role,
they may bIe employed in conjunction with artillery units. Tmank platoons
assigned such a mission remain undler the command of their parent unit;
however, their fire is directed and adjusted by artillery personnel.
b. When tank units are employed in conjunction with artillery, there
are certain differences in procedures and techniques than when tanks
are operating independently. These differences are resolved on the
ground by the armor and artillery commanders. T he major items for
consideration are(1) Designation of general position areas.
(2) Air and ground observation.
(3) Necessary survey.
(4) Assignment of fire missions and preparation of firing data.
(5) Necessary communications to link tank unit with artillery fire
direction center.
(6) Necessary training.
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3200

IRETION

/

DIRECTION
OF 0*3200

LINE

/

ORIENTING
,
ANGLE

/

0
Figure 98.

Laying tanks from orienting angle.

182. Laying Tank Guns From Orienting Angle
a. An orienting line is a line of known direction established on the
ground in the position area, used as a reference line when laying guns
for direction (fig. 98).
b. When tanks are employed in conjunction with artillery, the artillery
unit is responsible for survey so that the tank unit can be tied in on the
fire direction center charts. Survey personnel will establish the orienting line and the orienting station in the position area designated for the
tank unit. Survey personnel will designate to the tank unit commander
or his representative the location of the orienting station and stakes or
points which nmark the orienting line. The orienting angle will be furnished to the fire control officer by the survey party or the fire direction center. An orienting angle is a horizontal clockwise angle from the
direction of fire to the orienting line. The following steps govern laying
tanks parallel by orienting angle:
(1) Set up the aiming circle with the 0 3,200 line in the approximate direction of fire over the orienting station or other point
on the orienting line where it can be seen from all tanks.
TAGO 10129-B, May
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(2) The aiming circle operator sets the announced orienting angle
on the azimuth and micromlletcr scales, using the upper motion.
(3) Using the lower motion, he sights along the orienting line.
This places the 0-3,200 line in the direction of fire.
(4) The procedure outlined for laying tanks parallel on a given
grid azilnutlh (par. .59) will govern laying tanks parallel in the
direction of fire.

183. Referred Deflection
Referred deflection is the deflection indexed on the azimuth indicator
after the tank has been laid for direction or registered on a base point.
This referred deflection will be established as 2,800 or 2,600 by the FDC.
This is standard artillery procedure and climinatcs the necessity for
announcing deflection as (so much) R1IGHT (LEFT). Thus, with a
referred deflection of 2,800, a shift of 60 mils to the right is announced
as DEFLECTION 2,740; a shift of 33 left is announced as DEFLECTION 2,833.

184. Conduct of Fire
The artillery fire direction center receives, from an observer, necessary corrections to adjust fire on a target. The FDC then issues necessary dalta to the fire control officer of the tank unit, who converts this
data into an initial fire command, or subsequent fire command, to the
tanks.

185 Data From Fire Direction Center
Data from the fire direction center will contain all the
necessary for the fire control officer to dilect the fire of his
target or in tile target area. This data will not bie in the
which it will be announced to the tanks. Data that will
from the FDC is as follows:

information
unit on the
sequence in
he received

a. Pieces to Follow Commands. This is the alert element, which signifies to the firing unit that a mission is pending and that all gunls will
follow all comlllands.
b. Projectile. This is the ammunition element, which dictates the type
of ammunition to be employed in a particular mission; for example,
HE (SMOKE).
c. Fuze. This clement dictates the type fuze action to be employed
in a particular mission (SUPERQUICK, DELAY, CONCRETE). If
super(luick fuze is desired, tie fuze element is omitted.
d. Pieces to Fire. The command to fire all piecs is PLATOON (so
many) ROUNDS. The command to fire a pair of tanks is RIGHT
(LEFT), indicating the right (left) pair of tanks to fire. The command
168
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to fire the center tank is CENTER. To fire anmy other single gun the
colmmand will be NUMBER (which gun).
e. 3Method of Fire. There are two methods of fire which can le emploved-salvo and volley.
(1) Salvo fire. The command for a salvo (tanks firing with a time
interval lbetween guns) is RIG f-IT (LEFT), whiich indicates the
flank froml which pieces are to be fired successively.
(2) Volley fire. A volley may be fired by one or ilore tanks. The
command for volley fire is (so n:any) ROUNDS.
f. Direction. To make a change in direction, a new deflection is
commanded.
g. Quadrant Elevation. The conmmand is QUADRANT (so milch).
Quadrant elevation is dceterlinced by conlining elevation for range and
angle of site.

186. Converting Fire-Direction Center Data to Fire Commands
a. The initial fire conlimand to fire tanks in conjunction with artillery
is the sanme as any tank indirect fire comlmand. The fire control officer
will receive necessary data fromn the FDC and must convert it to an
ilitial fire comnnlld for thile tanks; for example:
Front FDC

BATTERY ADJUST
HE
CENTER 1 ROUNI)
DEFLECTION 2.740
QUADRANT 130.

Command to tanks

PLATOON ADJUST. NUMBER 3
IROUNI) lIE
QUADRANT 130
DEFLECTION 2,740
(TARGET I)ESCRII'TION)
FIR1E.

b. Thie above fire conmmtnands atre those for an adJustnlcllt type mission.
Should an adjustment not be necessary, the fire of the entire unit may
be massed on a target by the following commhands:
Fron. F1DC

BATTERY ADJUST

HE
BATTERY 3 ROUNDS
DEFLECTION 2,760
QUADRANT 146.

Commanld to taLika

PLATOON
3 ROUNDS IIE
QUADRANT 146
DEFLECTION 2.760
(TARGET DESCRIPTION)
FIRE.

c. An artillery FDC does not normally announce a target description
to the guns. It will be necessary for tile fire control officer to request,
in advance, that this element be includled. The command to fire is also
not given by tIle FDC unless the olbserver wishes to control the timne of
firing. In such cases, the FDC announces AT IMYCONMMAND, and
at the applropriate timen FIRE.
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d. Subsequent fire commands are issued to the tanks in the same
sequence as any other subsequent command for tanks: deflection, range,
command to fire. Example:
From FDC

Command to tanks

DEFLECTION 2,769

DEFLECTION 2,769
QUADRANT 139
FIRE.

QUADRANT 139.

e. The deflection element may be omitted in the subsequent command
when there is no change from the previous command; however, the range
element is announced regardless of change. Other elements of the initial
command are announced only when changed by FDC. In the following
example, the platoon is to fire for effect after adjusting with the base
tank:
From FDC

Command to tanks

BATTERY 2 ROUNDS

PLATOON
2 ROUNDS
QUADRANT 136
FIRE.

QUADRANT 136.

187. Prearranged Data Sheets
When the situation does not allow continuous or direct coordination
and communication between the tank and artillery units, the artillery
commander may assist the tank unit employed for indirect fire by the
preparation of prearranged data sheets. These data sheets contain the
necessary firing data to engage plotted targets. At specified times, the
tank unit fires these prearranged missions, using the data furnished by
the artillery. This fire may or may not be observed.

Section VII.

SINGLE TANK IN DEFILADE

188. General
The tactical situation may sometimes require hasty indirect fire when
the tank unit is employed in its primary offensive role. Under such conditions, a single tank may be employed from a turret defilade position
against a point target which cannot be engaged by direct fire. The tank
comlnmander positions the tank, directs the gunner to determine minimum
elevation, and then moves to an OP where he can observe the target and
communicate with the tank. The tank commander should position
himself on or near the gun-target line as close to the tank as possible.

189. Laying for Range
The tank commander determines range and angle of site by mapl or
estimation. Range is announced in the initial fire command as a quadrant elevation or in yards plus or minus the angle of site; for example,
QUADRANT 54 or 3,200 UP (DOWN) 5.
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190. Laying for Direction
The tank may be laid on the target by any of the following methods:
a. Terrain permitting, the tank commander places himself on line
between tank and target, commanding LAY ON IME. If the tank commander is behind the tank, he commands LAY ON ME, RIGHT
(LEFT) 3,200. For safety pimrposes the loader does not load until the
command to fire is given.
b. When the tank commander is not sufficiently close to the tank to
employ the above method, he may command a shift in mils from a
reference point. Since he is not positioned near the tank, his measured
deviation from reference point to target is not the same as the deflection
shift for the tank. The shift is determined byv multiplying the measured
deviation by the r/R factor (fig. 99). When applying the mil relation
in this manner, r is observer-target distance in thousands of yards;
R is gun-target range in thousands of yards.
c. Once a target has been successfully engaged, the gunner records
the data on a range card. Each target engaged thils becomes an additional reference point.

191. Adjusting Fire, Single Tank in Defilade
Fire is adjusted in the same manner as in the alternate method for
direct fire (par. 105) except that range changes are made to hit or
bracket the target. The standard range change does not apply. When
the tank commander is close to the tank, the deflection change is the
measured deviation; when the difference in gun-target range and observer-target distance is more than 300 yards the r/R factor may be
used. Range is announced in yards, deflection in mils. The gunner uses
the azimuth indicator for deflection changes and the elevation quadrant
for range changes. Since the C of 1 does not hold true at ranges of 3,000
yards and greater, the gunner should read the proper quadrant elevation
from a firing table, computer, or ballistic unit. The following is an
example of an adjustment on a point target by a single tank in dcefilade:
I nihln fire command

GUNNER

HE
3,000 UP 3
FROM REFERENCE
POINT, RIGHT 30
ANTITANK
FIRE.
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1it Round

Snsing and subsequcnt commands
4tb Round
Rd Round Sd Round

lthRound

SHORT TARGET TARGET
SHORT OVER
CEASE FIRE.
LEFT 10 DROP 100 ADD 50 FIRE.
FIRE.
ADD 200 FIRE.
FIRE.
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DBURSTI

\ DEVIATION

r
(3000 YDS)
R
(4000 YDS)

0
DEFLECTION
CHANGE

r = OT DISTANCE
R = GT DISTANCE

DEFLECTION CHANGE =

DEFL =
Figure 99.
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r X DEVIATION
R

3/ X 20 = 15n

Conlverting measured deviation to deflection change.
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PART FIVE
TRAINING AND TESTING
CHAPTER 9
INTRODUCTION

192. General
a. Every shot fired in range firing practice is of potential instructional value in producing well-trained tank crews. There are certain
principles of learning, basic techniques, and standard nmethods which
commanders should adhere to in order to efficiently acconmplish the
training mission. Trailling must be closely supervised and realistic, and
of highly trained tank crewmust have as its objective the developicient
mcen. To insure high standards of proficiency, certain tests and exercises
are conducted to mcasure the ability of tank crewmen to apply and use
the skills which have been taught during the training cycle.
b. Training in tank gunnecry is directed toward producing well-trained
tank crewmen capalble of delivering accurate fire in order to destroy
enemy armor, matericl, and personnel in conlihat. The tank crew nmust
be able to function as a team; crew efficicncy depends upon the skill and
coordination of all its members. Eachll mclber of a crcw should be
trained in the duties of the other members, with the emlphasis on gunner
and tank comlmander duties, so that in the event one nmembler of the
crew becomes a casualty. the tank will still be effective.
c. Part five of this manual is designed to cmphasize the importance
of well-trained crews. The attainment of fire superiority depends directly
on the ability of the men and how they use the tank weapons.

193. Sequence of Gunnery Training
a. To develop the qualities desired in efficient tank crews, training
must be progressive with no distinct boundary between phases of instruction and drill. Rather, crewmen receive training in specific individual
duties which are cuhlminated in crew exercises. Continuous training is
emphasized in all phalses to perfect skills and techniques. Where weaknesses appear, the exercises are repeated. Safety precautions are stressed
throughout gunnery training.
TAGO 10129-B, May
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b. Gunnery skills and crew proficiency are developed through instrnction and practice in the following:
training, to include
(1) iM(chine gllus. AMachine ggin inlechanical
assenbly, disassembly, funllcioning, malfunctions, imllmediate
action, ihcadslace, timing, antl installation in valriits type
m1ounts.
(2) Tank arrmnmenlt, controls, an(d equipment. Familiarization
with tank turrets, gun and turret controls, vision devices, firecontrol equipment; sight adj ustment and boresighting; preventivc maintenance services.
(3) Tank al llunition. Identificationl; characteristics, caprlbilitics,
and use; handling and stowage.
(4) Main gun. Characteristics, nomenclature, disassembly, assembly, functioning, and malfunctions; care, cleaning, and lubrication; servicing recoil system.
(5) Range determination. The mil relation, use of the biinocular,
range estinmation by eye, intersection, and practical work on
range determination sites.
(6) Range finder. Characteristics, nomenclatule, use, operation,
inspection, maintenance, adjustment, ranging practice, computing internal correction system (ICS) settings, and testing
proficiency.
(7) Conduct of fire. Classroom instruction on the initial fire command, firing duties, sensings, plrimary method of adjustment,
alternlate method of adjustment, firing main gun at stationary
and moving targets, firing tank-mounted machine guns, use of
battlesight, richochet fire, platoon fire commands; plractical
appllication on trainers or tanks; preliminary subcalibrc firing;
examination.
(8) Crew drill and service of the piece. Crew composition and
control, organization and duties of the tank crew, crew firing
duties, prepare-to-fire checks, boresighting and zeroing; safety
precautions; use of signal flags; handling, stowing, and loading
of ammunition for all guns; crew dismounted drill, ]mounting
and disllounting the tank crew, closing and opening hatches,
pepl drill; unloading an unfired round or a misfile, removal of
a stuck round, removal of a projectile, procedure to clear and
secure gllns; evacuation of wounded from a tank; destruction
of cqulipmelt.
(9) Gun drill. Conducted in the forim of nonfiring exercises or
"dry-r''n" problems, with the crew working together in all
phases of target acquisition, conduct of fire, and crew drill.
(10) Subcaliber (coaxial machinle gun) firing. Preliminary training
in zeroing the coaxial machine gun, correct sight picture and
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accurate laying exercise, blurst-on-target exercise, alternate
method of adjustment; firing of subcaliber tables of the tank
gunnery qualification course.
(11) Service firing. Zeroing mail gun, firing at statiollary and
moving targets, adjustment of fire by burst-on-target and'
alternate method, firing from a range card, firing at night with
and without illumination.
(12) Firing tank machine guns. Direct fire at stationary and moving targets from a stationary tank using the coaxial machine
gun; firing from a moving tank with coaxial and bow machine
guns; firing of turret-mounted caliber .50 machine gun at
ground and aerial targets.
(13) Practicefind record firing, tankl, lunnery qualification courses.
Firing of subcaliber and service tables once for practice and
once for record.
(14) Crew and small utnit firing exercises. Firing at ground targets
from a moving tank employing machine guns; tank crew proficiency exercise employing all tank weapons at various type
targets; live-firing tank-infantry exercises.
(15) Combat firing. Normally fired to provide practice for units
prior to actual combat operations; exercises should provide
practice in all types of firing with all types of ammunition,
under simulated battle conditions; various type moving, surprise, and calnouflaged targets are used under both day and
night conditions to provide realistic training. Organization of
this type of firing is the responsibility of the unit commander.
Because of variations in range facilities, target availability,
mission of the unit, and other factors, no dlcfinite course or
exercise can be outlined. The objective is to produce highly
trained tank crews capable of hitting all types of targets under
conditions which resemble those of actual combat.
c. In order to evaluate and obtain first-hand knowledge of training
progress, commanders must have some means by which they can determine the relative proficiency and qualification of the tank crews.
Although individhuals or crews may have completed a trailing program,
it cannot be assumed that they have attained the desired proficiency.
No phase of training can be considered complete until personnel have
been tested.

194. Methods of Testing Gunnery Training
a. Examination by Observation. Many aspects of gnnlery training
can be measured only by actual observation of the training or firing.
For cxample, a tank commander who is able to write a correct fire command may not be able to give the command quickly and accurately durTACO 10129-B, May
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ing a live-firing

xeremise. It is not enough to "look over" a phase of

training where individuals are working; definite objectives minst be
sought. A checklist of important points shouldl be followed to detelrtine
\bwh
ether
fundamentals a1re being tauglht anld :learned.
b. Oral Eaminatio((

fortm of testing a(nd is nor. ThIis is a CmonIo11011

inally used as an on-thle-spot check of training. It canll be sed to test
the effectiveness of the instructor and to determine whether the soldier
understands the material being presented. EaIch oral quecstion should
have a specific purpose aind emplhasize one point.
c. Written Examination. This type of test or examination indirectly
measures an individual's ability to alpply gunnery skills. However, suchl
tests are used to rapidlly determine the knowledge gained over a wide
arIea of subject matter.
d. Performance 7'ypc Test. Proficiency in tank gunnery tralining can
best be determined by the performance type test. This type of test can
be conducted on numerols phlases of gunncry training by haviling the
individual do what lie has been taught. Characteristics of performlance
type tests include such factors as correct procedure, satisfactory results,
and performance within a reasonable time limit. The gunner's preliminary examination is an example of a perfrormanec-tylc test. The
tank gunnery qualification course is a performance test where the score
determines relative proficiency of individuals. Additionally, thile tank
crew proficiency course tests and determines the overall efficicncy of the
crew. W'hen any shortcomings are revealed by individual or crew tests,
they nust be promptly corrcted by additional instruction aind tests.
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CHAPTER 10
NONFIRING EXERCISES

Section I. INTRODUCTION
195. General
Nonfiring exercises are designed to prepare tank crewminc for firing
exercises. They are directed toward developing firing skills of the gunner
and tank commander, as vell as thile teamwork of the entire crew. A
thorough understanding of the operation and functioning of the tank
turrct and weapons is the first step in gunnery training. This is followed
by classroom presentation and familiarization with crew duties and
conlduct-of-fire procedure for engaging targets.

196. Applicatory Nonfiring Exercises
Before any range firing can be attempted, aplplicatory nonfiring cxercises are essential. Such exercises include individual training, crew training, range determination, range finder training, and target acquisition.

Section II. INDIVIDUAL TRAINING OF THE TANK GUN CREW

197. General
Success in battle depends upon close coordination within the tank
crew. Conduct of fire depends primarily upon thile skill and coordination
of the loader, gunner, and tank commander, who make up the tank gun
crew. The training of these three memlbers is integrated after individual
training. However, in all training, each crewmanl should master his
individual duties before the crew works together as a team.

198. Training in Use of Direct-Fire Sights
One of the first steps in gunnery training is instruction in the use of
the direct-fire sights. Use of the sights must be rapid and accurate whell
laying on a target and making adjustments. Each individual nmust know
the use of the gun-laying reticle, ailing cross, leadl lines, range lines,
andl mil measurements. Initial training is conducted in thie elassrooil
by the use of charts or slides. This instruction is followed vwith practical
work on a trainer or tank.
TAGO 10129-B, MnY
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a. Correct Sight Picture. The conduct-of-fire trainer (fig. 100) is an
excellent training aid to teach crewlmen the correct sight picture for
direct laying and how to make range and deflection changes, set off lead,
change the amount of lead, al(d make adjustlments Wlhen usilag the primlary or secondary sights. Another type of training device which nmay
be easily constructed and use([ for this iurpose is a target board and
reticle (fig. 101).
b. Conduct-of-Fire Trailer. The conduct-of-fire trainer is used to
apply direct-fire techniques and to introduce individual crew firing
duties. Each crew member executes his assigned duties. Firing problems are conducted as follows:
(1) Tank commander issues appropriate initial fire command and
lays on target.
(2) On hearing ammunition element, loader simulates loading and
announces UP.
(3) Gunner simulates performing the duties required by the almmunition and range elements of the command.
(4) On identifying target, gunner announces IDENT'I'IFIED and
takes over gun controls.

INSTRUCTO

TANK COMMANDER
LOADER

Figure 100. Conducl-of-fire trainer.
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(5) Gunncer takes correct sight pictule and announces ON THE
WAY.
(6) Instructor flashes light to simulate burst or tracer.
(7) Gunner applies burst-on-target and again lannounces ON THE
WAY.
(8) Problem continues until ta:lget is hit.
(9) Tank commander announces TARCGET, CEASE FIRE.
(10) Instructor critiques problem.
NVole to instlhctori: Place the light so that it is off target but within
sight reticle. Insure that reticle can be traversed
to target before commnencing problem. If gunner
fails to observe burst or fails to hit target within
three rounds, require tank commander to announce sensing and issue subsequent fire comc. Target Board and Reticle.
(1) Silhounctte targets, such as tanks and antitank guns, are drawn
or pasted on a target board reprcsenting terrain. A clear piece
of acetate is cut and placed in a circular framne. A gun-laying
reticle is painted on the acetate to represent the gunner's sight
reticle and field of view.
(2) The crewman places the reticle on the target in the proper position to represent initial laying, re-laying, applying burst-ontarget, and making (deflection and range changes. Following
individual instruction, simulated crew firing exercises may be
conducted.
d. Training on Tank. Further practical application of sight adjlustment and direct laying is performed on a tank. The gunner simulates
firing and adjusting on variolus targets. The instructor or tank cominander supervises the gunner by observing through his direct-fire sight,
which has been boresighted on the same target as the gunner's. InitiallS',
accuracy is stressed. Speed is developed as training progresses.

199. Manipulation Exercises
Any exercise which gives the gunner practice in traversing and elevating the gun is callcd manipulation. These exercises must be practiced
by the gunner throughout his gulnery training.
a. The snakeboard (fig. 102) is an effective aid to manipulation training. Lines, approximately 2 inches wide, are dlrawn on target cloth
mounted between two standards or on the side of a building. The gunner
tracks along the lines as accurately and rapidly aIs possible.
b. The next phase of manipulation training requires the gunner to
rapidly lay on a series of stationary targets. This is a "dry run" of the
manipulation table of the tank gunnery qualificat.ion course.
180
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200. Tracking and Leading Exercises
a. Towed Card Exercise (fig. 103). A wire line is stretched betwecn
two supports at different heights. A card is suspended from the line by
circular wire clips. The card is pulled along the line by a cord attached
to the card. The gunner tracks the card during its movement. The speed
of the moving card is alternately increased and decreased during its run.
b. Combat Tracking. Before firing at a moving target, the gunner
performs dry-run tracking. A vehicle, or the moving target on a subcaliber or service range, may be used for this purpose. When a vehicle
is used as a moving target, the speed and direction of the target should
be varied. The gunner initially tracks with one lead. This lead is
obtained by traversing through and ahead of the center of mass. The
gunner simulates firing and adjusting by changing the range and lead
as directed by the tank commander, who observes through his direct-fire
sights. The gunner tracks with a smooth continuous motion, maintaining
a constant sight picture before, during, and after firing. He does not
stop traversing while he simulates firing. Whenever the situation permits,

Figure 102.
TAGO 10129-B, May

The snakeboard.
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gunners should practice tracking in conjunction with other training.
Tanks positioned near a road or highway may use the normal vehicular
traffic as moving targets.

201. Boresighting Exercise
Boresighting a tank gun is the process of aining the axis of the sights
with that of the gun to converge on a boresight point. The prescribed
steps for boresighting a particular tank gun should be followed closely
and the exercise repeated until the gunner is able to make precise
adjustments. To check the gunner's accuracy, the instructor selects a
well-defined target point. The gunner alines the gun-laying reticle and
the cross hairs of the tube on the aiming point, locks the borcesight knobs,
and notes the readings on the scales. The instructor then traverses the
gun off the target, and unlocks and rotates the knobs to disturb the
reading. The gunner then reboresights on the same target and readings
are compared.

202. Zeroing Exercise
A dry-run exercise in zeroing will correct many of the errors which
are common to gunners who have not hadl sufficient training. The zeroing
procedure can be simulated by placing a target at the zeroing range.
Several shot groups are painted on the target (fig. 104). The gunner
simulates firing a shot group, refers his aiming cross to the center of one
of the shot groups, and re-lays on the aiming point. Each time the
exercise is completed, the gunner recordt s the azimuth and elevation knob
readings. To check the accuracy of the gunner, his results are compared
with previously dcetermined zero readings on the same shot group. Any
variations in the reading can be directly associated to the gunner's
ability to make an accurate lay.

203. Training in Use of Auxiliary Fire-Control Equipment
a. Before a range card exercise is fired, the gunner should have practice in obtaining data and in simulated firing from a range card. A setup
similar to the subcaliber auxiliary fire-control table of the tank gunnery
qualification course may be used. In testing the accuracy of the gunner,
the tank commander verifies the azimuth indicator reading and uses
the gunner's quadrant to check elevation.
b. Other appropriate exercises in the use of auxiliary fire-control
instruments are: laying tanks parallel, determining minillllm elevation,
determining angle of site, and making deflection and range change.
TAGO 10129-B, May
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NON FIRING ZEROING EXERCISE
TARGETS
(SHOT GROUP-3RDS)

0

23

3

0

Figur 104. Zeroing target.

Section 11I.

RANGE DETERMINATION TRAINING

204. General
Range determination training must be continuous, since skill in the
estimation of range by eye can be attained only by constant practice.
Initial training shouldll
he conducted utilizing lrange designation and
range determination sites. As the individlual acquires facility in the estimation of ranges on these sites, training should be condlucted con184
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currently with other field training. Regardless of the training techniques
cmlployed, normal terrain, including natural objects, should be used.
As individual ability increases, more difficllt objects such as camouflaged
positions are introduced.

205. Range Designation Site
The range designation site (fig. 105) is employed in the initial stage
of range detcrilination training to assist the individual in acquiring tie
'"nental y:ardstick" necessary to estil:ate ranges by eye. The site should,
if possible, allow the placement of targets to a range of 3,500 yards.
Signs marked 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8 are placed at ranges of 100, 200, 300, 400,
and 800 yards from an obscrvation point (800 yards is selected since it is
norminaal battlesiglit range). Tanks, tank silhouettes to scale, or panels of
appropriate size aire placed at 500-yard intervals from 500 to 3,500 yards.
Finally, the distances to prominent terrain features at greater ranges arc
determined. From the observation point, the crewman studies all of the
marked ranges to get a mncltal picture of them. I-le then studies the tank
silhouettes farther away, noting how the size tends to decrease as the
range increases andll the relationship between sizes at specific ranges. If
suitable additional terrain exists at the range designation site, practical
work may be given the individual by having him estimate ranges to
targets in a different direction. While estimating, he refers to the laidout site. Inmmediatcly after the range to a target has been estimated,
thle instructor announces the correct range.

206. Range Determination Site
a. After the individual has become accustomed to the measurement of
range by use of the mental yardstick, his training should progrecss to tce
determination of ranges on a range determination site. On this site the
student emllploys all tcchniques of range determination. This site may
be established on any terrain having adequate fields of fire. The following stcps are necessary to prepare the site for use:
(1) Accurate ranges are determined to prominent objects and terrain features.
(2) The height or width of each object and terrain feature is measured in feet or yards.
(3) The nail height or width of each object is determined by mcans
of anl aining circle or other accurate mectlold.
(4) If several similar objects exist in the target area, the azimuth
to each target is measurcd as an aid to the instructor.
TAGO 10129-B, Many
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b. A suggested method of employing the range estimation site is as
follows:
(1) Point out targets one at a time, giving students time to estimate and record ranges.
(2) Have students make proper diopter and interpupillary settings
on binoculars.
(3) Have all students measure the mil width or height of the same
target by use of the binocular; when they finish, give them the
width or height of the target in feet or yards.
(4) Announce the correct range for cachl target after estimation and
mil relation comlputations have been made.
(5) Have students, working in groups, determine the range to several targets using the intersection method. (Aiming circles for
this problem should be prepositioned by the instructor.)

207. Advanced Range Determination Training
WThen individuals have attained reasonable proficiency in determining
range on the range determination site, camouflaged targets should be
added and ranges thereto estinatcd and computed. From this point on,
training is concurrent with field operations. Tank crewmen should
utilize every existing opportunity to determine range; first estimating by
eye, then checking their rcsults against the known range obtained by
other means.

Section IV.

RANGE FINDER TRAINING

208. General
All training in tank gunnery is directed toward the main objective of
a fast first-round kill. Since range determination is the greatest potential
cause of error, the range finder is the key to success in combat. In range
finder training, the standard is correct range within five seconds. This
standard is achieved by the simultaneous development of speed and
accuracy through constant and continuous ranging practice. Training
and testing methods for both stereo and coincidence-type range finders
are discussed in this section.

209. Training Areas and Equipment
a. Preliminary training in nomenclature, maintenance, adjustment,
and operation is conducted' in classrooms and motor parks. Ranging
practice requires a target-ranging area, accessible to tanks, with ranges
up to 3,500 yards. Targets should be placed at known ranges from 800
yards to the maximum visible range available. Panel targets are desirable for initial training; however, as proficiency increases, natural terTAGO 10129-B, May
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rain and field targets shouldl

b usced. Targets should be in all available

types of locations, such as on forward slopes, plartially visible on reverse
slopes, on the skyline, against contrasting background, and in both thick
alnd sparse vegetation. Some tarlgets should be partially camouflaged.
b. Training aids include graphic charts, training films, slide projectors,
depth perceltion trainers, stereovision trainers, and plastic or wooden
reticles. However, the best traliing aid is the range finder itself.

210. Steps in Range Finder Training
Range finder training shouldl follow a logical sequence in order to make
maximum use of training timc. Because the bulk of training time is
given to ranging practice, this instruction, in particular, should be
closely supervised. The following steps in tralining are recommended:
a. Mlechanical Training. Nomenclature, maintenance, and operation
of the instrumnct and its components are taught as preliminary training.
b. Adjustment. A step-by-step procedure is employed to teach adjusting the range finder anti placing it into operation.
c. Ranging Practice. Crewmen):practice ranging on targets at varying
ranges and locations. Each reading is recorded on ranging sheets. This
training continues until crewneni are obtaining consistent, but not
necessarily correct, rangings on all targets.
d. Determination of Internal Correction System (tICS) Setting. Once
the crewvman is ranging consistently within a spread of 200 yards, lie is
ready to determine his setting for the intcrnal ollrrection system (ICS)
of the instrument. Spread is the difference between the highest and the
lowest readings, and is computed on a basis of 20 rangings. T'he initial
lCS setting is determined nmcclianically, and will allow the crewman to
range more accuratcly.
e. Ranging IW'ith ICS Setting. The crewman practices ranging on targets with his initial setting set into the instrument. He should now be
ranging closer to the target and rceducing his spread.
f. Redetermination of Setting. After the crewman has redlced his
spread to a maximnuim of 100 yards, he detcrmincs his ICS setting inore
closely. This is done by use of an ICS correction chart (fig. 106). He
then makes additional practice rangings with the new setting. Accurate
rangings should now be obtained.
g. Testing. When the crewman has obtained naccuracy, lie is tested.
His results are checked by use of the graph shown in figure 107.

211. Range Finder Training Procedures and Techniques
a. Once talnk crewmen have a thorough knowledge of nomenclature
and operation of the range finder, they are taught how to maintain the
instrument. Crew maintenance is limited to changing light bulbs and
188
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TABLE
ICS CORRECTION FOR 1500 YARDS
ICS UNITS
(PLUS OR MINUS)

M12

M13

10

1

2

20

2

3

30

3

5

40

4

6

50

5

8

60

6

9

70

7

11

80

8

12

90

9

14

100

10

15

110

11

17

120

11

18

130

12

20

140

13

21

150

14

23

F'igure 106.

ICS correction chart.

cleaning of the exterior, to include outside lens. All other maintenance
is restricted to higher echelon.
b. Since inability to use the range finder can usually be traced to
improper adjustment, operators must naster the step-by-stcp procedure
of placing the instrument into operation. For stereo range finders, the
interpupillary distance is one of the most critical adjustments. When a
crewman cannot determine a sufficiently accurate interpupillary adjustincnt from a binocular, the instructor may use the following expedient:
TAGO 10129-B, May
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(1) He places himself undcrneathll the range finder where he can
observe the operator's eyes.
(2) With filters off, lie will note two hbe:iis of light from tie eyepices shining on or near the o]peratolr's eyes.
(3) I-He then instructs tle operator to nalrrow or wiiden the interpupillary distance with thile adjusting knob, until the beamnis are
centered in the operator's eyes.
c. During the first application phase of stereo range finder training,
crewmen mnust be checked inlividually to insure that they cane see the
ranging reticle move in depth.
d. During early stages of training, men should not range for more than
20 to 30 minutes per hour, nor longer than 10 to 15 minutes at any
one time. Best results are obtained when ranging practice is conducted
in 4-hour10111 blocks. Crewmiein work in pairs; the second nman reads and
records the indicated range. Initially, the operator is allowed a maximum of 30 seconds for one ranging; this time is gradually reduced until
he is ranging accurately within five seconds.
e. For initial ranging practice, the internal correction system (ICS)
knob is set at 25. When the operator is ranging consistently with a
spread of 200 yards, his initial ICS setting should be determincd. This
setting will decrease the average ranging error, but will not necessarily
give him true ranges at this early stage. To determine his initial setting,
the operator is assigned a target at a known range as near 1,500 yards as
possible. He then performs the following:
(1) Indexes the known range on the range scale.
(2) Rotates the ICS knob, causing the following:
(a) Stereo range finder. The ranging reticle is moved in depth
until the lower bar appears at the same range as the target.
(b) Coincidence range finder. Double target images are moved
together until a single, sharp image is obtained.
(3) Then records the ICS scale reading.
(4) Repeats the procedure for at least ten readings.
(5) Determines the average reading, which is his initial ICS setting
for that range finder.
f. With the initial ICS setting indexed into the range finder, the crewman makes additional practice rangings. iHe should now be ranging consistently closer to the target. The same range finder that was used to
determine his setting should be used for subsequent ranging. If a different range finder is used, a new setting is determined; when this canimmediately, the old setting is used temporarily.
not be (011one
g. The op)erator continues to make rangings, gradually building up
proficiency. When his sspread is 100 yards or less, he drleterlines his
TAGO 10129-B1, May
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ICS setting more closely. If hlie is consistent, the operator can determine
his setting more accurately I)' use of tile ICS corrcction chart (fig. 106)
than by mechanical incalns. This is lone in the following manner:
(1) A representative bloclk of 20 rangings Imade on a 1,500-yard
target is obtlined froem a study of the crewman's ranging sheets.
(2) Range bias (average error) for the 1.500-yard target is obtained
by dleterminiing the difference between the average range reading and the known range.
(3) If the operator's range vwas short of the target, he has a minus
bias. Using the correction chart, he adds the corresponding
number of ICS units to his setting.
(4) For a plus bias (when his rarnge is beyond the target), the
operator subtracts ICS units from his setting.
(5) Thus, a crewmalan with a bias of minus 50 for an M112 range
findler would add 5 units to his setting; a crewman with a bias
at plus 40 for an 5A113 range finder would subtract 6 units.
Note. Corrections are not computed for coincidence and other stereo
range finders, bult can be a:pplied on a trial-and-error basis.

h. The corrected ICS setting is now checked by additional rangings
at 1,500 yardls. If necessary, this corrected setting is refined by making
snaull correct.ions until thile olcrator has determined his setting for
1,500 yords as closely as possilble. In the absence of charts, refinements
of settings can be made mechanically.
i. The best range for determining ICS settings is 1,500 yards; however,
the same setting (loes not hold true at all ranges. F'or example, if a crewvman has refined his setting to the point where he is making correct rangings at 1,500 yards: he should be overranging by about 50 yards on

2,000-yard targets. Since it is not practical to establish a setting for all
ranges, a fial ICS setting is established by subtracting 4 ICS units
from the corrected setting. This revision will affect accuracy slightly at
1,500 yards, but will greatly improve it at 2,000 yards. Coincidence range
finder operators do not make this correction.
j. When a crewmnn has obtainced his final ICS settirnl, he is ready for
testing. The number of rangings required to achieve this degree of proficiency varies with the ability of individuals. Some personnel will attain
this status after a few hundredl rangings; however, the average man
requires 600 to 900 rangings with a coincidence range finder and 1,200 to
1,800 rangings Nwith a stereo instrument before all accurate mealsure of
his ability can be made.

212. Testing Range Finder Operators
The ideal testing site is one which is in a different location than the
area for practice ranging; however, if this is not iracticable, new targets
may be erected in the practice ranging area. A minimum of six 71/x71/.
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foot panels arc placed at varying ranges from 1,000 to 2,500 yards. Two
of these targets will be at accurately mneasured ranges of 1,500 and 2,000
yards. Using his final ICS setting, the operator makes 20 rangings on
cach of three targets, two of wvhich will be the 1,500- and 2,000-yard
panels. Each ranging commences frol. ati indexed r:lnge of 800 yards
in such a selluenec tlhat none of tie rangings on any ole target are
consecutivc.
EIcvry effort is mlade to prevent the operator fronm discovering the true rallgc to the targets. All range scales on range finders
or coinputers are covrced or so positionedl that the operator cannot read
them. The testing officer or recorder notes and records each reading,
reindlexing 800 yards for the next ranging. At the completion of the test,
the readings for all three targets arc turned in to the unit commander.
The tested crewmcan is not allowedm to see his readings, Ibut is informed
of his spread, bias, andl classification after coml)utations are nmlcde.
Operator proficiency is determined in the following manltilr:
a. The average range reading for chl target is colmpulted by adding
all readings for that target and dividing by 20.
b. Range bias for each target is olbtained by deteriniing the differencc
bIetween the average range reading and the known range for that target.
c. Range spread for each target is obtained by subtracting the slmallest reading fromn the largest.
d. The values obtained in steps b and c above for the 2,000-yard target only are apllliedl to the graph si\town in figure 107, in the following
manner:
(1) 3Mark a point along the horizontal axis corresplonding to the
bias.
(2) Aark a point along the vertical axis corresponding to the
spread.

(3) The intersection point of a vertical line from tce bias scale and
a horizontal line front the spread scale is then plotted.
e. If the intcrsection point falls within one of the three graph curves,
the crelvman is classified as expert, first class, or second class. If the point
is outside the outer curve, the crewnman is unqzalified.
f. Bias and spread for the other targets cannot be accurately applied
to the graph, but are computed as a check to detcrmine if thce operator is
consistent at those ranges.

213. Improving Proficiency in Ranging
In addition to mcasuring proficiency, the testing graph is used to tell
an individual how lih may improvc his ranging ability.
a. Spread. W\\'ll an operator ias too much spread, lie is still making
inconsistent rangings. Thce only way to develop consistency, or rcduce
spread, is thlroulgh more ranging practic. However, additional practice
TAGO 10129-B,
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is not a sure cure, as all crewmen cventually reach the point of their
maximum ability- Bcyond this point, more ranging may not produce
improvement, but it will enable the operator to maintain the proficiency
that he has gained.
b. Bias. When an operator has excessive bias, but a good spread, his
lack of accuracy can be traced to an improper ICS setting or an "off(lay." To verify this, his rangings sholdl(l be checked for at least two
successive days. If lie contilues to range with the samlle error, his ICS
setting can be correctedl by the correction chart. However, if he is short
one (lay and over the next, no correction is made.

214. Retesting Range Finder Operators
All crewmen below the expert classification should be retested. Personnel who achievedl a good spread on their initial test may be retested
within a few days; those who require adlditional practice to reduce spread
should be retested at a later date.

Section V.

TRAINING IN TARGET ACQUISITION

215. General
Target acquisition is a primary responsibility of the tank commander.
Many times location and identification of targets is not an easy task,
because enemy weapons and tanks are often well concealed and camouflaged. To assist the tank conmillnder and to insure that all possible targets are quickly spotted, the other mcmbers of the crew are assigned
sectors of responsibility most visible to them. Infantrymen will frequently point out targets to talkers. Once a target has been spotted
and recognized, action is initiated to engage it with speed and accuracy.
Target acquisition exercises can be of various types, the purpose being
to give tank conmmnanders and gunners practice in quickly locating and
recognizing an enlemy tank or weapon in position or when it fires.
It is most beneficial when conductedl under field tactical conditions. The
area used for range finder practice could easily be adapted to this type
of training.

216. Course Layout for Target Acquisition Training
Tank crews are positioned to observe an enemy area where various
types of targets are emplaced (fig. 108). These targets arce tanks, antitank guns, recoilless rifles, machine guns, and infantry. The weapons are
positioned so as to indicate fire from different angles aind at ranges of
from 800 to 3,500 yardls. Targets are camouflaged anid placed in realistic
tactical locations. Demolitions, simulators, and blank ammunition are
usedl to simulate ecncmy firec. As training progresses, moving and surprise targets are introduced.
194
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Figure 105. Target acquisition site.

217. Conduct of Target Acquisition Exercise
The members of the tank crew obsclv
e in assigned sectors. The cncmy
"fires" at varying intervals, and crcws attempt to pinpoint the targets.
As the "flash of the gun" is spotted, the tank commander issues an initial
fire command. This fire command dictates the actions of the crew in a
simulated firing cxcrcisc. To measure clew proficiency in this exercise,
the following factors are consilcrced: time elapsed before target is
spotted, identification of target, ranging time, accuracy of lay, accuracy
of determined range, and execution of crew firing duties.
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CHAPTER 11
FIRING EXERCISES

Section I. INTRODUCTION
218. General
a. Tanks exist to shoot; and unless their tremendous firepower is
brought to bear on the enemy, they assume a less important role. The
tank is an effective fighting machine only when the crew is capable of
delivering fire with speed and accuracy.
b. Firing exercises are designed to provide the tank crew with training in the destruction of enemy armor, troops, and equipmlent. These
exercises are the culmination of gunnery training and are the most
realistic type of training short of actual combat. Range firing exercises
afford opportunities lo apply by individual and collective efforts subject matter which was previously learned in the form of theoretical and
nonfiring exercises. Participation in firing exercises also improves
individual and crew skills.

219. Firing Skills
Individual and crew firing skills are developed by actual firing of
subcaliber and service exercises in a logical sequence. These includea. Preliminary Subcaliber Exercises. These exercises are not scored
or fired in any time limit but are designed to provide training in the
basic fundamentals of gunnery. They may be conducted on outdoor
or indoor ranges.
b. Subcaliber Firing Exercises. The purpose of the subcaliber tables
is to test and train gunners, to develop speed and accuracy, and to instill
confidence in the gunner's ability to use the direct-fire sights, the auxiliary fire control equipment, and the turret controls. They are outlined
in the tank gunnery qualification course.
c. Service-Firing Exercises. These exercises are fired only after crewmen have successfully completed all subcaliber exercises. Service exercises provide practice in firing the main gun at various type targets and
ranges, developing skill, speed, and accuracy in applying gunnery techniques and procedures. At the same time, personnel are mentally conditioned to the blast and recoil of the main armament. In addition, these
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exercises provide realistic practice in gun and turret preventive-maintenance services, handling and stowage of ammunition, and safety precautions on and about tanks.
d. Crew-FiringExercises. The purpose of these exercises is to develop
speed, accuracy, and coordination by all members of the crew. Through
the firing of combat-type exercises, the crew achieves the high standards
of training and efficiency to prepare it for combat. Normally, the tank
moves over a course where various surprise targets are placed which
will require the tank commander to rapidly engage them with the proper
type of ammunition.

Section II. PRELIMINARY SUBCALIBER FIRING EXERCISES

220. General
a. The purpose of this instruction is to school the individual crewman
in the basic fundamentals of tank gunnery. This is accomplished by
firing the coaxial machine-gun single shot at close ranges in order to
teach gunners the application of firing techniques. These exercises must
be mastered by crewmen before they go to the subcaliber tables in the
tank gunnery qualification course. The exercises should be closely supervised and fired in the following sequence: zeroing of the coaxial machine
gun, first-round hit exercise, primary method of adjustment, and alternate method of adjustment. Practice includes the use of the primary
and secondary direct-fire sights. Tables XI, XII, XIII, and XIV of the
standard familiarization course may be used for this purpose.
b. Aiming points (spotters) can be drawn on any type of target currently in use (fig. 109). They are placed at a distance of approximately
200 feet for outdoor firing and may be adapted for firing in indoor ranges
at 1,000 inches.
c. Accomplishment of these exercises requires ammunition sufficient to
permit firing each table twice with each sight.

221. Zeroing Exercise for Subcaliber Firing
(table XI)
a. In order to use the coaxial machine gun for subcaliber firing, it is
necessary to converge the sights on a target; some sights callnot be
converged at less than 200 feet, others will converge at 1,000 inches.
The procedure for zeroing the machine gun is as follows:
(l) Loosen the cap screws which secure the front mounting bracket
of the coaxial machine gun.
(2) Install the coaxial machine gun in its mount.
(3) Loosen the two socket-head screws that lock the elevation adTAGO 10129-B, May
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SPOTTERS ON PANEL TARGET FOR PRELIMINARY FIRING

Figure 100.

Spotters on panel target for preliminary firing.

justment and the socket-head screw that locks the traverse
adjustment.
(4) Center the front barrel bearing of the machine gun in the aperture of the gun shield by use of the elevation adjustment.
(5) Traverse the receiver of the machine gun as far away from the
line of sight as it will go.
(6) Grasp the barrel of the machine gun and pull it in the direction
of the line of sight until the front barrel bearing touches the
side of the aperture in the gun shield. Tighten the cap screws
which secure the front mounting bracket of the machine gun.
Tighten the socket-head screws which secure the elevating and
traversing mechanism.
b. Boresight in the following manner:
(1) Remove back plate, bolt handle, and bolt from the machine gun.
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(2) One person sights through the bore while another manipulates
the turret and gun controls to lay on a definite point at the
zeroing distance.
(3) Index appropriate ammunition and a range of 1,500.
(4) Unlock the elevation and azimuth boresight knobs and lay the
aiming cross on the aiming point referred to in (2) above.
Relock the knobs.
c. Zeroing is accomplished in the following manner:
(1) Lay on a definite aiming point.
(2) Fire three rounds single shot. Re-lay after each round.
(3) Without disturbing the lay of the gun, refer the sights to the
center of the shot group by use of the elevation and azimuth
boresight knobs.
(4) Fire one or more rounds to confirm the zero.
(5) If zeroing range is 1,000 inches, the check round should hit
within 1 inch of the aiming point; if the range is 200 feet, it
should hit within 2 inclihes.
(6) The zero obtained is used in exercises to follow, and must be
accurate to obtain the desired results.

222. First-Round Hit Exercise
(table XII)
a. With an accurately zeroed coaxial machine gun, crewmen fire at
various targets at varying ranges. The instructor, or crewman acting as
tank commander, issues an initial fire command, and the gunner places
the aiming cross or appropriate range line on the target. He then fires
one round at each spotter. Initially, stress is placed on making an accurate, precise lay with the direct-fire sights. These exercises are not
scored, but teach accuracy of lay, manipulation of turret controls, and
correct sight picture. The area within which the round should hit must
not be greater than the dispersion of the machine gun at that range. As a
guide, squares or circles 2 inches in diameter tire used for targets at 1,000
inches (fig. 110); 4 inches in diameter for targets at 200 feet (fig. 111).
b. A minimum of 10 rounds are fired with each sight. Accuracy,
rather than speed, is stressed.

223. Primary Method of Adjustment Exercise
(table XIII)
a. This is a burst-on-target exercise; however, when the coaxial
machine gun is being used at close ranges, the bullet hole in the target
is used as the burst or tracer in its proper relation to the aiming point.
Since the gun is zeroed, the instructor must induce a range error into
TAGO 10129-B, May
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Figure 110. I'argets for subcaliber l,000-inch firing.
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ZEROING TARGET

Figure 111.

FIRST ROUND HIT, BURST ON TARGET,
AND ALTERNATE METHOD OF ADJUSTMENT
TARGET
Targets for subcaliber 200-foot firing.

the sights and fire-control system, which will cause the gunner to miss
with the first round.
b. The instructor issues an initial fire command requiring the gunner
to engage a target. The gunner fires a round, notes the point on the
reticle where the round hit in relation to the aiming point, applies burston-target, and fires a second round which should be a target hit. Induced
range error should not exceed 200 yards. The tank commander announces
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TARGET, CEASE FIRE, when a target hit is obtained. The gunner
will not be allowed to fire more than three rounds at any one spotter.
This exercise is practiced using the primary and secondary direct-fire
sights.

224. Alternate Method of Adjustment Exercise
(table XIV)
The same procedure is used to throw off the gunner's established zero
between problems as was described in the previous exercise (table XIII).
The tank commander issues an initial fire command requiring the gunner
to engage one of the numbered targets on the silhouette or panel. The
instructor will cover the gunner's sight the moment the gunner announces
ON THE WAY. Since the gunner will be unable to see the strike of the
round, he will announce LOST. The tank commander, observing with
binocular, announces his sensing and issues a subsequent fire command.
The sight is then uncovered and the gunner applies the correction by
using the sight reticle. When lie has applied the correction, he fires, and
the sight is again covered. This procedure is repeated for a third round
if necessary. The gunner fires problems using both piimary and secondary direct-fire sights.

Section Ill.

GUNNERY QUALIFICATION

225. General
A qualified gunner is one who has fired a qualification course in tank
gunnery and attained the prescribed standard score. The purpose of the
tank gunnery qualification course is to provide a means of determining
gunner proficiency; the course also serves as an adjunct to training. It is
designed to test crewmen in the duties normally performed by the
gunner. The complete examination for each type of weapon and tank
is outlined in the field manual for the particular tank. It includes the
gunner's preliminary examination, subcaliber firing exercises, and service
firing exercises.

226. Gunner's Preliminary Examination
The gunner's preliminary examination is given to each member of the
tank crew before he fires the qualification course. The examination
includes materiel and simulated firing tests. A score of 80 percent or
more is required before the crewman is permitted to fire the tables of
the tank gunnery qualification course.

227. Subcaliber Tables
a. Firing on indoor and subcaliber ranges is an excellent means of
attaining desired standards of training and preparing gunners for the
TAGO 10129-B, May
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service qualification tables without subjecting them to the disturbance
of the muzzle blast and shock of recoil. Training in this type of firing
has a definite place in the sequence of gunnery instruction. It is not a
substitute for, nor should it be supplanted by, service firing.
b. The subcaliber tables, as outlined in the field manual for each tank,
are elementary in nature and are designed to prepare the crewman for
similar exercises in the service firing tables. A satisfactory score on the
subcaliber exercises (limited course) is indicative of the gunner's readiness for service firing (standard course).

228. Service Tables
a. The service ammunition tables (standard course) are fired only
after the crewwman has successfully completed all subcaliber exercises.
The first table fired is the zeroing exercise. The established zero is then
used for subsequent firing. Service tables are fired once for practice and
once for record. For active Army units, tank gunnery qualification is
based on the score obtained on the service tables.
b. The method of scoring, ammunition allowances, and procedure for
firing the service qualification tables (tables I through VIII) are outlined in the field manual for each of the current tanks (e.g., FM 17-78,
17-79, 17-80). Tables IX and X have been discontinued with existing
equipment.

Section IV.

STANDARD FAMILIARIZATION COURSE

229. General
a. Tank gunnery familiarization means that an individual has comnpleted prescribed exercises for the tank weapons. The objective of a
familiarization course is to give the individual sufficient training to
enable him to fire any tank-mounted weapon.
b. This section outlines a standard familiarization course which includes preliminary instruction, preliminary subcaliber firing, and service
firing.

230. Details of Familiarization Course
a. Preliminary Instruction. A minimum of 16 hours of preliminary
instruction should be given to include(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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Weapons mechanical training.
Turret familiarization.
Conduct of fire.
Crew drill and service of the piece.
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b. Ammunition Required.
30
......................................
Cal 30 tracer (or ball)
Cal 30 (4 ball to 1 tracer) ....................................... 50
Cal .50 (4 ball to 1 tracer) ............... ........................ 50
............... 2
............
HE (for tank gun) ..............
2
Shot (for tank gun) ................... .....

rounds.
rounds.
rounds.
rounds.
raonds.

c. Tables To Be Fired. Tables XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XVI, and
XVII are to be fired.
(1) No time limit or scoring is required for these exercises.

(2) Familiarization subealiber firing (tables XI, XII, XIII, XIV)
must be completed before familiarization service firing. (These
tables are also described in pars. 220-224.)
(3) Familiarization service firing (table XV) and machine-gun
firing (tables XVI, XVII) may be fired in any sequence.
Table XI
(Zeroing exercise)
Method

'll~nge

No. of rullds

Targrets

200 ft

5

Circles 4 inches in dia meter drawn on
FI-type silhouettes or
pa:nels.

Fired single shot; re-lay oil
aiuning point after each
round. Fire 3- or 4round shot group, refel
sights, and fire a check
rounld.

Use prilnary

sighll.
YTable XII
(First-round hit exercise)
nIange

4- and 8-inch circles
drawn on a panel or
silhouette target.

5

200 ft

MeIthod

T'arets

No. of rounds

Iire one round at. each of
tlhe five circular type
spotters. Use primary
sight.

Table XIII
(Burst-on-target)
Ittgec

No. of rounds

200 ft

10

Mtillhod

Targets

4-

and
drawn

8-inch

circles

on a panel or

silhouette target.

Fired single shot;

two

rounds at each target

spotter. Induced 200yard range error causes
.a miss for the initinl
rournd.

Second round

should be a target., hit.
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'I'able XIV
(Alternate mctLhod of adjustment)
lange

200 fL

No. of rounds

10

Targets

4- and

S-inch

l'etllod

circlesC

The

g

cuner's
sight

is

dtIlwn on aI panel or

covered just prior to fir-

silhiouetie target.

ing; uinable to see the
strike, the gunner applies tile corection announlced in the subsequent fire command and
fires a second round.
Two rounds are fired at
eaI:h spotter.

Table XV
(Service firing)
I[illgRe

800(-1,500 ydIs
800-1,500 yds

No. of rotlliaS

2 shot
2 lIE

Trgets

6Xli-foot panel
3X5-foot panel

Metllhod

Fired at stationary targets
fromr stationary tank.
Burst-on-target is eamployed for subsequent
rtulll(s.

Inallnler

Tank

l ys

conm-

gun for

direction and issues initli:l file command.
Table XVI
(Coaxial and/or bow machine-gunl firing)
Ranlge

200-400 yds

No. of rounds

Targets

50

Five E-type silhouettes
3 feeL apart and staggered in depth.

lM.ethod

Coaxial (or bow) gun firing
front stationary tank at
stationary targets 200 to
400 yards away. Fired
in bursts of 20 to 25
roulnds using prescribed
method of adllustmenlt.

Table XVII
(Caliber .50 machine-gun firing)
IRnteg

500-700 yds

204

No. of rounds|

50

Targetr

Method

Five E-type silhouettes.
Targets placed to resenibe a crew in positionl behind a gun.

Turret-mounted caliber
.50 machine-gun firing
at slationary targets at
a range of 500 to 700
yards. Fired in bursts
of 10 to 20 rounds using
prescribed method of
adjustment.
TAGO 10129-B,
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Section V.

CREW MOVING TANK EXERCISE
(STATIONARY TARGET)

231. General
This is a crew firing exercise from a moving tank using the coaxial
machine gun. It is considered as preliminary training of the tank crew
and should be conducted prior to participation in tank crew proficiency
and combat type courses.
Note. Where range facilities are limited, this exercise may be fired in lieu of the
moving tank exercise outlined in tank field manuals, not as part of gunnery qualification but for crew training purposes. This course requires only 350 yards of
runway.

232. Conduct of Moving Tank Exercise
a. Targets are four silhouettes representing troops, a 5 x 8-foot panel
representing a truck, a 3 x 5-foot panel representing an antitank gun,
and eight additional silhouettes representing troops (fig. 112).
b. Red flags will be placed on the edge of the runway, indicating each
conmmence firing point. White flags will mark the cease fire points.
c. The terrain or runway should permit the tank to move at 5 to 8
miles per hour.
d. The ammunition will be belted 4 ball and 1 tracer.
e. Each crewman will make at least one run over the course.
f. The tank commander controls movement of the tank and firing by
issuing the proper commands.
g. The machine gun is cleared at the end of th6 runway.
h. Separate runways may be set up and used concurrently, provided
they are at least 30 yards apart.

i. Safety and control officers supervise movement and firing by radio
and visual communication with each tank.
Crew Moving Tank Ezercise*
(Coaxial firing at stationary targets)
Rfang-yards

No. of rounds

Targets

150

50

4 standing silhouettes to
right front.

200 250

25

Truck (5 X 8-foot panel).

see footnote

Method

Tank commander cornmands DRIVER MOVE
OUT, and issues fire
command to engage
troops. Tank fires on
the move.
Tank commander issues
fire command to engage
truck target. Gunner
fires one burst while
tank is moving.

at end of table.
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9
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Figure 112.
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CrewlMoving Tank Exercise--Continued
ange

No. of rounds

Targets

150

25

AT gun (3 X 5-foot
panel).

100 150

50

8 kneeling type silhouettes
in wedge formation.

Method

Tank commander says
DRIVEL.
STOP and
issues fire command to
engage AT gun.
One
burst is fired at panel
with tank halted.
Tank moves remaining 50
yards on runway while
firing at troops in wedge
formation.

*SCORING: Possible 100 poillts: 2 points for the first hit on each silhouette target and I point for
each additional hilt, not to exceed 5 points per silhouitte: 2 points for each hit on panel targets.
not to
Ix.cd 20 points per target. Satisfatory scaC ?70.

Section VI.

CREW FIELD FIRING EXERCISES

233. General
a. Field firing begins with firing at stationary targets from a stationary tank and progresses to firing at surprise and moving targets
from stationary and moving tanks. These exercises are a realistic
approach toward combat-type firing.
b. Service field firing is the culmination of all previous gunnery training and is conducted after qualification and machine gun field firing.
The objective is to train the crewmen in the proper selection of ammunition and to test their ability to fire upon any target that may face them
on the battlefield, especially those whose direction and location are not
known. Appropriate targets are constructed (fig. 113). Firing should
progress from close to more distant targets and from plainly visible to
partially visible targets. Gun simulators and moving and surprise
targets should be utilized.

234. Conduct of Field Firing Exercise
a. Field service firing exercises may be of varying types. Figures 114
and 115 illustrate types of course layouts which are adaptable to existing
range facilities. The number of targets and the length of the course may
be increased, and different type targets may be used. The tank should
move a minimum of 50 yards between firing problems. Dual runways
may be established, using a common impact area (fig. 116).
b. The officer in charge of firing must brief each crew and maintain
control. The briefing includes such information as:
(1) Explanation of the course and procedure.
(2) Targets to be engaged.
TAGO 10129-B, May
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Figure 113.

Targets for field firing exercises.

(3) If a first-round hit is not obtained, gunncr will apply burston-target.
(4) Tank commander issues fire commands and traverses turret.
(5) Speed and accuracy are expected.
(6) Coaxial minachine gun will be fired in bursts of 20 to 25 rounds,
turret-mounted machLine gun in bursts of 10 to 20 rounds.
(7) Gun miust be pointed toward impact area within safety limits
once the tank reachies the firiing lane.
(8) Interphone and radio will be Lused at all times; radio check will
be made with safety officer prior to moving onto the course.
(9) Driver control measures.
(10) Flag signals to bc observed.
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Crew field firing course A.

Crew Field Firing Exercise

(Course A)
angue-yards

1,200

No. of rounds

2 HE

Targets

AT gun (3 X 5-foot
panel).

200-250

75 Cal. .30

800

2 shot

400

50 Cal. .50

Troops (5 silhouette targets).
Moving tank (712 X 12foot panel).
Moving truck (5 X 8-foot

panel).
TAGO 10129 B, May

Method

Crew is briefed on the
exercise. The tank
moves over the course,
halts, and fires on tagets as they appear. All
guns must be cleared
before tank moves off

the course.
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Crewa Field Firing Exercise-Continued

(Course B)
Rang-yanrds

No. of rounds

Method

Targets

1,800

2 shot

Tank (panel partially visible) or moving target.

2,000

2 HE

500

75 Cal. .30

1,000

50 Cal. .50

AT gull (simulate firing
AT gun from bunker).
Troops (wedge formation
of 5 silhouettes).
Truck (panel, stationary
or moving, of a truck or

Same as course A except
targetsme more realistic
and at greater
r
anges.
Stress acclurate range dctermination and target
recognition. Tank
moves when firing the
coaxial machine gun
only.

a crew-served weapOn

in the open).

Section VII.

TANK CREW GUNNERY PROFICIENCY TEST

235. General
The following test is not a part of the tank gunnery qualification
course, but may be given to determine the level of tank crew proficiency.
236. Description of Crew Proficiency Test
The tank crew proficiency test is used to emphasize the impolrtance of
cstablishing a high standard of proficiency, close crew coordination, and
teamwork within the tank crew. It stresses the importance of engaging
targets with the correct tank weapon and ammunition, thus insuring an
adequate supply of ammunition for the continuance of the mission. This
test requires the tank crew to engage, rapidly and accurately, a series
of combat-type targets. The crew must employ all the tank-mounted
weapons-the bow machine gun (where applicabl)le), the coaxial machine
gun, the turret-mounted machine gun (air and ground roles), and the
main gun. In order to add realism to the test, the testing unit should
draw up a general situation outlining the general mission of the tank
crew, with special situations for each of the firing problems. To realize
full benefit from the test, time must be accurately kept and targets
positively scored.

237. Elements of Crew Proficiency Test
The crew is required to fire seven consecutive problems as one firing
exercise. The sequence may be varied.
a. Coaxial machine gun exercise-moving tank. (Will be fired by the
bow gunner if the tank is equipped with a bow machine gun.)
b. Coaxial machine gun exercise-moving tank?
212
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c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Turret-mountcd machine-gun exercise-air target.
Turret-mounted machine-gun exercise-ground target.
Service firing exercise-shot at moving target.
Coaxial machine gun exercise-moving target.
Service firing exercise-HE at stationary target.

238. Special Situations, Crew Proficiency Test
The following special situations apply as the tank moves out to fire
the exercise (fig. 117):
a. The tank moves out from the assembly area (1). The tank commander notices several enemy infantrymen to his front. He commands
the gunner (bog) to engage this target while continuing to move. When
the gunner opens fire, the enemy infantrymen scatter. (If the tank is
equipped with a bow machine gun, the command is given to the bow
gunner.)
b. As the tank continues on its course, the tank commander notices
an enemy machine-gun team on the side of a hill to his right front (2).
He commands his gunner to take the target under fire with the coaxial
iachline gun while the tank is still moving. The enemy machine-gun
tealn is destroyed.
c. As the tank moves down the course, the tank commander receives
an air alert. He immediately prepares to engage an aerial target with
the caliber .50 machine gun. An aerial target appears (3); the tank stops
and the tank commander engages the target. The tank moves out.
d. The tank commander notices a friendly infantryman signaling him
to stop (4). He stops his tank and joins the infantryman. The infantryman tells him there is an enemy gun crew going into position around the
bend to his immediate front. The infantryman identifies the target with
his rifle, using tracer ammunition. The tank commander identifies the
target, returns to his tank, and cautiously moves out. As lie rounds the
bend he engages the target with the turret-mounted caliber .50 machine
gun.
e. The tank moves on, and an enemy tank comes out of a draw to tile
front (5). The tank commander stops the tank and commands the
gunner to engage the target with shot ammunition. The enemy tank is
destroyed, so the tank commander orders a continuation of the mission.
f. Just as the tank moves out, a truck filled with enemy infantrymen
appears in the same draw as the enemy tank (6). The tank commander
commands the gunner to engage the target with the coaxial machine gun.
The truck is hit and burns.
g. Again the tank moves out, and the tank commander sees a flash
which appears to be an antitank gun firing at his tank (7). He stops
the tank and commands the gunner to engage the target with HE aulnuTAGO 10129-B, May
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Figure117. Coumse for tank crew guDnnery proficiency test.
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nition. The antitank gun is destroyed, and the tank commander continues the mission, thus completing the firing exercise.

239. Firing Exercises, Crew Proficiency Test
Note. All hatches except that of the tank commander will be closed dluring all
firing.

a. Coaxial Machine-Gun Exercise--Moving Tank.
(1) Nature of exercise. The gunner will fire 75 rounds (4 ball to 1
tracer) of caliber .30 ammunition at stationary targets from a
moving tank. (Tanks equipped with the bow machine gun will
fire this exercise as a bow machine gun problem.)
(2) Targets and range.
(a) Targets will be E-type silhouette (not less than five) placed
to represent troops so positioned as to be visible to the gunner (or bog). Targets should be placed within an area 15
yards deep by 5 yards wide.
(b) Targets will be placed at a range of 200 to 300 yards from
the firing line and in line with the direction of tank movement.
(3) Method of conducting exercise.
(a) A testing officer will observe the firing from the rear deck of
the tank.
(b) The tank moves forward along a road or trail with the
coaxial machine gun half-loaded. As the tank reaches the
firing line, the testing officer commands COMMENCE FIRING. The tank commander issues the initial fire command to
the gunner, who opens fire and expends his entire belt in
bursts of 20 to 25 rounds. The tank commander will throw a
practice grenade in the target area as the tank passes. The
tank commander commands CEASE FIRING upon reaching
the cease fire point.
(c) The testing officer records the time from the command COM1MENCE FIRING to the cessation of fire.
(d) After the firing ceases and the gun is cleared, a scoring crew
will mark hits and record the score (par. 240).
b. Coaxial Machine-Gun Exercise--Moving Tank.
(1) Nature of exercise. The gunner will fire 75 rounds (4 ball to 1
tracer) at stationary targets from a moving tank.
(2) Targets and range.
(a) Targets will be E-type silhouettes (not less than five) placed
to represent troops. Targets should be placed within an area
25 yards square.
(b) Targets will be placed at a range of 300 to 500 yards from the
firing line and diagonal to the direction of tank movement.
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(3) Method of conducting exercise.
(a) A testing officer will observe the firing from the rear deck of
the tank.
(b) The tank moves forward toward the firing point with the
coaxial machine gun half-loaded. As the tank reaches the
firing point, the officer commands COMMENCE FIRING.
The tank commander issues his initial fire command to the
gunner and traverses the turret in the direction of the target.
As soon as the gunner identifies the target, he takes over
control of the turret and fires the problem.
(c) The testing officer records the time from the first element of
the fire command to cessation of fire.
(d) After firing ceases and the gun is cleared, a scoring crew will
mark hits and record the score.
c. Turret-Mlounted Machine-Gun Exercise-Air Target.
(1) Nature of exercise. The tank commander will fire 50 rounds of
caliber .50 tracer ammunition from the turret-mounted machine
gun at an air target, from a tank that has been halted.
(2) Targets and range. The target is an aerial target, diving diagonally across the path of the tank at a range of about 300
yards. (Balloons may be used.)
(3) Method of conducting exercise.
(a) The testing officer indicates an air alert to the tank coInmander. The officer then gives a prearranged signal, and the
target is released. When the target appears, the tank commander halts the tank and engages the target. He will fire
in one continuous burst, adjusting his fire from the tracer
stream.
(b) After firing ceases and the gun is cleared, a scoring crew or
the testing officer will record the score.
d. Turret-Mounted .Mlachine-GunExercise-Ground Target.
(1) Nature of exercise. The tank commander will fire 50 rounds of
caliber .50 ammunition (4 ball to 1 tracer) from the turretmounted machine gun at an area target. This is a problem in
reconnaissance by fire.
(2) Targets and range.
(a) The target will be an area approximately 50 yards by 10
yards, so located as to represent a logical enemy position.
A wooded area is most desirable.
(b) The target area should be at a range of 300 to 400 yards and
located diagonally to the direction of tank movement.
(3) Method of conducting exercise.
(a) A testing officer will observe the firing from the rear deck of
the tank.
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(b) As the tank moves forward, an area of suspected enemy
activity is pointed out to the tank commander, who engages
the target with the caliber .50 turret-mounted machine gun.
He will fire in bursts of 10 to 20 rounds.
(c) After firing ceases and the gun is cleared, a scoring crew will
record the score.
e. Service Firing Exercise-Shot at Moving Target.
(1) Nature of exercise. The gunner will fire two rounds of shot
ammunition at a moving panel from a tank that has been
halted.
(2) Targets and range.
(a) The target will be a tank silhouette or a 6 x 6-foot shot panel
painted OD to represent an armored vehicle. The target will
be mounted on a moving rail car or a towed sled. It will
travel perpendicular to the line of fire at a speed of 10 miles
per hour and will be exposed for 300 yards.
(b) The range to the target will be 900 to 1,000 yards.
(3) Method of conducting exercise.
(a) A testing officer will observe the firing from the rear deck of
the tank.
(b) The tank moves forward. As the tank approaches the firing
point, the target appears. The tank commander halts the
tank, issues the initial fire command, and traverses the turret
in the direction of the target. As soon as the gunner identifies
the target, he takes over the controls and engages the target.
(c) The officer records the time from the first element of the fire
command to the cessation of fire.
(d) After the firing ceases and the gun is cleared, the target
detail will record the score.
f. Coaxial llacchine-Gun Exercise-Moving Target.
(1) Nature of exercise. The gunner will fire 75 rounds (4 ball to 1
tracer) at a moving panel target from a tank that has been
halted.
(2) Targets and range.
(a) The target will be a truck silhouette mounted on a moving
rail car or a towed sled. The target will be OD in color to
represent a cargo-type vehicle. The speed of the target will
be approximately 10 miles per hour. The target will travel
perpendicular to the line of fire and will be exposed for 300
yards. (A 6 x 6-foot shot panel may be substituted for the
truck silhouette.)
TAGO 10129-B, May
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(b) The range to the target will be 400 to 500 yards.
(3) Method of conducting exercise.
(a) A testing officer will observe the firing from the rear deck of
the tank.
(b) The tank moves forward with the coaxial machine gun halfloaded. As the tank approaches the firing point, the target
appears. The tank commander halts the tank, issues the
initial fire command, and lays the turret for direction. As
soon as the gunner identifies the target, he takes over the
turret controls and engages the target, firing in bursts of 20
to 25 rounds.
(c) The officer records the time from the first element of the
initial fire command to the completion of the problem.
(d) After firing ceases and the gun is cleared, the target detail
will record the score.
g. Service Firing Exercise--HE.
(1) Nature of exercise. The gunner will fire two rounds of HE
ammunition at a simulated antitank target from a tank that
has been halted.
(2) Target and range.
(a) The target will be a simulated antitank gun position. A
3 x 5-foot HE panel, painted to blend with the surrounding
terrain, may be used.
(b) The target will be located at a range of 1,000 to 1,500 yards.
(3) Method of conducting exercise.
(a) A testing officer will observe the firing from the rear deck of
the tank.
(b) The tank moves forward. As it approaches the firing point,
a placed charge is set off in the vicinity of the target. The
sound and flash bring the target to the attention of the tank
commander, who halts his tank and issues the initial fire command while traversing the turret in the direction of the target.
As soon as the gunner identifies the target, he takes over the
controls and engages the target.
(c) The testing officer records the time from the first element of
the fire command to cessation of fire.
(d) After completion of the problem, the testing officer will record
the score.

240. Scoring Crew Proficiency Test
a. The total possible score for the crew test is 1,000 points. A score of
650 or higher gives a satisfactory rating. The individual exercises are
scored according to the following table, which can be reproduced and
used as a score card:
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SCORING TABLE
DATE ................. BN .................... TI CMDR ...................
CO .................... GUNNER
CREW .................... LOADER
BOG .
Target
No .

1-Bog
or Coax

2-Coax

Itolunds

IRouinds
used

75

75

Points
lmade

Total
ratlingl

itlem

Poseible

20 for each target hit up
to five targets.
20 for topening fire in 10
sccollds.
10 for initial fire comnmand.
10 for proper method of
fire.

110

2)0

14 0

2)90

25 for leading the target
properl:y.
25 for getting fire into
target area.
20 for proper method of
fire.

130

270

10 for each target hit up
to five targets.
50 for covering entire
target area.
40 for proper method of
tfie.

140

280

150

2110

20 for each target hit up
to five targets.
20 for opening fire in 15
secolidls.
10 for initial fire eolm10 for proper method of
fire.

S-AA

4-Cal.
.50

5-Tank

50

50

2

i;0 for hitting the target.

100 for hitting the target.
30 for opening fire in 20
second s.
10 for initial fire comnIna.lld.

10 for proper tracking.
6-Trk

75

10 for each target hit up
to 10 hits.
20 for Ipeii)ing fire in 15

See footnote at end of table.
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SCORING TABLE-Continued
Targct
No.

Rounds

lounds
used

Item

Puosible

Points

Total

intade

rating

10 for initial fire command.

10 for proper method of
fire.

10 for proper tracking.
7-AT

2

150

2100

150

2110

1000

2G50

100 for getting effect in
target area.
20 for opening fire in 20
seconds.

10 for initial fire command.

20 for completing fire in
45 seconds.
ALSO: Cut 10 from total
for each 5 seconds over

45 secollls.
OVEIRALI.I......

.......

..........

I Onlly sa
tisfac
o t tory r nsa
nisIo g used.
:Score requirrl for satirlilctor rating.

b. Notes for Scoring Officer.
(1) Each target will be inspectced for hits, and pasters will be placed
over all holes.
(2) Tank commanders wvill identify all targets and will issue coinnands to crew members.
(3) Crew members who have been tested will not be allowed to
serve in any capacity with another crew that is taking the tests.
(4) Each crew should fire its own tank. In any event, the crew
will adjust the sights of the tank it uses for firling.
(5) Guns and tanks are assumed to be in perfect condition. Retests
will not be given to those crews whose tanks or guns fail to
function prolperly. Retests iay be given to those crews whose
firing is interfered with by circumstances beyond their control.
(6) Each problelim will be critiqued upon completion.
(7) Scoring of the entire test will be accomplished as follows:
(a) Each crew's scores for the seven parts of the test will be
totaled. This total is the crcw's test score.
(b) The company score will be the average score of all crews
tested in the company.
(c) The battalion score will be the average score of all crews
tested in the battalion.
(d) A test score of less than 65 percent is unsatisfactory (see
scoring table).
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CHAPTER 12
ESTABLISHING AND CONDUCTING
TANK FIRING RANGES

Section I.

INTRODUCTION

241. General
a. Range firing is the type of training which nmost closely approximates the ultimate in coml)at-the ldestruction
or annihilation of the
enemy. Realistic training is achieved by the use of live ammunition on
organized ranges. Tank ranges are of various types. Some are permamently established, such as those at armor training centers; others are
used periodically. Range sites are designed for specific purposes, types
of weapons, and particular firing exercises. All personnel in armored
units will be concerned with range firing practice in some form or other,
either as tank crewmen firing prescribed courses or as officers responsil)le
for planning, supervising, or conducting range firing.
b. In order to accomplish the assigned mission, commanders must
understand and comply with AR 385-63 and other appropriate Departmcnt of the Army directives, local range regulations (which govern all
firing and use of local facilities), and provisions of appropriate field
manuals which prescribe weapons firing.

242. Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is toa. Improve condlnct and operation of tank ranges.
b. Establish procedures and provide guidance.
c. Supplement existing regulations by providing additional information and safety measures to be used in the conduct of tank gunnery
ranges.

Section II. ESTABLISHING TANK FIRING RANGES
243. General
Range firing for tank crews is vital to their training. This training will
be necessary wherever armored units are stationed. It is important that
TAGO 10129-B, Maey
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adequate facilities be made available for all individual and crew firing
exercises. The area required for establishing a range for firing tank guns
will be dependent upon the caliber of weapon and the type of ammunition. This area should provide for direct firing at targets placed from
500 yards to 2,500 yards if possible. AR 385-63 prescribes the surface
danger area diaglram for all direct firing by tank weapons.

244. Range Safety Overlay
a. A range safety overlay (fig. 118) illustrates the safety limits required to fire a particular type of weapon and ammunition in a given

area. It includes such information as(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

Date and time of fire.
Type of wceapon and a:lmunition.
Moving or stationary vehicle.
Moving or stationary target.
Coordinates of firing point or line.
Azimuth of right and left firing limits.
Location of safety markers.
Minimulm range at which weapons can be fired.
Maximum range at which weapons can be fired.
Range of weapnon at 150 elevation.
Date of preparation.
Preparing agency.
Mlaps to be includced with overlay.
Responsibility for and location of roadblocks.

b. In the planning and establishing of a range, the following factors

must be considered:
(1) Safety markers (barber poles) may be placed to provide a common impact area for all tanks on the firing line. To make maximum use of a narrow impact area, additional barber poles are
placed so that tanks right of center on the firing line use the left
inner marker and the right outer marker as their safety limits.
Tanks left of center use the right inner marker and the left
outer marker.
(2) To eliminate confusion, use black and ycllow barber poles for
inner markers and red and white barber poles for outer markers.
(3) When possible, bar ber poles should be placed at a range of 1,500
yards from the firing line so that they may be used for boresighting and for adjustmcnt of internal correction system

settings.
(4) When a range is first established, an air space request must be
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OVERLAY:

MAPS:

Tank Range Nr 5

KENTUCKY, 1:25,000, FORT KNOX, PITTS POINT, COLESBURG and

VINE GROVE.
757th Tank Battalion.

ORGANIZATION TO FIRE:

DATE AND TIME OF FIRING:

26 July 1956.

TYPE OF WEAPON AND AMMUNITION:

Caliber .30 and caliber .50 MG-

Ball and Tracer; 90-mm Gun-AP and HE.
Stationary vehicles firing at field targets, stationary panels, and moving
targets.
FIRING POINT COORDINATES:
Left end-596101.

Right end-597191

FIRING LIMITS:
Grid azimuth for left firing limit-1071m.
Grid azimuth for right firing limit-1507m.
Inner safety marker (common impact are).

®)

Outer safety marker.

MINIMUM RANGE:

1000 inches for MG. 500 yards for tank gun.

MAXIMUM RANGE OF WEAPON:

Range

of weapon

firing Cartridge

AP-T, T33E7 at 15 degrees (267m)-12,800 yards.
MISCELLANEOUS:
Officer in charge of firing is responsible for raising and lowering
range flag and manning road block as indicated.
PREPARED:

26 July 1956, S3. 757th Tank Battalion.

B.r,

Signature:/A.

Major
Figure 118.
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Figlre IlS-Continuced.

forwarded through channels in order to prevent aircraft from
flying over the range.

245. Subcaliber Ranges
Subcaliber exercises are fired at distances upl to 200 feet. A single
range site can be establishled to facilitate the firing of all subealiber
tables at one location. A target layout for subcaliber firing is shown in
figure 119.

246. Combat Range
A combat range should he established to require high stanldards of
proficiency similar to those demanded under combat conditions. Tt
should be designed as a practical firing exercise to stress tile coordination
of fire of tank weapons oni vlarious type cominbat targets, and to cause
the tank crew to operate as a fighting team. Figure 120 illustrates a type
combat range layout, showing how both Service amimunlition and small
arnls safety falls are adapted to the terrain.
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TARGET LAYOUT FOR SUBCALIBER EXERCISES
GUNNERY QUALIFICATION COURSE, ON ONE RANGE
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Figure 119. Target layout jor subcauiber firing.

a. Assembly Area. Is selected in deftlade and concealed from target
No. 1.
b. Firing Position No. 1. Is selected as the tank exits from thc woods,
to permit engagmcent of a surprisc target with main armament at
approximately 1,000 to 1,200 yards range. The range safety ovcrlay is
constructed from this position.

c. Firing PositionNo. 2. Is selected as a hull defilade position on a
ridge to perni t engagenient of a mnovin g target with main armamnent at
approximisately 800 to 1,000 yards lange. Distance between position ]
and position 2 Imust be added to maxnniuml
range limit of the range safety
overlay.
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Fligure 120. Colbul ranlge luyoul.
d. Firing Position ANo. 3. Is selected at the entrance to a mock village
to permit engagement of surprise targets with the coaxial and turretmounted machine guns (and bon- gun, if tank is so equipped). The targets should appear from doorways, first-floor windows, and second-story
wxindows. Caliber .50 and .30 machine-gun range safety overlays are
established from this position.
e. Firing Position No. 4. Is selected as the tank exits from the village,
to permit engagement of an area target with the tank machine guns at
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approximately 700 to 1,200 yards range. It will be necessary to establish
a maclline-gun range safety overlay at this position if fire does not fall
within the main armament range safety fan.

Section III.

CONDUCTING TANK RANGE FIRING

247. General
Thorough planning and supervising are essential to all range firing
exercises. The officer in charge of firing is responsible for all activities
on the range. He is assisted by a safety officer, who has no duties other
than insuring safety. They both must insure compliance with safety
precautions prescribed in AR 385-63 and other pertinent directives. In
order to take full advantage of the firing time allotted, the officer in
charge of range firing should become familiar with his duties well in
advance of the firing period.

248. Duties of Officer in Charge of Tank Range Firing
The officer in charge (0IC) performs certain duties before, during, and
after range firing.
a. Before Range Firing.
(1) In his analysis of the training mission, the OIC should consider what, who, when, where, and how he will conduct firing.
(2) The OIC reconnoiters and checks the range area and facilities,
to include firing points, target equipment, target area, target
supplies, safety limits, safety markers, and roadblocks. Locations of all roadblocks are recorded.
(3) A range lesson plan is prepared by the OIC and serves as a guide
and ready reference for general procedure to be followed. Lesson planning includes preparation of a check list to insure procurement and coordination of necessary personnel, equipment,
and supplies, as well as establishment of the range.
(4) Final preparation includes a final check of range facilities, targets, communication facilities, ammunition, and all other coordinating activities.
b. During Range Firing.
(1) Upon arrival at the range, the OIC should conduct a briefing for
his assistants and personnel to fire. This briefing is a statement of purpose, objectives, standards, procedure to be followed, and safety precautions to be observed. The briefing will
also include an explanation and demonstration of proper
methods of handling ammunition.
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(2) Clearance to fire should be obtained after road guards are
posted. The red range flag is raised in accordance with local
regulations.
(3) Control of the firing is maintained by the officer in charge. This
authority must not be delegated.
(4) At all times the OIC positions himself where he can supervise
the operation of the range. He is responsible for all activities
on the range.
(5) Accidents that occur are investigated and reported immediately.
Other necessary action is taken according to the unit SOP and
existing directives.
(6) Misfires and dented rounds will be removed from the tank and
handled according to existing directives.
c. After Firing Is Completed.
(1) The OIC will supervise the care, handling, and turn-in of brass
and unfired ammunition.
(2) All weapons are cleaned on the range under the supervision of
the OIC.
(3) The post range office and unit operations section will be notified
upon completion of the firing.
(4) Personnel will be inspected for live ammunition prior to departure from the range.
(5) The range and facilities are policed, and repaired if necessary,
prior to departure from the range.
(6) A critique is conducted at the range site.

249. Checklist for Officer in Charge of Tank Range Firing
The following checklist may be used as a guide in preparing for and
conducting range firing.
a. References.
(1) AR 385-63.
(2) Post range regulations.
(3) Unit range SOP.
(4) Current training directives.
(5) Appropriate weapons field manuals.
b. Action Priorto Scheduled Day of Firing.
(1) Analysis of mission.
(a) What is the mission?
(b) Who is involved?
(c) When is the firing to be conducted?
(d) Where is it to be conducted?
(e) HQo is the range firing to be conducted?
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(2) Tentative plan. Make a tentative plan to include(a) Units to fire.
(b) Ammunition requirements.
(c) Transportation requirements.
(d) Supply.
(e) Training

(f) Assistants.
(3) Reconnaissanceof range.
(a) Routes and condition of roads.
(b) Firing points and target equipment.
(c) Target area and target supply.
(d) Safety limits (check with range safety overlay).
(e) Mess area.
(f) Roadblocks and range flags.
(g) Communications.
(h) Concurrent training area.
(i) Arrangements for correction of deficiencies.
(4) Lesson plan.
(a) Objective of range firing.
(b) Standards required.
(c) Procedure and courses to be fired.
(d) Plan for movement to and from range.
(e) Schedule for firing and concurrent training.
(f) Equipment and personnel (safety officer, control officer, supply and mess personnel, turret mechanic, radio repairman,
and others as required).
(g) Special instructions to participating units.
(h) References.
(5) Preparingrange.
(a) Check firing schedule.
(b) Check training schedule.
(c) Check with local range officer.
(d) Insure that range deficiencies have been corrected.
(e) Coordinate with unit S3.
(f) Notify all personnel concerned.
(g) Conduct a briefing of assistants.
(h) Supervise placement of targets.
(i) Coordinate with supply, mess, and maintenance personnel.
(j) Insure presence of ambulance and qualified aid man.
c. Conduct of Range Firing.
(1) Give final briefing to assistants on the range.
(2) Brief personnel to fire.
(3) Orient and post road guards, and check roadblocks.
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Obtain clearance to fire.
Raise range flag.
Maintain rigid control of the firing at all times.
Rotate personnel according to plan.
Report and investigate all accidents immediately.
If extension of time is required, obtain permission from post
range officer to continue firing.
d. Action After Firing Is Completed.
(1) Supervise cleaning of weapons.
(2) Supervise the removal of machine guns.
(3) Turn in brass and ammunition.
(4) Report location of duds and misfires.
(5) Notify range office and unit S3 that firing is completed.
(6) Police range.
(7) Conduct critique.
(8) Submit necessary reports.
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

250. Communication and Control in Tank Range Firing
a. The type of control and means of communication employed by the
post range officer are outlined in local range regulations. This control
system is for the purpose of obtaining clearance, making reports, coordinating with other ranges, and ceasing fire. The range communication
system allows immediate shutdown of all ranges in the event of an
emergency.

b. The range OIC controls firing by use of radio, telephone, public
address systems, and signal flags. Within the tank, control is exercised
by use of the tank interphone system.
c. Signal flags are displayed on the control tower, or control point,
and on all tanks during range firing. The display of flags on the control
tower is the duty of the safety officer. On the tower, a red flag denotes
permission to fire; a green flag denotes that the range is not clear for
firing. The proper tank flag signals are:
(1) Red flag. Tank is carrying live ammunition and engaged in
firing.
(2) Green flag. All tank guns are clear and tube is elevated. Any
live ammunition in the tank is properly stowed.
(3) Orange flag. Tank is disabled or has a malfunction; used in
conjunction with other flags.
(4) Red and green flags. Tank is preparing for firing or dryfiring
exercise; all guns are clear, but not elevated.
(5) Red and orange flags. Tank has malfunction or misfire; gun is
not clear.
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(6) Green and orange flags. Tank has malfunction; all guns are
clear.
(7) Red, orange, and green flags. Tank has completed firing, tube
is elevated, all guns are clear.

251. Safety Precautions in Tank Range Firing
The officer in charge of firing is responsible for all safety measures.
He is assisted by a safety officer, who will have no duties other than
insuring safety.
a. The officer in charge, or the safety officer, should have radio communication with each tank in order to control the firing.
b. No gun will be loaded (or half loaded) until a command to do so
has been given.
c. Before machine gun firing, the safety officer will ascertain that a
cleaning rod and dry patch have been run through and removed from
the muzzle end of each gun bore.
d. Prior to firing main guns, weapons record books must be checked
to insure that there is sufficient tube life remaining for each tank.
Rounds previously fired, plus those to be fired on the particular range,
cannot exceed the estimated full service rounds (FSR) limit after last
ordnance inspection.
e. Crew members must be cautioned to stay clear of the path of recoil.

f. When tanks are firing, the OIC will make certain that there are
no trees or other obstructions in the line of fire that might cause an
explosion of an HE shell at close range.
g. In emergencies, anyone may give the command CEASE FIRING.
Firing will cease immediately, regardless of the source of command.
h. Whenever there is a cessation of fire, breechblocks will be open and
lnachine-gun bolts will be held to the rear with T-blocks.
i. After machine guns are fired, and prior to dismounting or removing
them from the tank, each gun will be inspected to see that it is unloaded.
As part of this inspection, a cleaning rod will be passed through the
muzzle end of the barrel of each gun and removed.
j. Tank guns must always be elevated after firing so that any accidental discharge of the guns resulting from failure to clear guns will go
above personnel moving about in front of the tank. This procedure,
however, does not eliminate the necessity for clearing the guns.

252. Duties of Safety Officer in Tank Range Firing
The duties of the safety officer are to insure thata. Safety limits are established on the ground and are understood by
all personnel.
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b. All gun tubes are free of dirt or obstruction prior to firing service
ammunition.
c. Ammunition is handled correctly. When service ammunition is
carried, the primer end will be up and covered with the palm of the hand.
d. Personnel mount, and dismount from tanks correctly. If firing is
being conducted from stationary positions, crews will mount and dismount over the right rear deck of the tanks.
e. Smoking is not permitted and fires are not built in the near vicinity
of the tanks or ammunition.
f. The red flag is displayed at the control point before firing.
g. The officer in charge of firing is notified when it is safe to fire.
h. All range regulations are enforced.
i. No gun fires outside the lateral safety limits, above maximum elevation, or below minimum elevation, as prescribed by the range safety
overlay.
j. The proper powder charge is used (if semifixed or separate loading
ammunition is being used).
k. No gun is fired unless the range is clear.
1. No personnel are in the danger area, except as authorized in AR
385-63.
mn. All personnel at the gun position are briefed and comply with the
safety regulations.
n. Equipment for the safety officer includes(1) Copy of AR 385-63.
(2) An accurately decinated aiming circle.
(3) Range safety overlay and map.
(4) Copy of current local range regulations.
(5) Copy of current range memoranhluin, to include firing points.
(6) Copy of the appropriate firing tables.
(7) Binocular.

253. Safety Precautions Checklist for Tank Commander or
Tank Instructor
The duties of the tank commander or instructor are to instruct, supervise, and insure compliance with the following:

a. General.
(1) No smoking is allowed near ammunition or tanks.
(2) No personnel will stand on top of turret.
(3) Personnel mount stationary tanks on a firing line from the
right rear.
(4) Driver must be alerted when personnel are mounting the tank
(on moving tank ranges).
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(5) Misfires are reported to the OIC, who will take necessary
action.
(6) Other safety precautions and proper operating p;rocedures, as
stated under service of the piece in the field manual for a
specific type tank, are complied with.
b. Tank Commander's Position.
(1) Keep feet inside turret ring at all times.
(2) Keep entire body clear of recoil.
(3) Keep fingers off firing triggers.
(4) Be prepared to override gunner with power controls if he is
committing an unsafe act.
c. Gunner's Position.
(1) Keep finger off the firing trigger until ready to fire.
(2) Keep body clear of recoil.
(3) Do not fire unless target is clearly identified.
(4) Do not announce ON THE WAY until after hearing the loader
announce UP.
(5) Announce ON THE WAY and pause one second before firing.
(6) In case of misfire or stoppage, turn off firing switch and
announce MISFIRE (STOPPAGE).
d. Loader's Position.
(1) Insure that ammunition is properly stowed and secured and
that the primer is protected at all times.
(2) Keep clear of path of recoil.
(3) Insert T-block before announcing that machine gun is clear.
(4) Use asbestos gloves to handle hot brass.
(5) Do not throw empty brass out, unless area alongside of tank
is clear.
(6) Use the extracting and ramming tool to close the breech, to
chamber, or to remove a stuck round.

254. Suggested Arrangement and Handling of Ammunition
and Containers for Stationary Tank Firing
a. Ammunition, boxes (with fiber containers), and brass are stacked
as shown in figure 121.
b. Ammunition is laid on a tarp, fuze toward muzzle, and stacked no
more than two layers high; front edge (toward muzzle) of the tarp is
kept free so it can be folded back over ammunition and muzzle blast
will not uncover ammunition.
c. Unpack at any one time only the ammunition necessary to fire one
crew.
d. Fiber containers are put in boxes stacked five high. Salvageable
material only will be placed in the fiber containers. Paper, tape, and
small trash will be policed up.
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e. Personnel will use wire cutters to cut wire on boxes. Remove containers from boxes, place cap end of container on the ground, and remove
tape. Pull up on large portion of container and remove from round,
holding the round steady with the other hand. Place left hand around
nose (tapered portion) of round. Pick the round up, after upending it
(primer end up), flip off the cap, and place hand over the primer. The
round is then carried in this manner to the tarp.

Fold tarp
over live
ammo.

2 paces

2

HE

paces

SHOT

Live ammo in
boxes. Stacked

five high

2 paces

Empty boxes.
Stacked five
high.
Figure 121. Arrangement of ammunition and containers for stationary firing.
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APPENDIX I
REFERENCES

DA Pain 108-1
DA Pain 310-series
AR 385-63
SR 320-5-1
SR 320-50-1
FM 6-40
FM 6-135
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM

17-32
17-33
17-78
17-79
17-80
21-5

FM
FM
FM
FM
TM
TM
TM
TM
TM

21-6
21-30
23-55
23-65
9-525
9-575
9-718A
9-730
9-7012

TM
TM
TM
TM
TM

9-1900
9-1901
9-1990
9-6166
11-284
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Index of Army Motion Pictures, Television Recordings, and Filmstrips.
Military Publications (indexes)
Safety (Regulations for Firing Ammunition for
Training Target Practice, and Combat).
Dictionary of United States Army Terms
Authorized Abbreviations
Field Artillery Gunnery
Adjustment of Artillery Fire by the Combat
Soldier.
Tank Platoon and Company
Tank Battalion
Tank, 90-mm Gun, M47
Tank, 90-mm Gun, M1{48
Tanks, 76-mm Gun, M41 and M41A1
Military Training, Part One, Training Mnanagement.
Techniques of Military Instruction
Military Symbols.
Browning Machine Guns, Caliber .30
Browning Maclline Guns, Caliber .50
Graphical Firing Tables
Auxiliary Sighting and Fire Control Equipment
90-mm Gun, Full-tracked Comnbat Tank, M47
76-mm Gun Tank, M41 (TF41E1) and T41E2
90-mm Gun, Full-tracked Combat Tank, M48
and M48A1.
Ammunition, General
Artillery Ammunition
Small Arms Ammunition
Aiming Circle, M2
Radio Sets; AN/GRC-3, -4, -5, -7, -8
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I'PrllgrahI

Acquisition:
Target .................... ......................
Training .........................................
Action of individual tanks in massedl fire ...............
Additional fire .......................................
Adjustment, sight. (See Sight.)
Adjustment of fire:
Indirect .........................................
Moving targets:
Alternate method ............................
Apparent speed ..............................
Burst-on-target method ......................
Initial fire command ..........................
Leading .....................................
Subsequent fire command .....................
Tracking ................... .................
Single tank in defilade ............................
Stationary targets:
Alternate method ............................
Burst-on-t:llget method ......................
Aiming:
Circle:
Care and maintenance ........................
Declination ..................................
Description ..................................
General uses .................................
Operation ...................................
Data chart ......................................
Posts ............................................
Aim-off .............................................
Alert element in fire commands:
Direct ...........................................
Indirect .........................................
Alternate method. (See Adjustment of fire.)
Ammunition:
Arrangement and handling for stationary tank firing
Capabilities .....................................
Care ............................................
Changing ........................................
Element in fire commands:
Direct .......................................
Indirect .....................................
Machine gun:
Cartridge types, cal..30 .....................
Cartridge types, cal..50 .......................
Identification ....................................
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215-217
151
177

PAge

74
194
133
163

174

161

114
109
113
112
110
114
111
191

100
97
99
99
97
100
98
171

103,105, 106
103,104

87, 'J2, 94
87

61
60
55,56
58
57
66
69
126

57
56
46
50
49
62
64
108

90
166

78
159

254
131-136
11
108

233
111
9
96

91
167

78
159

21
22
23

17
18
18
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136

119

Anllrminition-Continued

Special uses of tanlk ammunition ..................
Tank gun:
Classification :nd components ................
Fuzes .......................................
LoL nmmbeis .................................
Painting andl nallking .........................
Projectiles ...................................
Antipersonnel, antimateriel projectiles .................
Apparent speed ......................................
Application:
Alternate method of adjusting dil:ect fire ...........
Arca fire .............................................
Armlor, equivalent thickness ..........................
Armor-defeating projectiles ................... .......

11.12
19
20
13-17
16, 132-136
109

9
7, 78, 96
17
17
11
13,114
97

106
145
131
15,131-136

94
130(
111
7,111

254
246

233
224

Aiming circles ...................................
Azimuthtl indi::cators ...............................
Comllpasses ......................................
Instruments .....................................
Quadrants .......................................
Training .........................................
Azimuth:
Grid ...........................................
Indicator .......................................
Magnetic ........................................

5.5-61
52
62-65
50
51
203

46
43
58
43
43
183

58
52
58

50
43
50

Background, tank ..................... ...............
Ballistics:
Definition .......................................
Exterior .........................................
Interior .........................................
Terminal ........................................
Bands, rotating ......................................

3

.

24
26
25
27
14

18
19
18
20
11

158
128
213

147
109
193

37
34,35,75
37
36
14
46
201
14

32
28,67
32
30
11
38
183
11

Armored vehicles, destruction.
targets.)

(See

Destruction

18,91, 10S

of

Arrangelment and hanildlling of ammnunillion for stationary
tank firing .........................................
Assembly area. combalt tank firing range...............
Auxiliary fire-control equipment:

Bnsc:

Tank ........................................
Battlesight ..........................................
Bins ............................................
Binoculars:
Care and preserva:tion ............................
Description and use ...............................
Disassembly .....................................
Operation .......................................
Body ............................................
Boresighting .........................................
Exercise .........................................
Bourrelet ............................................
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Bow:
Gun. (Sec Machine gunl.)
Gunner. (See Crew.)
Bracketing ..........................................
Built-up areas, engagement ............................
Bunkers and pillboxes, engagement ....................
Burst-on-taiget ......................................

C factor .............................................
Canister ............................................
Cant ................................................
Capabilities of ammunition ...........................
Card, range ..........................................
Care:
Aiming circle ....................................
Almmnition .....................................
Azimulth indicator ...............................
Binocular ........................................
Compass ........................................
Center of critical mass ................................
Changing ammunition (fuze) ..........................
Characteristics:
Indirect firing positions ...........................
Tank ...........................................
Tank gun ........................................
Chart, aiming data ...................................
Check list:
Officer in charge of tank range firing ...............
Tank commander or instructor ...................
Chemical projectiles ................................
Chemical energy projectiles ..........................
Circle, aiming .......................................
Circular range card ...................................
Classes of fire (machine gun) ..........................
Classification:
Ammunition .....................................
Target ..........................................
Coaxial machine gun. (See Machine gun, coaxial.)
Combat:
Range ........................................
Tracking ........................................
Combination gun mount ..............................
Command:
Fire. (See Fire command.)
To fire elemcnt in fire commands:
Direct .......................................
Indirect .....................................
Commander, tank. (See Crew.)
Communication and control in tank range firing ........
Compass:
Care andl maintenance ..........................
Description ......................................
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52
37
65
103
108

57
9
43
32
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87
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154
3,4
5
66

138
5
7
62

249
253
17
15
55-61
139
116

228
232
14
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46
124
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9
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246
200
6

224
181
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96
171
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160
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Compass-Con timlld(

Major parts ......

........................

......

Use ............................................
ammunition ............................
Compornnts, a
.
Concentrations .....................................
Conducts:
Field firing exec:isc ........... ....................
Moving tank exercise ........................
........................
Of fire ...................
..
Trainer ....................................
Tank range firing .................................
Control and comlnmunication in tank range firing ........
sheaf ...................................
Converged s..
Conversion table, mil .................................
Coordinates ........................................
Correction:
Deflection .......................................
...........
Deviation ...........................
Direction .......................................
Range ..........................................
Subsequent., indirect fire ..........................
Subsequent fire commanls ........................
training .........................
Corre:t sight picture,
Course, standard familiarization. (See Standard familiarization course.)
Crew:
Duties:
.
Firing ............................
Exercises. (See Exercise.)
Proficiency test ..................................
Teamwork .......................................
Crew-served weapons, destruction. (See Destruction of
targets.)
Data:
Chart, aiming ....................................
Fire direction center ..............................
Sheets, prearranged ..............................
Declination, aiming circle .............................
Declination constant .................................
Defilade ...........................................
Single tank ......................................
Definitions:
........
..
Azimuth ........................
..................
. .
......
Ballistics
....................
Mu.......
il ........... ....
Deflection:
Corrections .....................................
I)eterninaition ..................
................
Referred ........................................
.........
Sensings .............................
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234
232
184
198
247-254
241
159
33
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168
177
227
221
117
28
150, 157

105
157
99, 157, 170
176
107
198

92
170
160
141
83, 141,160
162
95
177

88.
8...8...
91-99,
129,173

76, 78,
110,160

237
122

212
107

66
185
187
60
58
85, 153
188

62
168
170
56
50
74,136
170

58
24
30

50
18
21

105
140.161
183
101

92
126,150
168
83
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Description:
A iming cilrle ....................................
Binoculars .......................................
Compass ........................................
Crew ploficiency test ..............................
Element in fire comiandls:
Direct .......................................
Indirect .....................................
Destruction of targets:
Armored vehicles ................................
Crcew-served weapons ............................
Dismounted troops ...............................
Field fortifications ...............................
Unannoredl vehicles ..............................
Determination:
Angle of sight ....................................
Angle with mail forimula ...........................
Deflection ......................................
Initial data for indmlirect ir ........................
Minimum el evation ............................. .
Quadrant eleva:ion ..............................
Range ...........................................
Deviation correction .................................
:........
Devices, vision .............................
Direct fire ...........................................
Commands (see also Fire comllnds) ..............
Correcting ...................................
Elements ....................................
Repeating ...................................
Subsequent ..................................
Control equipment. (See Fire control equipment.)
Control system ..................................
Employment ....................................
Methods of adjustment:
Alternate ....................................
Bmurst-on-target ..............................
Sensings .........................................
Direct laying ........................................
Direction:
Change ..........................................
Element in fire commands:
Direct ......................................
Indirect .....................................
Directional pointer ...................................
Disassembly, binocular ...............................
Dismounted:
Troops, destruction. (See Destrluction of targets.)
Doubtful:
Range sensing:
Direct .......................................
Indirect .....................................
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Drift ........................................
Drill. (See Exercise and Training.)
Driver. (See Crew.)
Duties:
Crew, firing .....................................

....

Olfiucr in charge of tank range firing ...............
Safety officer in tank range firing ..................
Effects, range ........................................
Elements:
Ciew lroficiencl:y
st .............................
],'ire commands. (See Fire eolnnndi:td.)
Fire direction center dat: .........................
Initial fire requesl .................................
Elevation ...........................................
Quilld.lrant .......................................
Enaplovyllent. (See Use.)
Enfilade fire .........................................
Engagemlent:
Built-up areas ............................
Bunkers and pillboxes .............................

Open cntrenchmilents

.......
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16S
157,15S
139
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103, 114
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117
117
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Open weapons emplacements ......................
Plotted targets ..................................
Targets of opportunity ............................
Equiplmnt, fire-control. (See Fire-control equil)llent.)
Equivalent thickness of armor ........................
Establishing tank firing ranges. (See Ranges.)
Estimation, eye ...............................
Exaniination. (See Training. gunnery.)
Elxercises (see also Training and Drills):
Firing ...........................................
Crew field firing ..............................
Crew moving tank ............................
Crew proficiency test ..........................
Preliminary subcaliber .......................
Nonfiring ........................................
Iloresighting .................................
Manipulation ................................
Tracking and leading .........................
Zeroing ......................................
Exterior ballistics ....................................
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145
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117
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130

131
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Famiiaiization course, standard. (See Standard familiarization coulse.)
Field firing exercise, conduct ..........................
Field fortifications, destruction. (See Destruction of
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Fire:
Additional .......................................
Adj ustmlent. (See Adjustment of fire.)
Area ...........................................
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Initial ........................
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Alert ..................................
Ammunition .............................
Command to fire ..........................
Correcting ...............................
Description ..............................
Direction ................................
Lead ....................................
Range ...................................
Repeating ...............................
Subsequent ...................
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Platoon
Conduct. (See Conduct of fire.)
29,160
Control equipment ...............................
5.5-61
Aiming circle ................................
66
Aiming dlat clhart ............................
69
A iming post .................................
52
..
Azimuth indicator ..........................
34-37
Binocular ...................................
62-65
Compass ....................................
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67,
6 68
............
Firing tables
70
.
.............
Observation telescopes .....
39
Periscope ....................................
...................
Q uadrants
41,71,72
...............
Range finder .................
40
Telescope ...................................
160,173
.....
Control officer .........................
Direct. (See Direct fire.)
Direction center:
186
Converting data to fire commands ...........
185
...
Data ....................................
116,133
...
...........
............. ............
Enfilade
116
Flanking ......................................
116
....
........
..............
Fixed ..............
158
For destruction ..................................
177
For effect ..........................
158
For neutralization . ............................
116
11..
...............
Frontal ...............
Indirect. (See Indirect fire.)
Machine gun. (Sce Machine gun fire.)
147-119,151
.
...................
lsed.
Request, initial ..................................
130
.............................
Ricochet ...........
166
.......................
Salvo
1...........
77
Shifting for effect ......................
166
Volley ...........................................
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Duties, crew .................................... .
Excrercises. (See Exercises.)
From a moving tank ..............................
Night. (See Night firing.)
Positions ........................................
Tables:
Tabular .....................................
Graphical ....................................
Tank machine guns ..............................
Tank range ......................................
Firepower ...........................................
First-round hit exercise ..............................
Fixed fire ...........................................
Flanking fire ... : ....................................
Focusing binocular ..................................
Formul, rail ........................................
Fortifications, field, destruction (see 'also Destruction
of targets) .........................................
Friendly troops. (See Range determination.)
Frontal fire ..........................................
Fuzes:
Changing ........................................
Tank gun ammunition types .......................
Graphical firing tables ................................
Grazing fire ..........................................
Grid:
Azimuth .........................................
Coordinates .....................................
North ...........................................
Gun:
Bow. (See Machine gun.)
Laying from orienting angle .......................
Main:
Ammunition. (See Ammunition.)
Common characteristics ......................
Maintenance ................................
Major pa:lrts .................................
Mount, combination gun .........................
Target line ......................................
Turret-mounted. (See Machine gun.)
Gunner (see also Crew).
Gunner's examination ................................
Gunnery:
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Training. (See Training, gunnery.)
High explosives:
I'rojectiles .......................................
Ricochet fire .....................................
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Action of individlal tanks ........................
Defensive .......................................
Offensive ....................................... .
Measuring angle:
With aiming circle ................................
With compass ..................... ..............
Mechanisms, recoil ...................................
Method of adjustment exercise:
Alternate ........................................
Primary .........................................
Micrometer ..........................................
Mil:
Conversion table .................................
..........
Definition .............................
Relation and use .................................
Minimum elevation ..............
..................
Mission:
Indirect fire .....................................
Example ....................................
Secondary fire ...................................
Mount, combination gun ..............................
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158
180
152
6

147
164
136
7.
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232

205

Night firing .........................................
Fire commands for firing with poor visibility ......
Firing with illumination ..........................
Firing with poor visibility ........................
Preparation and occupation of positions ...........
Nonfiring exercises (see also Exercises) ................
Normal sheaf ........................................
North:
Grid ...................................
.
Magnetic ........................................

142, 153
146
144
145
143
195-217
159

128,136
131
129
130
128
177
147

58
58

50
50

Objects affecting operation of aiming circle............
Oblique fire ..........................................
Observation telescope ................................
Observer, report ...............................
..
Observing with binocular ..............................
Obtaining data (range card) ...........................
Occupation and preparation of night firing positions ....
Officer in charge:
Tank range firing:
Check list ...................................
Duties ......................................
Officer, safety:
Tank range firing duties ..........................
Ogive ...............................................
Open entrenchments, engagement .....................
Open weapons emplaments. engagement. ...............
Operation:
Aiming circle ....................................
Binoculars .......................................
Organic fire control of the tank platoon ................
Orienting angle ......................................
Over:
Range sensing:
Direct .......................................
Indiuect ..................... ............... .
Overlay, range safety..................................

57
116
70
179
36
140
143

49
103
64
164
30
126
128

249
248

228
227

252
14
135
135

231
11
117
117

57
36
160
182

49
30
149
167

102
175
244

83
162
222

20
49
59, 155
159
39
76

17
41
53, 138
147
34
71

150
156
145
116
161
52

132
139
130
103
150
43

Moving targets. (See Adjustment of fire.)
Moving tank exercise .................................

Painting and marking of ammunition .................
Parallax ............................................
Parallel laying of tanks ...............................
(Parallel) normal sheaf ...............................
Periscope ............................................
Photomaps, use of in range determination ..............
Platoon:
Fire command ...................................
Minimum elevation ..............................
Plotted targets, engagement ...........................
Plunging fire .........................................
Point, registration ....................................
Pointer .............................................
246
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Positions:
Combat tank firing range ..........................
Defilade .........................................
Firing ........................... ................
Night firing, preparation and occupation ...........
Posts, aiming ........................................
Prearranged data sheets .............................
Preparation and occupation of night firing positions....
Preservation of binoculars ............................
Primary method of adjustment exercise ................
Principles, tank indirect fire adjustment ...............
Procedure:
Alternate method. (See Application.)
Aiming circle, use .................................
Declinating the aiming circle ......................
Laying tanks parallel .............................
Mil relation .....................................
Registering the tank platoon ......................
Proficiency test, crew .................................
Projectiles:
Antipersonnel, antimnatericl .......................
Armor-defeating .................................
Chemical ........................................
Chemical energy .................................
Kinetic energy ...................................
Nomenclature ...................................
Types ... :.......................................
Quadrant:
Elevation .......................................
Qualification, gunnery ................................
Range:
Card ............................................
Obtaining data ...............................
Tactical use . ................................
Target designation ...........................
Types .......................................
Change, standard .............. N.................
Combat ; ........................................
Corrections ......................................
Determination ...................................
Methods ....................................
Binocular and mil relation ................
Eye .....................................
Friendly troops ..........................
Intersection .............................
'Maps and photomaps .....................
Range finder .............................
Registration .............................
Training .....................................
Effects ..........................................
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246
85
85,154
143
69
187
143
37
223
174

224
74
74,138
128
64
170
128
32
199
161

58
60
59,155
32
161
237

50
56
53,138
24
150
212

16,132-136
15, 131-136
17
15
15
14
13

13,114
11,111
14
11
11
11
11

140
225

126
201

137
140
141
138
139
105
246
105,163,176
71-79,161
71
75
74
79
77
76
73
78
206,207
131

124
126
127
124
124
92
224
92,157,162
66,150
66
67
66
72
71
71
66
71
185,187
111
247
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Range-Continued
Element in fire commands:
Direct .......................................
Indirect .....................................
Finders ..........................................
Training ....................................
Mil formula .....................................
Safety overlay ...................................
Subcaliber .......................................
Ranges, tank firing ...................................
Conducting ......................................
Checklist for OIC ............................
Communication and control ...................
Duties of OIC ................................
Duties of safety officer ........................
Safety precautions ...........................
Safety precautions check list ..................
Suggested arrangement and handling of ammunition and containers for stationary firing ....
Establishing .....................................
Combat range
.............................
Range safety overlay.........................
Subcaliber ranges ............................
Reciprocal laying ....................................
Recoil mechanisms ...................................
Referred deflection ....................
..........
References ..........................................
Registration ....................................
..
Point ............................................
Relation, mil ........................................
Report by observer ...................................
Request, initial fire ...................................
Reticle ............................................
Binocular ........................................
Periscope ........................................
Telescope .......................................
Training ..................................
Ricochet fire ........................................
Rotating bands ......................................
Safety:
Officer, duties in tank range firing .................
Overlay, range ...................................
Precautions:
Checklist for tank commander or instructor....
Range firing .................................
Salvo fire ............................................
Scale ................................................
Score card, crew proficiency test .......................
Scoring, crew proficiency test ..........................
Secondary fire missions ...............................
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92
168
41, 73
208-214
32
244
245
241,242
247
249
250
248
252
251
253

79
159
35, 66
187
24
222
224
221
227
228
230
227
231
231
232

254
243
246
244
245
59
7
183
App I
78
161
31,32, 76,
157,190
179
162
43
36
39
56
198
130
14

233
221
224
222
224
53
7
168
235
71
150
23, 24, 71,
141,171
164
156
37
30
34
46
177
111
11

252
250

231
230

253
250
166
52
240
240
152

232
230
159
43
218
218
136
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Sensings:
Deflection .......................................
Range ...........................................
Sequence, gunnery training ............................
Service:
Firing exercise ...................................
Tables ..........................................
Setting up aiming circle ...............................
Sheaf:
Converged .......................................
Normal (parallel) ................................
Sheet, prearranged data ...............................
Shift ................................................
Shifting fire for effect .................................
Shoot around a corner ................................
Short:
Range sensing:
Direct .......................................
Indirect .....................................
Shot:
Definition .......................................
Use in service firing ..............................
Sight, direct fire ......................................
Adjustment .....................................
Boresighting ..................... ............
Effects of drift, cant, and parallax .............
Zeroing .....................................
Reticle ..........................................
Training .........................................
Single tank in defilade ................................
Adjusting fire ....................................
Laying for direction ..............................
Laying for range ..................................
Site to mask ..........................................
Sketch range card ....................................
Smoke ............................................
Use .............................................
Snakeboarl ..........................................
Special uses, tank ammunition ........................
Special situations, crew proficiency test ................
Spread ............................................
Standard familiarization course ........................
Details ..........................................
Standard range change ................................
Stationary targets. (See Adjustment of fire.)
Subcaliber:
Firing exercise ...................................
Range ...........................................
Tables ..........................................
Subsequent:
Corrections, indirect fire ..........................
Fire commands. (See Fire commands.)
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101
102,175
193

83
83,162
173

239
228
57

215
202
49

159
159
187
163
177
135

147
147
170
157
163
117

102
175

83
162

15
239
38
45-49
46
49
47,48
43
198
188
191
190
189
156
139
17
136
199
136
238
212
229
230
105

11
215
33
38
38
41
38,41
37
177
170
171
171
170
139
124
14
119
180
119
213
192
202
202
92

220-245
245
227

197
224
201

176

162
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Superelevation angle .................................
Systems, direct fire control ............................
Tables, firing:
Graphical .......................................
Service ..........................................
Subcaliber .......................................
Tabular .........................................
Tactical employment, maclline gun ....................
Tank:
Background .....................................
Base ............................................
Characteristics ...................................
Commander (see also Crew):
Checklist ....................................
Firing .......................................
Crew (see also Crew and Exercises):
Proficiency test ..............................
Gun. (See Main gun.)
Gun ammunition. (See Ammunition.)
Individual action in massed fire ..................
Parallel laying ...................................
Platoon, organic fire control .......................
Range. (See Range.)
Vulnerability ....................................
Target:
Acquisition ......................................
Training ....................................
As a sensing ......................................
Board, training ..................................
Classification ....................................
Designation (range carl). (See Range card.)
Opportunity, engagement .........................
Plotted, engagement .............................
Teamwork, crew .....................................
Techniques of target destruction ......................
Telescope ...........................................
Observation .....................................
Reticle ..........................................
Terminal ballistics ...................................
Test:
Tank crew proficiency ............................
Scoring ..........................................
Thickness, equivalent (armor) ........................
Tracking (see also Adjustment of fire) .................
Tracking and leading exercise .........................
Trainer, conduct of fire ...............................
Training (see also Exercises):
Crew field firing ..................................
Crew moving tank ................................
Crew proficiency test .............................
Familiarization ..................................
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42

19
35

68
228
227
67
117

64
202
201
64
105

3
158
3,4

5
147
5

253
129

232
110

235-240

212

151
59, 155
160

133
53,138
149

131

111

84
215-217
102,175
198
84

74
194
83, 162
177
74

145
145
122
127-136
40
70
56
27

130
130
107
109
34
64
46
20

235-239
240
131
111
200
198

212
218
111
98
181
177

233,234
231,232
235-240
229, 230

207
205
212
202
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Training-Continued
Gunnery ........................................
Methods of testing ...........................
Qualification .................................
Sequence ....................................
Individual, tank gun crew .........................
Auxiliary fire-control equipment ...............
Direct-fire sights .............................
Range determination .............................
Range finder ....................................
Subcaliber .......................................
Target acquisition ................................
Trajectory ........................................
Traversing fire .......................................
Troop safety factor ..................................
Towed-card exercise

................................
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192,225-228
194
225-228
193
197
203
198
204-207
208-214
220-224, 239
215-217

173, 201
175
201
173
177
183
177
184
187
197, 215
194

26
116

19
103

156
200

103
181

85

74

153
177
158
139
3

136
163
147
124
5

55, 58,157
666
69
136
52
34, 75
62,64,157
87
67,68
136
136
31, 32, 75,
157, 190
70
39
51
141
41, 71, 72
159
86,117-120
40

46, 50,141
62
64
119
43
28, 67
58.61,141
76
64
119
119
23, 24, 67,
141,171
64
34
43
127
35, 66
147
75,105
34

Turret:
Defilade .......................................

Types:
Indirect fire
.................................
Control .................
................
Missions ...................................
Range cards ....................................
Tanks ...........................................

Use:
Aiming:
Circle .......................................
Data chart .........
.......................
Posts ........................................
Ammunition .....................................
Azimuth indicator ................................
Binocular ........................................
Compass ........................................
Direct fire ....................
.............
Firing tables .....................................
High explosive ...................................
M achine-gun fire .................................
Mil relation .....................................
Observation telescopes ...........................
Periscopes .......................................
Quadrants .......................................
Range card ......................................
Range finders ....................................
Sheaf ...........................................
Tank weapons ...................................
Telescopes .......................................
Unarmored vehicles, destruction of. (See Destruction of
targets.)
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Vision devices .......................................
Volley:
Fire .............................................
Marking .........................................
Vulnerability, tank ...................................

54

46

166
163
131

159
157
111

White phosphorus ....................................
Width, determining with mil formula ..................

17,136
32

14,119
24

47,48
202

38, 41
183

Zeroing ..............................................
Exercise ............ .. ......................
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By Order of Tlilber Ml. Brucker, Secretary of the Army:

Official:
HERBERT Wi. JONES,
llajor General, United States Army,
The Adjutant General.

MIAXWELL D. TAYLOR,
General, United States Army,
Chief of Staff.

Distril)ution:
Active Army:
CNGB
Brig
Tee Svc. DA
Inf Regt
Armd Gp
Tee Svc Bd
Ilq CONARC
Armd Inf Bn, Rccon, Tk
Army AA Comd
Rccon Co, Tk
OS iMaj Comd
US Army Tng Cen Armor
Armor Tng Cen
OS Base Comd
Log Comd
USMA
M DW
Inf Sch
Armies
Armor Sch
Corps
P'MST Sr Div Units
Inf Div
PMST Jr Div Units
Armd Div
PMST Mil Sch Div Units
Abn Div
Mil Dist
NG: State AG; unitssname as Active Army.
USAR : Same as Active Army.
Ior explalnation of abbreviations used, sec SR 320-50-1.
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